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^JEDDAH’* FOR SALE: It Is a Iteli meter photograph of a Large section of Jeddah. The photo, toe longest ever taken for the Red Sea City, was shot from the top of the Meridfen Hotel by the French artist Gerard Delorme. It goes on display Tuesday I May 191 at the Tag Arts Sandia Gal-
j

lery. Mayor Muhammad Said Faria was dne to open the photography exhibition which also indndes another 200 photographs of Jeddah. (Thepictureabove wastaken Mondaybv the artisthimselfforArab News with his wide-angle Atm. Story on /wee M

U.S.mission at U.N.
receives fourthbomb
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NEW YORK, May 18 (AP) — About 11
persons were evacuated from the fourth floor

of the VS. mission to the United Nations
Monday after a pipe bomb was discovered in

special delivery mail, police said.

A similar bomb was found Sunday at the

Pan American World Airways terminal at

Kennedy Airport — the third in a series.

Mondays device was delivered along with
other special delivery mail when the building

opened for business and was discovered when
the package passed through security screen-

ing. said a member of the mission security

force who will not allow himself to be iden-

tified. *

A police officer with a dog trained to sniff

for explosives confirmed the package con-

tained explosives,police said. Police said they

had gotten no telephone calls from anyone

Mitterrand may
act fast on poll.
' PARIS. May .18 (R) — President-elect

Francois Mitterrand is expected to appoint a

new government, dissolve the National

Assembly and call legislative elections within

48 hours of bis inauguration Thursday,

informed sources said Monday.
Mitterrand, 64, will officially take over at

•9.30 a.m. Thursday at the Elysee Palace

when outgoing President Valery Giscard

cTEstaing stands down. Mitterrand, France’s

first left-wing president since 1954, beat the

center-right Giscard in the run-off of the

presidential elections May 10.

The somewhat staid inauguration cere-

monies are expected to be followed by

Socialist-inspired mass cefebrations on the

Place de. La Conoorde, toe sources said.

Trench and foreign business communities

have displayed anxiety about the prospect of

left-wing rule. Despite Socialist attempts at

reassuring them, toe franc remained weak

Monday against major currencies.

It opened Monday morning still pinned to

its European Monetary System (EMS) floor

against the West German mark. Another

indicator of nervousness among toe French

moneyed class was an increase in arrests of

those trying to spirit funds across toe Swiss

border.

One opinion poll published at toe weekend

indicated that toe left would confirm and

might increase its lead over the right when

general elections are held, possibly June 14

and 21, Mitterrand needs a Sodalist-

dominated assembly to carry through his

promised nationalization of 11 major indus-

trial firms along with improved salaries' and

work conditions.

Couple leaps to death
CLERMONT FERRAND, Central

France, May 18 ( AFP) — A young couple has

jumped out of a 13to storey window here

Saturday in a suicide pact because they were

unable to find work. There are some

1.700,000 jobless persons in France.

Chants! Tacbe and Jean-Luc Mantel, both

27 years old, were the latest
Y®**

11?* ®

France's soaring suicide rate, one of the hign-

est in Europe. The National Institute

Demographic Studies reported Monday that

there were over 10,000 suicides in France m
1980 1— or 20 in every 100 ,000 .
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claiming responsibility for toe bomb. The city

'police bomb squad removed the device and
.took it to a firing range for dismantling or
detonation, officers said.

Over the weekend, three bombs were
planted at Kennedy Airport, including one
which exploded and killed an airport worker.
There was no immediate indication whether
toe bomb found Monday was connected with
those at the airport.

Patrick Murphy, chief of operations of toe

New York city police department, described
toe bomb as a “very sophisticated device,”

the work of a professional. He said toe
device, which was four to five inches long,

was believed to have a timer but he did not
know when it was set to go off.

The bomb, according to police and mission
sources, was enclosed in a shampoo bottle

and wrapped with brown paper. The package
was addressed to the U.S. mission to toe
United Nations, but not to a specific indi-
vidual, sources said.

Murphy said that ifthebombhad exploded
“ft could have, injured someone standing

nearbyyery seriously.” Robert C. Moller, the

mission's counsellor for host country affairs,

said the bomb package was in one of two mail
pouches delivered through toe regular mail
over toe weekend.

According to Moller, some 60 persons
were evacuated from toe firstsix floorsof toe
mission after the bomb was discovered. The
building is across the avenue from U.N.
Headquarters. Ambassador- Jeane J. Kirk-

patrick, chief U.S. delegate to toe United
Nations, continued to work in her llto floor

office while the bomb was removed and the

rest of the building was “swept” by police

bomb experts, Moller said.

On oil issues

Yamani meets Khalifa
By Adrian Sadeq
Riyadh Bureau

RIYADH, May 18 — Oil ministers of

Saudi Arabia and Kuwait discussed oil

issues here Monday, one week before the

Organization of Petroleum Exporting
Countries meets in Geneva. Crown Prince,

who received a message from Kuwait's

Crown Prince Sheikh Saad AJ Abdullah
Sabah, joined toe talks between Sheikh

Ahmed Zaki Yamani and his Kuwaiti coun-

terpart Sheikh Ah' Khalifa A1 Sabah.

Sheikh Khalifa later Tuesday left for

home.
Sheikh Yamani meanwhile told Arab

News that Saudi Arabia had turned down a

proposal giving preferential prices to Third
World nations.

He added that there are already piore
than one pricing system within OPEC and
that the organization's membersare against
preferential prices.

He however said that the organization
was discussing a proposal of two ceilings for
oil prices but no agreement has been
reached.

Meanwhile, Reuters reported Monday
that the New York oil industry newsletter.

Petroleum Intelligence Weekly, said Saudi
Arabia recognized it was very hard to
expect OPEC governments to lower oil

prices publicly.

UNIFIL will

if Israelis attack

Thatcher refuses to budge

McCreesh to continue strike
BELFAST. May IS (Agencies) — The

family of Irish Republican hunger striker

Raymond M6Greesh Monday derrie<fa-Brit-

ish government statement that he might have
wanted to end his fast to toe death. The
Northern Ireland Office said there was “an
indication” last Saturday that McCreesh, 24.
wanted to halt his protest, which entered its

58th day Monday butadded thathe was con-
tinuing to refuse food

.

The McCreesh family issued its own state-

ment. saying that a doctors had reported

Saturday that toe hungerstrikehad replied “1

don’t know” when asked if he wanted milk,

although he was said to be in a very shocked
state and had been given the last rites. The
statements added: “We then asked to see

Raymond who was lapsing in and out of

%91b exports

Japanese beat W. countries
TOKYO, May 18 (R) — Japanese

machinery exports soared in toe past yearto a

record $91 billion causing serious trade con-

flicts with Western competitors, toe Japanese

Machinery Exporters' association said Mon-
day.

The 35.8 percent increase compared to a

rise of 4.7 percent in 1979-80, with cars, ships

aruPelectronic goods accounting for toe bulk

of ft. Car exports jumped 40.4 percent to

$32.3 billion, accounting for more than a

third of total machinery exports.

Despite criticism from West European

shipbuilders that Japan was monopolizing toe

industry, ship exports leaped 45.2 percent to

$5.9 billion, the association said.

Television set exports rose 36.1 percent to

$1 billion, while machine tools went up 27.2

percent to $1 .3 billion, and exports of veideo

cassette recorders doubled to reach $2.4 bil-

lion , it said.

The trade ministry announced last Friday

that exports of industrial plant in toe fiscal

year feel a sharp 24.6 percent to $8.1 billion

due mainly to a steep drop in exports to China

following economic changes there and impos-

ing of trade sanctions against the Soviet

Union after its military intervention in

Afghanistan.

The sharp decline in plant exploits was eas-

ily offset by brisk exports of other items, toe

association said. Industrial machinery

exports went up 28.6 percent to $10.9 billion,

while heavy electric machine exports were up

34.2 percent to $3 billion, toe association

said.

Japanese machinery exports are expected

to increase further in the current year

because car manufacturers are stepping up
exports to Africa and South America, it said.

However, industry sources said Japanese

plant exporters face strong competition from
.European competitors this year as toe values

of European currencies against toe dollar

were dropping, making their products

cheaper for importers.

The French franc and West German mark
have faDen about 30 percent against the dol-

lar since last summer.

unconsciousness. Raymond was hallucinat-

ing and thought he was in a hospital in Scot-

% laod- We believe our.son before anyone else.

.

He is dearly determined to continue with his

hunger strike."

Meanwhile, toe exceptional quiet which

marked toe weekend in Ulster continued in

Belfast, where the only inddent Monday was
sporadic sniping at police vehicles in toe

Catholic Falls Road and Twinbrook areas.

Also in Belfast a 23-year-old policeman, kil-

led in a rocket attack on his vehide last

Thursday, was to be buried Monday.
The European Human Rights Commission

was still expected to make some new attempt
to end toe wave ofhunger strikes which have
already caused two deaths. The Strasbourg-
based organization failed to meet Bobby
Sands, toe first to die after 66 days. The sec-

ond hunger striker to die in the so-far unsuc-

cessful campaign to win political status for

Irish Republican Army prisoners wasFrands
Hughes after 59 days.

Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher has
repeatedly vowed she will not give in to the
hunger strikers' demands that they be treated

as political prisoners rather than criminals
because their crimes were politically moti-
vated. She said that would legitimize the
overwhelminglyCatholic IRA’s campaign to
oust the British from Northern Ireland and
re-unite it with the neighboring Irish

Republic,', which is 97 percent Catholic.

NAQURA, South Lebanon, May 18
(Agencies) — United Nations peacekeeping
forces will fight back if toe Middle East miv
sile crisis prompts Israel to send its army into

south Lebanon, a U.N. spokesman said
Monday.
“ They will not get through without a

shoot- up.
*' he told foreign correspondents at

the 6,000-strong force headquarters in the
Christian stronghold. The enclave, a buffer

between Israel and Palestinians encamped in

toe north, is largely controlled by toe

Israeli-backed militia of Major Haddad,
which has frequently clashed with U.N.
forces.

U.N. headquarters reported increased evi-

dence of Israeli preparations and said surveil-

lance has been stepped up and there were 35
Israeli overflights Monday. “ Israeli experts

have for long served with the Haddad militia.

Today, 1 saw a truck-loud of Israeli soldiers in

combat gear driving along the pot-holed

Mediterranean coast in south Lebanon, ” the

U.N. spokesman said.

- Informed sources, meanwhile, said toe

Palestinians regarded a major dash as almost

inevitable whether or not Israel goes to war
with Syria over toe missile dispute.

In Tel Aviv, critidsra of Prime Minister

Menahem Begin's handling of toe Lebanese
missile crisis, which brought Israel and Syria

close to war, is growing.
The issue which at first looked like a politi-

cal asset for Begin in toe June 30 general
election is beginning to look like a liability.

Never before in rimes of national crisis has
Israel experienced such public controversy.

Government sources said opposition Labor
Party leader Shimon Peres accused Begin in

the Knesset (parliament) foreign affairs and
security committee Monday of managing toe
missile crisis from bis Likud Party campaign
headquarters.

Meanwhile. Philip Habib, President

Ronald Reagan's spetia I envoy to the Middle
East, arrived in Damascus from Riyadh to
continue talks with Syrian leaders over the

explosive situation in Lebanon. It was
Habib’s third visit as spedal emissary since

toe beginning of his mission to the Middle

East 12 days ago.

During Habib's visit to Saudi Arabia,

which had not been originally scheduled,

Turkey alleges plot

Pope leaves intensive ward

denuid & rameith with one uF fe hands tied.'

ROME. May 18 (AP) — Doctors moved
Pope John Paul II from toe intensive care

ward to a normal hospital room Monday, five

days afterhe was wounded in an assassination

attempt.

The doctors said the Pope spent another
peaceful night and woke up feeling well on his

61 sr birthday. The Vatican disclosed that toe

Pope's physidans have invited unspecified

number of foreign doctors of “dear fame” to

come to Rome to be available for consulta-

tions. No names were disclosed.

Meanwhile, magistrates resumed tntcr-

. rogating Mehmet Ali Agca.toe Turk accused

of pumping two bullets into toe Pope, and
police issued photographs of two wanted

Turkish extremists.

Mehmet Sener and Oral Gelik who belong

to the same rightwing grouping as Agca, but

there was no evidence that either helped him
in the shooting, police said. Some Italian

newspapers have carried stories, many fanci-

ful, about an international plot, but no hard

Weinberger concedes Russian superiority in arms
don negotiations(SALT) with Moscow were

LONDON, May 18 (AP) — Caspar Wein-

berger, U.S. defense secretary, said m a tele-

vision interview Monday that his country was

far behind toe Soviet Union in the arms race

and warned America could be inviting war

unless it redresses the balance. He was inter-

viewed on the British Broadcasting Corpora-

tion's “Panorama” program, a transcript of

which was released tonewsmen in advance of

screening Monday night.

Weinberger told BBC interviewer Tom
Mangold that the Uited States did not even

have “rough equivalance” with Moscow in

the arms build-up. “The real danger in toe

situation of this kind from our point of view is

when you allow a very large gap not only to

open but to remain open,” said Weinberger,

“and thereby give encouragement to the

Soviets to feel toat they are amassing the kind

of strength that would enablethem to either

win by a first strike or to subjugate countries

witbont even the necessity of a first strike.''

He said the United States was trying to

catch up “and restore the balance toat we

think is the only thing that can preserve

peace. We do not have toe kind of lead toat

we bad in the 50s and 60s. If you get out of

balance as we are now then I think you are

inviting war.”

Weinberger said that strategic arms limita-

unlikely to be revived in the immediate

future. “SALTn is dead as far as the United

States is concerned. It is not a treaty toat

would ever be supported by toe Reagan

Administration," he said.

Hesaid the United States was concerned at

the mood in some NATO countries toward

nuclear disarmament. “I think it is based on

an idea that unilateral disarmament is a feas-

ible way to secure toe peace of the world,” he

said. “We think it is precisely the opposite.

We think it is toe way toat most induces war
and most ecourages toe Soviets."

evidence has yet emerged to support toe
theory.

In Turky, police arrested two more persons
overtoe weekend in connection with the false

passport used by the Pope's alleged attackers,

official sources reported Monday.
Turkish police Friday arrested Faruk

Ozgun, 28, a textile worker whose name was
on the passport the suspect, 23-year-old
Mehmet Ali Agca, used to travel around
Europe. Police said Monday they also have
arrested a teacher and a former policeman on
suspicion of foiging the travel document, the
sources said.

Authorities identified toe teacher as
Ibrahim Kurt, 29, a former leader of the
ultra- nationalist “Uhi Ulku” (divine ideal)

organization based in Nevsehir. 730,
tmeters southeast of Istanbul.

tl sources contacted by toe Associated
Press identified the arrested former police-

man as Erphan Ender, whose picture

appeared in Agca’s passport.

Italian prosecutors said Agca, charged with

attempting to murder toe Pope and two
American women also wounded in Wednes-
day's attempt, will be tried in Italy at toe
Rome tribunal. Under toe 1929 Late’ran Tre-
aty between Italy and the Vatican, crimes

committed in Vatican City are tried by Italian

authorities.

A Romepolice official said there may have
been an accomplice in the square, but we
believe only one person fired shots.” He said

police believe toe Pope and the two Ameri-
can tourists were wounded by toe bullets, nor
three as previously reported. Agca has

insisted ever since his arrest that he acted
alone.

But Italian police believe someone helped

him his escape from a Turkish jail in 1979.

Foreign Minister Prince Saud al Faisal tele-

phoned his Syrian counterpart, Abdul Halim
Khaddam. to exprevi support for Syria's

firm attitude in toe face of Israeli provoca-
tions.

'* Similar views were expressed in a
message sent Sunday by King Khaled to

Syrian President Hafez Avoid,'

On the war troni. random shelling spread

to all parts of Beirut Monday. Bombs and
rockets slammed into all residential areas in

Beirut as Syrian peacekeeping forces backed
by nationalist Muslim groupings dueled with

rightist Christian militias across toe city’s

commercial quarter.

Police reported 32 civilians were killed and
144 wounded in the exchanges Sunday and
Monday mornings that set several high-rise

apartment buildings afire.

Riyal adjusted
JEDDAH, May 18 — The riyal was

adjusted Monday for the second time in four
days against the dollarfrom33700 to 33800.
ISee Financial Roundup on page 101

Saudi Arabia, Indonesia

sign economic pact today

RIYADH, May 18 (SPA) - Saudi Arabia
and Indonesia will sign Tuesday an agree-
ment for economic and cultural cooperation
it was announced here Monday.
The agreement will be signed by Foreign

Minister Prince Saud AI Faisal and" toe visit-

ing Indonesian Foreign Miniter Mokhtar
Kusoma Anaja who will hold another work-
ing session toe same day to coordinate their

policies at international meetings and confer-

ences in toe interest of toe Islamic people and
in pursuance of Islamic solidarity.

‘Schmidt’s future

is in jeopardy’
BONN. May IS (AFP) — West German

Chancellor Helmut Schmidt's gamble on his

political future over toe issue of strategic mis-
siles in Western Europe could condemn his

Social Democratic Party (SPD) to years in

opposition, analysts said here Monday.
Schmidt told the Bavarian regional congress

of the SPD Sunday that he would resign if the

national party conference in Munich next

spring rejects the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization plan to install Pershing 2 and
Cruise missiles in West Germany and other
West European countries by 1983.

Observers said the chancellor apparently
wanted fo reassure his Liberal Party coalition

colleagues and especially their chariman.
Foreign Minister Hans- Dietrich Genscher,
who is a firm backer of toe NATO project.

The defeat in West Berlin a week ago of the

ruling SPD Iwis worried Schmidt toat toe Lib-

erals may switch their allegiance from toe

SPD in West Germany's ruling coalition to

the opposition Christian Democrats.
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With Dow Chemical

SABIC to sign pact
By Adnan Sadeq

RIYADH, May 17 - The Saudi Arabian

Basic Industries Corporation and Dow
Chemical of the United States will sign an

estimated $1.3 billion agreement here Wed-

nesday to establish a petrochemical complex

in the industrial city of Jubaii, official sources

said.

The complex, considered the most impor-

tant of the 10 projects being carried out by

SABIC and international firms, will produce

polyethylene and ethylene.

The sources said production of the

SABIC- Dow complex will begin in mid-

1985. The project combines SABIC, Dow
Chemical and Saudi Petrochemical

Development Corp. The latter partner, a

consortium of 54 Japanese chemical, electri-

cal, refining and banking concerns, were par-

tially integrated as of December 1980. The

two will jointly own and share the output

from one 500,000 tons per year (tpy) ethane

cracking unit, rather than each have its own

unit as planned originally.

The other SABIC joint projects include:

The Saudi Iron and Steel Company
(Hadeed), which is an 80:20 joint venture

between SABIC and Korf Stahl AG of West

Germany and will produce 800,000 tpy of

sponge iron from imported ore in a first step

process. HADEED will use Saudi ore when
an economical means of upgrading it is found.

The final agreement between SABIC and

Korf Stahl was the first SABIC signed with an

international partner for a basic industiy in

March 1979.

The Jubaii Steel Rolling Mill is 85 per-

cent-owned by HADEED and will be

administered by that company. It is adjacent

to HADEED and will use its output. Two
rolling mills will produce S00,000 tpy of steel

reinforcing bars and wire, with 50,000 tpy of

steel billet being lost in the process.

The Saudi Petrochemical Company is a

joint venture of SABIC and the Peeten sub-

sidiary of Shell, and will “crack" ethane feed-

stock into 656,000 tpy of ethylene, a basic

petrochemical building block. No otherfeed-

stock except salt brine will be needed. About
two-thirds of the ethylene will be further

transformed into other products.

The Al-Jubail Petrochemical Company
(KEMYA) is a venture between SABIC and
Exxon. The plant will have a capacity to pro-

duce 260,000 tpy of low-density polythylene.

A considerable part of the $2.2 billion cost of

the plant is in a share of the Saudi Petrochem-

ical Co.'s Ethane cracker.

The Saudi Methanol Company is a venture

between Mitsubishi Gas Chemicals, C. Itoh,

Kyowa Gas Chemicals, Sumitomo and

Mitsui-Toatsu in a 50:30:5:5:5:5 ratio to

produce methanol from methane feed-stock.

Planned out put recently was revised down-
wards by 50,000 tpy to 600,000 tpy. The
plant will use methane , of which 73 ,000 cubic

meters will be feedstock and the remainder
fuel.

Rafiq Natsha

Palestine Week
opens inMakkah

Production in a second venture to produce

methanol in die SABIC Celanese-Texas
Eastern venture was revised downward by

20,000 tpy to 630,000 tpy. The plant wOl use

slightly more methane than the Saudi
Methanol Col. I.C.I. of Britain is canying out
the engineering for the $400 million plant,

with C.F. Braun of the United States supply-

ing the technology.

MAKKAH. May 18 (SPA) — Makkah
Deputy Governor Hamad Al-Shawi opened
Sunday Palestine tVeek. The week was
organized by the Palestinian Committee in

cooperation with Urn AJ-Qura University.

After reviewing the Palestinian's case,
Rafiq Al-Natsha, member of the executive
committee of the Palestine Liberation Organ-
ization and the representative in Saudi
Arabia, replied to various queries. The cere-

mony also was addressed by Dr. Muhammad
Al-Ghamdi, the university’s director of
administration and finance.

The Al-Jubail Fertilizer Company
(SAMAD) is a partnership ofSABIC and the

Taiwan Fertilizer Company and will produce
300,000 tpy of ammonia from a daily feeds-

tock of 1 .2 million cubic meters of methane in

a first step, and 500,000 tpy of urea from the

ammonia in a second step.

Sports festival

marksgraduation
RIYADH, May 18 iSPA)— The Physical

Training Institute held its annual sports and
theatrical festival here Sunday to
honor the 15th group of 142 graduates. Dr.

Saud AJ-Jammaz, the acting education

undersecretary for educational and adminis-

trative affairs, officiated at the ceremony.
In a speech on the occasion, the institute's

director, Muhammad Al-Faiz Al-Quiaishi,

said that the 1 ,000 who graduated from the

institute since its establishment are now
working in Education Ministry schools and
for the^Youth Welfare Organization. He
urgedihe youths to use their skill in serving

tiieCr country while remaining faithful to their

Religion.

The Petromin-Sbell international refinery

will produce naptha (59,000 bpd), gas oil

(75.000 bpd), kerosene (44 ,000 bpd), fuel oil

(65.000 bpd), benzene (5,000 bpd) and lpg

(5,000 bpd). Using Shell and other technol-

ogy. Ail of the products will be for export,

except benzene, which will be used in Jubaii

by Saudi Petrochemical.

The Petromin-Texaco-Socal Refinery is a

50:25:25 venture and will produce 12,000

bpd of die base stocksfrom which lubricating

oil are blended. That size output makes it the

largest such refinery in the world. The feed-

stock will be 76,000 bpd from the heavy end

of the Ras Tanura refinery's run.

Sheikh Hamad opened the Palestine
Exhibition in which a number of maps, pic-

tures and other material depict the history of
the Palestinian cause. The exhibition also

comprises layouts ofAi-Quds_ Al-Sharif
(Jerusalem) and pictures of the late King
Faisal. Sheikh Hamad was presented with
one of the layouts of Al-Quds as a token gift.

Meanwhile, the board of trustees of um
Al-Qura University held its first meeting
here Sunday under the university’s secretary.
Dr. Rashed AI-Rajeh, to discuss the various
chapters and heads to the 1981/82 budget
which had already been adopted.

Discussions in which the deans of the vari-
ous faculties and institutes of urn AI-Qura
took part centered on academic teaching
material, the granting of masters degrees
from the Sharia and Islamic Studies College,
scholarships other matters of interest to the
new university.

Prayer Times
Tuesday Makkah Madina Riyadh Dammam Buraidah Tabnk
Fajr ( Dawn) 4.16 4.11 3.42 3.26 3.51 4.16
Dhuhr (Noon) 12.17 12.18 11.49 11.36 12.00 12.30

Assr (Evening) *3J4 3.42 3.14 3.05 3.29 4.03

Maghreb (Sunset) 6.55 7.01 6.32 6.22 6.47 .
7.20

Isha (Night) 8.25 8.31 8.02 7.52 8.17 8.50
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Saudi -U.S. communique issued
rRIYADH, May 18 (SPA) - The sixth

session of the UJL-Saudi Arabian joint

commission of economic cooperation

concluded its meetings here Sunday night

by issuing a joint communique:
The statement said the United States-

Saudi Arabian Joint Commission on
Economic Cooperation met for its sixth

formal session in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia,

May 16-18, 1981. The U.S. Secretary of

the Treasury Donald T. Regan and the

Minister of Finance and National
Economy of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
Muhammad Aba Al Khail, co-chaired die

meeting. James A. Placke, charge
d’ affaires, U.S. embassy, Jeddah, also par-

ticipated in the meeting.

Secretary Regan paid calls on several

senior Saudi government officials and
other members of the American delega-

tion held meetings outside the framework
of the joint commission with the Saudi
Arabian Ministry of Finance and National

Economy officials. These discussions pro-
vided excellent opportunities to review
the global financial and economic situa-

tion, exchange market developments, and
the varied aspects of U.S.-Saudi Arabian
relations. It was agreed that these sessions

strengthened the already strong ties of

cooperation and friendship between the

two countries.

The participants in the U.S.-Saudi Ara-
bian businessmen's dialogue were present
at the opening and closing ceremonies of

the sixth session.

At the conclusion of the session, a new
technical cooperation agreement in the

area of tax administration and training

was signed.

The sixth session of the commission was

UooaHl Regan

the largest ever held, involving 13 U.S.

government agencies in program activities

of 1 1 Saudi government agencies and uni-

versities. The two delegations noted with

satisfaction the impressive progress which

has been made since the establishment of

the joint commission in 1974.

The commission expressed its apprecia-

tion to all the participating Saudi Arabian
ministeries and American departments
and agencies for theirhard work and dedi-

cation to the goals of U.S.-Saudi Arabian
technical cooperation.

The commission approved the issuance

ofan annual report which defines the mis-

sion of the commission, describes its

development over the years, and provides

detailed information regarding the vari-

ous projects. This report, in .Arabic and
English, will be issued in printed form
shortly. An advance copy of the English

text, as approved by the commission, is

available.

Muhammad Aha At KM
Pursuant to the terms of the technical

cooperation agreement, which provides

the framework for the operations of the
joint commission, progress was reviewed
in the twenty cooperative projects being
carried out under the aegis of the joint

commission. A number of working group
meetings were held to review die various

agreements with appropriate ministry

officials.

These talks permitted detailed analyses
of project funding, staffing, and current
and proposed programs. Possible new
areas of technical cooperation also were
considered. The frank and friendly work-
ing level discussions once again revealed
the fine spirit of Saudi- American coopera-
tion in working towards important Saudi
Arabian economic development goals.

The co-chairmcn agreed to hold the
next joint commission meeting in
Washington in 1982.

To discuss pilgrims’ affairs

Pakistan officials hold talks in Kingdoi
JEDDAH. May 18 — A four-member

team of Pakistani officials, currently on q.

two-week visit to the Kingdom to finalize

arrangements for the performance of Haj by
Pakistani pilgrims this year, has begun a
round of talks and discussions with top Saudi
Arabian officials, according to Pakistan

embassy sources Monday.
On Sunday it held discussions with the

Minister for Haj and Endowments Sheikh
Abdul Wahab Wasai and Deputy Minister
for Health Dr. Hamd Al-Sukair.
The team is led by I.A. Imtiazi, the top civil

service officer of Pakistan's Ministry of
Religious Affairs.

Now in Riyadh, the team is due to visit

Makkah, Medina and Jeddah where it will

meet various officials and hold discussions to

farilitatetheperforraance ofHaj byPakistani
pilgrims.

From Pakistan, 50,000 pilgrims are
expected to perform Haj this year. About
40,000 of them will come by air and the rest

by sea. All of them will be traveling on spetial

Haj passports.

Every year Pakistan makes some special

arrangements for the medical care and wel-

fare of its pilgrims in addition to the facilities

provided by Saudi Arabian government in

this regard.

It maintains a permanent directorate of

Haj at the embassy for this puipose. The
set-up is further enlarged by additional staff

from Pakistan during the season.

A medical mission comprising doctors,

specialists and other medical staff is also sent

from Pakistan to establish an indoor hospital

at Makkah and a number of dispensaries at

Medina. Jeddah, Mina and Arafat. The med-
-

ical facilities set up by the mission are also

made available to Haj'pilgrims belonging ttf

oth er nationalities. Thisyear for the first time;

accommodation will also be pre-arranged for

25 percem in Makkah and 100 percent in

Medina.

New site planned

for Jizan town
RIYADH, May 18 — A new city will be

built to replace the existing Red Sea port
town of Jizan, in the south of the country.
The new location will be along the Jizan-

Taif highway and the Ministry of Municipal
and Rural Affairs has invited owners of land

in the location to submit their documents to
tire municipality within two months for
assessment and compensation .-

.The existing town will be abandoned
because of the rising level of salt, which has
been causing widespread damage to proper-
ties.

Until recently the town was made up of
brick and clay bouses, and repairing damage
was fairly inexpensive. But with rapid
development nationwide and the increasing,

income of the population, houses have been
built in Jizan of stones, mortar and steel but
the salt and humidity still seeped into them
and quite a few were destroyed.

Sultan reiterates

militarybase policy
RIYADH, May 18 (SPA) — Defense and

Aviation Minister Prince Sultan reiterated

Monday the Kingdom's refusal to construct

foreign bases orgive facilities on its territory.
“Our position in this issue is firm and dear.

iVe wil not give any facilities of any size to any
party,'* Prince Sultan said. He added that

U.S. Deputy Defense Secretary Francis

vVesfs visit to the Kingdom aimed at

exchange of views on militaiy cooperation

between the two countries, and discussing

several international issues. Prince Sultan

said <Vest reaffirmed the U.S. administra-.

tion's commitment to supply military needs
of the Kingdom in accordance to the best

interests of both countries.

Lebanese laud

Kingdom’s stand
JEDDAH, May 18 (SPA) — Lebanese

Qrarge tf Affaires Khaled Al-Kilani praised

the Kingdom's policy toward all Arab and

Islamic causes, including the present Leban-

ese crisis and the repeated Israeli attacks on

that country.

In an interview with Al Nadwa Monday,
Kiiani described Saudi Arabian-Lebanese

relations as “excellent* * and striding toward a

better future. He stressed the danger of the

situation in Lebanon and the necessity to

stand by Lebanon in the face of the “Zionist

enemy."

The Kingdom reaffirmed Sunday its sup-

port for Lebanon and Syria against Israeli

aggression, which endangers their

sovereignty, independence and security.

Meanwhile, Arab League Secretary Gen-
eral Chadli Klibi called on Arab countries to

support Lebanon and overcome the currant

crisis and shoulder thesuperpowers’ respon-

sibility ofputtingpressure on Israel tostop its

daily attacks on Lebanon and be deterred.

Speaking to Al Medina Monday, Klibi said

that the Lebanese question is the most impor-

tant Arab problem. He added that the prob-

lem is self-evident and its roots go bade to

differences among Lebanese families. “That

is why we always insist that the first key to the

problem is at the hands of the. Lebanese

brothers. Bht at the same time, the Lebanese
problem is an Arab question,” Klibi was
quoted as saving.
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Riyadh allocatedSR2.7b for projects
RIYADH, May 18 (SPA) — Riyadh was

sDo38*lSg&Z bil&on in this year's budget
for various projects, according to Governor
Prince Salman Monday. Hie projects will

include braiding markets, gardens, parking
Jots, asphalting, paving and (Humiliating.

The capital city’s budget also indudes allo-

cations for fencing overpeopled properties,

ensuring cleaning equipment for the new dis-

tricts of the capital, conducting various

studies for a storm-water drainage system,
planning diepresent Riyadh airport's site and
an aerial survey of the city.

Prince Salman said several important pro-
jects vfere approved after Crown Prince
Fahtfs visit to the High Commission for
Riyadh’s Development headquarters. The
visit was made under King Khaletfs instruc-

tions, the governor said. Among the
approved projects are expropriation ofsome
farms and residential areas in Riyadh and
transforming them into a public park. The
project will cost SR350 million.

In addition, othergarden, children's play-
grounds and parking lots will be developed
on expropriated land. SR340 million has
been allocated for these projects. Flyovers,
tunnels and asphalting ofnew roads designed
to ease traffic movement will cost some
SRS63 million. Prince Salman said.

He added that the Riyadh Zoo, located at
Hasa street, will beimproved in line with die
development of flic city.The project will cost
SR 120 million. Another program to open
newroads to link the various parts of the dty
and facilitate traffic win cost about SR1.2
button, Prince Salman said.

King Abdul Azm garden, proposed to be
located in the south-western pan of Riyadh,
will cost SR100 million. The crown prince
directed Prince Salman, ' chairman of
^yadh’s development commission, and its
members to give special attention and prior-
ity to certain projects so Riyadh will keep pace

.

with overall development in she Kingdom.

.
Prince Sahnari~said Riyadh Municipality

FROM THE GULF
ABU DHABI, May 18 (WAM)— United

Arab Emirates President Sheikh Zayed bin
Sultan AJ Nahyan has sent cables ofcongratu-
lations to King dav V of Norway and Presi-

dent Hajj Ahmadon Ahidjo of Cameroon on
the occasion of their country’s national days.
Sheikh Zayed also received a message

from Bahraini Prime Minister Rh«kh Khalifa

tan Salman A1 Khalifa, dealing with bilateral

relations and ways of promoting them.
The message was handed over by Sheikh

AH bin Khalifa bin Salman A1 Khalil son of

the Bahraini prime-minister during a meeting
with the president ax AJ Mushrif palace this

morning.
• * * *

ABU DHABI, May 18 (WAM) — Hie
United Arab Emirates cabinet Monday
approved the federal budget of 1981 in its

new shape after being increased by more than

22 billion dirhams.

The budget of 26.2 billion dirhams ($7.1

billion) is over 63 percent more than the

budget of last year of about 16 bittkm

dirhams.

It is divided into three main sections, the

current budget of 21.28 trillion dirhams, the
projects budget of 2.55 billion dirhams and
this covers new projects and others which are

. still under construction. The sum of 239 bil-

lion dirhams was embarked for toe financial

Pakistan official tovisit
JEDDAH, May 18 — Pakistan's Informa-

tion Minister Raja Zafanii Haq will arrive

here Monday on a three-day visit, the Pakis-
tan embassy reported.

He will perform Umra and visit Madina
Monawwara to offer prayers at Masjid-o-
Nabawi.He Isscheduledto return to Pakistan
cm May 21.

investments of the federation.
The council, at its weekly session presided

over by vice-presklent and prime minister.
Sheikh Rashid bin Saeed AJ MaJttoum,
approved the draft budget of the federal
national council (pariiament) of 133 m»TUrm
dirhams, the Emirate's University budget of
386 million dirhams and the budget of the
Supreme Coundl for Sports and Youth of
823 million dirhams.

The federal budget win be presented to the
national council for further discussions
before submitting it to the supreme council
for final approval.

The cabinet also agreed on a memorandum
by the Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs

regarding defination of taxes for recruitment
offices’ licenses and workers' visas and cards.

The cabinet also discussed among other
things a memorandum by mmktiw of
and industry on the outcome of the fifth'

annual meeting of the Mwmi« Bank for
Development and the seventh annual meet-
ing of Arab Bank for Economic Develop-
ment in Africa held in the Sudan between
March 3 and 4.

DUBAI, May 18 (WAM) — United Arab
Emirates minister of finance and industry.

Sheikh Hamdan bin Rashid leaves Tuesday
for Riyadh, at the head of the UAE delega-

tion to file meetings of the finance ministers

and members of the Gulf Cooperation Coun-
cil due to start in Dammam Wednesday.
The meeting will a number of pro-

jected investment agreements and other

financial subjects to be submitted to file

summit conference of the leaders of die Arab
Gulf statesdueinAbu DhabiMay25 and 26.

will carry out these projects in 1981 and 1982
because many of them need more than one
year to complete.

In another development. AJ-Khobar
Mayor Abdul Rahman saidMondaythatSRI
billion was allocated for Al- Khobar Munici-

pality in the current budget. Hie budget will

includestorm-water drainageprojectsforthe

city’s main streets, public gardens, fencing
graveyards, asphalting,paving and Ruminat-
ing of streets and building five inspection

centers for the municipality.

The mayor said the municipality win
shortly finish a temporary and a permanent
asphalting project for some streets in

Ai-Khobar and surrounding areas. The pro-
jects cost SR16 million, he added.

COMMENT
By Soldi Muhammad Jama!

AlNadwa

1 wonder why the tfisbursemeat of share

profits is so complicated with the Saudi
Arabian Public Transport Company
(SAPTCO). It is a normal practice that

share coupons ofa company axe presented
to the relevant bank which disburses the

profits without asking personal presence
for the purpose of signing a statement on
the number of coupons, bringing along
with us the necessary certificates to fill in

the statements.

But it is being demanded at the time of
payment of SAPTCO profits, which
causes inconvenience to the shareholders.
The coupons seem to command no value if

we are to report in person with the share

certificates.

Besides,why is the payment made at file

rate of SR 10 per share, while it is sup-

posed to be SR 15 according to company's
previous announcement? If there were
reasons fra low profits, it should have

been announced at the time of making
announcement for the payment of profits,

so that file shareholder goes to the bank
fully aware of what he is going to receive.

Another topicTd Eke to comment on is

the summer and winter working hours.

While this idea seems to be worthy ofseri-
ous study, I don't think the idea of

'

introducing daylight savings time would

find airy favorableresponse because ofthe

confusion that it would create. Changing
file office hoursin file two seasons would

seem easier than asking file public to

adjust their watches everytime a new sea-

son sets in.

1am writing fiiis tocomment on a recent

observation by my colleague Akmddin

Al-Smi, who wanted the introduction of

daylight savings by asking people to

changehours whenever summer or winter

begins.
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LONGEST: Artist photographer Gerard Delorme stands in frost ofMs “unique photoeraphic document.” which forms the loosest

•ever shot of a large pout of Jeddrii.

With 200 other scenes

Longest photo ofJeddah to be displayed

: — - • a
(Arab Nm alMiM

By Jfrurouk Loqman
JEDDAH, May 18 — The longest photo-

graph ever taken of Jeddah, 10x13 meters,
goes on display at the Tag Arts Saudia Gal-
lery here Tuesday. Mayor Muhammad Saeed
Farisi, an ait enthusiast, will open die photo-
graphy exhibit which also includes about 200
depicting Jeddah's old new.

Mrs. Farisi will sponsor the ladies only day
on Wednesday, May 20. The photographs
were shot by the French artists, Gerard
Delorme, and his assistant Bruno Lyet. The
photos were printed on canvas and wood and
plastified to give them an original painting
look.

Delorme, who has visited Saudi Arabia
more than 60 times since 1973, went up to the
roof of the Meridien Hotel with a Haselblad
camera and a 600mm lens. He shot a series of
photographs that covered nearly 15 kms of

theaprawling dty. He took the films to Paris

and 200, out of 1 ,000 shots, were processed,

some of which are staggeringly beautiful.

The Hamra fountain, taken at night, is

breathtaking and nearly more beautiful than

the original.

Delorme has been faking photographs of

special occasions and certain establishments

for the last ten years. His photographs now
adorn the new King Abdul Aziz International

Airport.

The airport itself is one of bis favorite sub-

jects and visitors will be able to see a variety

of color photographs taken with various

lenses. One was taken with a fish-eye lens and
captured the whole swing of the tenilike Haj
structure.

Old and fast-disappearing localities in the

dty have been preserved for posterity by
Delorme's camera, but particularly by the

unique process which turns a mundane
photograph into a piece of an worth display-

ing in a respectable gallery anywhere.

“Those in love with the cameras can pro-

duce good artwork, but the purification pro-

cess and canvass combine to enhance their

beauty a thousandfold,’* Delorme said at his

office here.

The price range is also modest, for apart

from the longest photograph, the rest will

begin at SR400 and rise to SR3.000 which

[eaves ample room for those who want to

decorate their homes with typically local

scenes. Those who were bom and brought up
in Hindawiyyah will want to keep a “photo-

painting" of their childhood surroundings.

Delorme has already thought ot develop-

ing the Jeddah scenes into a national under-

taking by duplicating the effort for other

dries, especially Abba which he believes is

one of the best places fra photqgrapny. He is

also planning photo calendars, diaries and
other company giveaways and puzzles for
nhilrtrm

**If we can give the people here calendars

showing striking local scenes of remarkable
quality, they will not have much need for

those showing some places in Alaska or
Haiti,” he said. “Besides, if the children can
play with games depicting local motifs, why
go for those madeofforeign scenes," he said.

King receives ulema
RIYADH, May 18 (SPA) - King

Khaled gave audience Monday to the ulema
and Sheikh at Al Mather palaoe as he does
every Monday.

Religious departments get new phone numbers
RIYADH, May 18 (SPA) - The General

Presidency of the Departments of Scholarly

Research, Religious Ruling, Callto Islam and
Religious Guidance announced new tele-

phone numbers for members of Permanent
Scholarly Research and Religious Ruling

Committee Monday.
The telephone numbers are given to facili-

tate public contact with Muslim scholars for

any inquiries related to religion. -English

speaking people can call file scholars at their

offices, in Riyadh.

The permanent committee members are:

Sheikh Abdul Razek Afifi, vice-chadman, tele-

phone number 4358350 (office) and 4026722
(residence);

Sheikh Abdullah ibn Abdul Rahman ibn Ghud-
yyan, member, 4250225 (office) and 4259870

(residence);

Sheikh Abdullah ibn Hassan ibn Qoud. member,
4258501 (office) and 4592367 (residence);

Sheikh Abdul Malik ibn Omar ibn Abdul Ladf

Al-Shdkh. member. 435 1921 (office) and

4351948 (residence).
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To flash or not to flash

Now, it’s no longer
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Siensane flash
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Ethiopian garrison attacked

Tigre fighters claim

big seizure of arms
KHARTOUM, May 18 (AP) - Rebels

fighting for the independence of Ethiopia’s

northern province ofTigre Sundayclaimed to

have killed and wounded a number of Ethio-

pian soldiers and captured a sizeable cache of

arms in battles last week.

In a military communique issued here, the

Tigre Peoples’ Liberation Front (TPLFl said

its fighters had attacked an Ethiopian garri-

Palestinians claim

El Al office attack
BEIRUT, May 18 (R) — A Palestinian

organization has claimed responsibility for a

bomb attack on the Istanbul office of the

Israeli airline El AJ Saturday night.

The “May 15 Arab Organization for the

Liberation of Palestine," which Sunday

claimed responsibility for a similar attack on

El AJ’s Rome offices Friday night, said in a

statement here that its commandos bombed

the Istanbul offices late Saturday night.

A spokesman for the Turkish rity
1

s martial

law command said Sunday that the explosion

caused damage* ' but no injuries. The organ-

ization said it would continue to pursue

Israeli organizations wherever they where.

son at Vaja, a town 180 kilometers south of

Makalle. the capital ofTigre province. It said

32 soldiers had been killed or wounded, 19

were taken prisoner, and Tigre rebels had

captured “27 light arms and other valuable

war materials.''

The communique added that the repeated

attacks on Ethiopian troops, "who are frus-

trated by dissension and internal contradic-

tions " bad led some soldiers to defect and

join the fighters. In a statement issued in

Rome earlier this week, the front said Ethio-

pian forces held seven cities in Tigre pro-

vince, a hilly region 300 miles north of the

capital, Addis Ababa TPLF fighters control-

led the oountryside, the statement said.

The TPLF fought off two major offensives

last year by a reported 50,000 Ethiopian sol-

diers. Tigre fighters are among several armed

groups fighting for independence from the

regime in Addis Ababa of Mengistu Haile

Mariam.
In a separate statement issued Sunday, a

spokesman for one of these groups, the Erit-

rean Liberation Front which is struggling for

the independence of the Red Sea province of

Eritrea, said the ELF had downed an Ethio-

pian jet fighter MiG-21.

Four arrested

Iran groups clash
LOS ANGELES, May 18 l AP) — About

650 demonstrators for and against the Ira-

nian regime of Ayatollah Khomeini
exchanged insults Sunday and at times had to

be physically separated by more than 300

police and sheriffs deputies, officials said.

Four persons were arrested. No injuries,

were reported during the six-hour demonst-

ration outside the federal building in west Los

Angeles as 325 police and sheriffs deputies

Yfujibur’s daughter

returns to Dacca
DACCA, May 18 (AP) — Hasina JVajed,

newly- elected president of Bangladesh’s

largest opposition party, returned to Dacca
Sunday to a tumultuous welcome ending sue

years of self-imposed exile in India.

Despite heavy rain, tens of thousands of

people gathered at the airport for an emo-
tional welcome to the 33-year-old daughter

of salianed President Sheikh Mujibur Rah-
man. Her father was instrumental in gaining

independence from Pakistan for Bengalese.

Hasina, who now heads the Awami
League, also stopped at the graveyard where

her mother, three brothers and a number of

other relatives are buried.

in Los Angeles
using horses and riot gear formed lines to

keep the two factions apart, police said.

Police dosed a short stretch of busy iVilshire

Boulevard for about an hour as demons-
trators milled on the sidewalks, and offramps
from the nearby San Diego Freeway to Ml-
shire were dosed for five hours, police said.

The Iranians for constitutional monarchy,
who oppose the current rule of Khomeini
were denied a permit to hold their demonst-
ration on federal building property. Federal
authorities said they did not have enough
personnel to guard the property against poss-
ible damage.

However, the 500 anti- Khomeini and 150
pro- Khomeini demonstrators kept to the
sidewalks, with both groups yelling, chanting,
canying signs, police said. A few scuffles
were reported, but there was no serious viol-

ence.

“Past experience has shown that when
these two factions meet, there has been viol-

ence,” police Sgt. John Stilo said. On two
occasions during the demonstration activity

that lasted from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. Sunday, the
two groups moved within half a block of one
another, but police kept the groups apart,
Stilo said. Stilo said four persons who were
not immediately identified, were arrested for
minor trouble during the demonstrations.

(AP wircpfaotol

TRAINING SESSION: fighters of the Western Somali Liberation Front ( WSLF) display rifles and rocket launchers as they take part

in a training session inside Ethiopia (Western Somalia) recently. The WSLF has vowed to fight for nothing less than total indepen-
dence for Western Somalia for which they have been fighting for the past 17 years.

Warwon 9
1 affect Sinaiforce, say U.S., Egypt

ALEXANDRIA, May 18 (AP)— A loom-
ing Mideast war between Israel and Syria will

not trip up die American-sponsored plan to

station a multinational force in the Sinai

peninsula, Egyptian and American officials

said Sunday.
“The peace process has to go on,” said

Egypt's Foreign Minister Karnal Hassan Ali,

during a break in talks with the top American
diplomat assigned to oversee the creation of

the Sinai unit. Deputy Assistant Undersec-
retary of State Michael Sterner, remarked,“ I

don’t really believe so,” when asked if

threatened hostilities between Israel and
Syria will derail Washington's progress on
carrying out its Camp David Mideast peace
plan.

Sterner spoke shortly after meeting for 90
minutes with Egyptian President Anwar
Sadat at the Egyptian leader’s rest house on
the shores of the Mediterranean Sea. The
American launched the day with talks with

Ali at Alexandria's Palestine Hotel, then

moved a mile down the coastline for the

meeting with Sadat.

There are fears among diplomats in Cairo

that with Syria and Israel squaring off over
their claims to helpless Lebanon, hostilities

there will box Sadat in and sidetrack the

Camp David process. Were Sadat to side with

Syria, his Arab brethren.it would spell disas-

ter for Camp David and Cairo's newfound
ties of peace with the Israelis.

Sadat, on the other hand, would be equally
uncomfortable trying to stay neutral during
such a war because other Arab leaders,

already boycotting himfor his separate peace
with Israel, would read die move as de facto

support for Israel. “As for the treaty,” said

Ali,“it has to be implemented.” Said Sterner.
“We do not want other developments in the
area to interfere.” He expressed confidence
that they would not.

The Camp David agreement calls for the
United Nations to dispatch a border force to
Sinai next April after Israel makes its final
withdrawal from the desert peninsula it cap-
tured from Egypt in the 1967 Middle East
war. The U.N. has been hamstrung because
the Soviet Union, which opposes Camp
David because Moscow played no role in its

creation, has threatened to veto any move by

the Security Council to assemble an interna-
tional patrol.

Thus, the United States, Israel and Egypt
have been left to cast about for nations that
would be willing to volunteer their battalions.
The three sides have agreed that American
troops will most certainly seed the force, but
an array of other intricate and often mundane
details are still unresolved.

Ali Sunday listed the force's size, its

makeup, its precise mission and how it will be
commanded as enduringly debatable points.

More than two months ago, on a previous
Sterner visit to Cairo, these same items were
mentioned by a Western diplomatic source

closely involved with the bargaining.

Neither Sterner nor Ali would say what
issues indeed have been decided. Asked
whether the stumbling blocks represented
small details or broader political positions

between the two nations that have fought
four wars since 1948, Sterner replied, “I
would say to a certain extent both.”
Publidy and privately, the Americans say

they are confident the international unit will

be in place by April of 1982.

Deported

mayors

ready to

face trial
TORONTO, May 18 (R) - Two Palesti-

nian mayors deported by Israel a year aeo
have offered to return and face trial to dL
prose Israeli charges they incited a com-
mando attack.

The two Palestinians. Halhoui \favrt
Muhammad Vlilhem and Hebron Mayoi
Fahd Kawasme. charged Sunday that the

Israeli military was pressuring the govern-

ment to prevent their return. Israel depunec
them from the occupied .Vest Bank in Yfcv

last year, accusing them of inciting ^
speeches a commando attack in Hebron.
The two men, in Canada after a tour ol

Europe and the United States tn public^
their case, said they were willing to faa
charges and go to jail if it could be proved
iheydid anything wrong.
They called on Israel to obey three Unite*

Nations Security Council resolutions urgia
they be allowed to go home.

**

Return hijackers
,

Pakistan tells

Afghanistan
ISLAMABAD, May 18 (R) — Pakistan

said Monday it had asked the Soviet-backed

government in Kabul to hand over imraeds

ately and unconditionally the three hijackec

of a Pakistani airliner who now live hi

Afghanistan.

A foreign ministry statement on the extrad

ition request accused theAfghan authorise*

of harboring the gunmen in contravention a
international law. It said Afghanistan, haring
signed three international conventions or

hijacking, must either try to extradite tin

gunmen, for whom the Pakistani authorities

have offered a $40,000 reward, or prosecute

them.
Earlier this month. Western diplomats ir

Kabul reported that the three gunmen and

about 20 of 54 prisoners released from jails?

Pakistan in exchange for the more than ZOC

hostage passengers and crew on the Pakistan

airlinerhad arrived in Afghanistan fromNo
Delhi using Syrian passports.

Bahrain official dies
.ALGIERS, May 18 (AFP) - SheiH

Abduiaziz Ben Muhammad Al KhatiH'

Bahrain's education minister, died hen
Monday.Fust reports said that he suffered 1

heart attack. Sheikh Khalifa was in Algkr.

for a congress of Arab higher edutatior

ministers, which began Thursday.

An explanation of why
Swissairhas no need to introduce

a King Lounge Class,

a Flopper-Hopper Class,ora Golden
Edelweiss Service.

w

It is good for an airline, as for any other com-
pany, to fear the competition next door.

This forces it to keep its eyes open to make
sure that what it offers on the ground and on

board is a proper equivalent for the price its

passengers pay for their tickets.

Swissair is no exception to the rule.

Particularly not now, with all sorts of air-

lines making all sorts ofservice offerings (down
to all sorts of subdivisions and fancy names for

their various classes) and doing everything to

make you think oftheirname and theirs alone

at the crucial moment.
We have therefore been impelled to con-

sider methods of reminding you of Swissair

at the crucial moment. And we have accord-

ingly decided not to restrict our service by a

single gesture nor our seating by a hand's

breadth.

You’ll recall us as the airlinewith theBoeing
747s that have only 9, not 10 seats abreast in the

Economy Class, and the DC-lOs with only 8,

not 9 seats abreast - more room instead of

more seats.

And the airline where you as a normal-fare

passenger can reserve your favorite seat when
booking the flight; and where you also have

more room because you can store your hand

luggage in closed overhead lockers.

We are the airline that is as fussy about

cleanliness as Switzerland itself in every nook
and cranny.

The airline with the biggest selection of

newspapers and magazines on board; real

china and proper tableware. With special

menus (on previous notice);beverages not h~

plastic cups, the drinks you order not pre-

;

mixed, please. •-

And also the airline that still has a First,

Class so-called because it actually is. (Let usl

just remind you of the “Cuisine Modeme;

Swissair” on our long-distance flights.)

And for that matter also the airline that is.

first to use the new, considerably quieter and:-

more luxurious DC-9-81. (For instance it has*

a separate toilet for First Class. Our passengers-

.

in First Class take their ease on generoui!

leather-upholstered seats. This is the first

short- and medium-haul aircraft to meet the^

latest rigid noise standards of the Federal:

Aviation Authority.)

So you can see we have no reason to put’,

forward ordinary services as a special achieve*

:

menL Certainly none to graft a fancy Flopper^

Hopper name onto our Economy Class when^

that’s already different from others as it is. And ;;

we don’t propose to give our service a flowery ?

designation when it’s sufficiently known undefr

a name that people are glad to remember
always and eveiywhere. W

So we can promise you to keep on calling-

our Economy Class the Economy Class. And.!;

our First Class, First Class.

This so that starting with your next flight*,

you need remember only one thing: the nantfQ.

ofour airline.

JEDDAH: Alzouman Falcon wings for travel .

and tourism Tel. No. 6656233/4/5.
^y^DH: Alzouman Falcon wings for travel •

and tourism. Tel. 4775429 - 4774553 - 4775617
ALKHOBAR: Kanoo Travel Agency
Tel. 8645878 - 8640058. -

DAMMAM; Kanoo Travel Agency. . . .

Tel. 8322499 - 8323084, ,

JUBAIL: Kanoo.Travel Agency
Tel. 3612336 - 3613880.

swissair

yi

is-

:C<
S
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Chad seen poised
for new civil war* w... 40/ 1. .» .

* * '
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LONDON, May 18 (Agencies) —A new
[

av3 war is breaking out in Chad as factions

sitbifl the Libyan backed government of
. . ^resident Goukouni Ooedded jockey for

v "'ixjwer. Although Libyan troops have with-

; .
irawn from the capita], estimates of those

itfll in country Tange up to 12,000, and
oore or less continual fighting in the eastand

. enter makes the promised elections and
’

1
- cmm to normal life a fading mirage.

WhOe Goukouni desperately makes die
' ounds- of neighboring heads of state,

- leseechmg them to shore up his crumbling

,

-..nation, Col. Qaddafi has been flirting with

Chad's Foreign Secretary Ahmed Acyl, and
•

:
: is Vice-President Col. Kamougue. Acyl*
Sajqys considerable prestige abroad and,
r

. nth the help of Libyan troops, his supporters

:
iave taken cm official government forces in a

. aies of battles around the town of Abecfce
o die east of Chad, dose to the Sudanese
order, this is die area where GoukounTs

"^ppaneot in last year's rivfl war, former
.Mfcnse Minister Hisseae Habre has been
allying his troops.

Kamougue’ s base is in the south of the
ointjy, the center of most economic activity,

lie vice-president’s trump card is that he
jaunands the loyalty of most of Chad's civil

svants, who fled the capital during the

sight of the fighting and are not yet willing

i go back. Until they do so, there can be no
oestion of a return to normal life and no

cleans of channeling that little non-Libyan
. , d has been promised by France and the

: l.vff.

GoukounTs mistake appears to have been
turn on his Libyan supporters before he

id gut the country fully under his control.
- .. judous to be seen to be using the Libyans
.Oitber than the other way round, he has
Sneed Qaddafi to look for more reliable

But in the reigning atmosphere of
certainty and civil war, nobody is reliable

'

long. Kamougue’ s ascendancy in the

. Tith is threatend by the minister uf agricul-
"
're, who is playing on the anti-French feel-

gs of the many civil servants who feel badly
_ : down by France.

. .
Both before and after independence,

' "
'ance had staffed the administration with

' ojeb-speaking southerners and supported
tm against a series of rebel movement from
north. Even the rebel leader Hissene

- ibre is no longer firmly in command of his

n troops. His second-in-command has

acJfjT

‘elk

m

rjl 1
<-lUi [Jit

deserted him, although Habre has been able
to recruit dissident supporters of Goukouni.

has rema®ed resolutely on the
Adelines since withdrawing its troops last

Meanwhile, Gaddafi’s recent announce-
ment thathehas started pulling his troopsout
of Clad is a move to counter a wave of grow-
ls anti-Libyan feelingamong ordinary fTia-

dians, observers in N’djamenasaid Monday.
The withdrawal, announced at a dinner for

the current Organization of African Unity
chairman, President Siaka Stevens of Sierra
Leone, could also help create a favorable cli-
mate for an anticipated mini-summit on HinH
in N'djamena in the next few days, thev
added.

7

Anti-Libyan feeling surfaced recently
when anonymous tracts were distributed in
N'Djamena calling for the population to
demonstrate against the presence of the
Libyan troops, who arrived in Chad late last
year at the request of President Goukouni.
The Libyans helped GoukounTs transitional
government end a nine- mouth rebellion by
Habre in December, but since then there
have been a number of incidents, including
reports of dashes involving Libyans and
GoukounTs own supporters in the eastern
town of Abeche.
Some ministers in GoukounTs transitional

government have also left the country pro-
testing against the continued presence of
Libyan troops and proposals for a merger
between Libya and Gh»H
Goukouni responded to the tracts that

were distributed by banning demonstrations
in the capital. He moved to defuse tension by
securing the transfer of die Libyan comman-
der and his deputy in Abeche.
The anticipated mini-summit is expected

to take place under the championship of Ste-
vens. Sources said that Qaddafi, Goukouni,
President Shehu Shagari of Nigeria and Pres-
ident Chadli, Benjedid of Algeria were
expected to take part.

Observers meanwhile described QaddafTs
announcement about his troops as well-
timed. Chad’s cadres and representatives
from all the country’s political factions* had
been in N’djamena since Saturday discussing
the country's political future, they said.

The vast majority of rhadians have said
that a Libyan withdrawal is die only logical

solution as there is no longer a danger of civil

war in Chad.

Better than any others

tani-Sadr hails latest peace plan
/AHWAZ, May 18 (Agencies) — Iranian

'indent Abolhassan Bani-Sadr said Mon-
. f that latest proposals for ending the war

. ib Iraq were better than any others in the
tf eight months of fighting.

The proposals were made by missionsfrom
:Donaligned movement and the Organiza-

n of Islamic Conference (OIQ.
rich visitedTehran andBaghdad separately

st week. “The suggestions of both groups,

e much better than the previous ones, and
ey create hopes that the aggressor win be

.
’ ..^eventedform usingforce to extractconces-

uns," Bani-Sadr told. Reuters in an inter-

• -
* cw.He dedined to disclose*, the proposals.

The president, commander-in-diief of the

man Armed Forces, conferred with field

_ mmanders during a visit to this capital of

uizestan. He said a mifitaiy solution to the

oflict had been impossible from the begin-

>g-

‘Iraq thought, wrongly, that it could bring

to our knees...as long as the enemy thinks

ta military solution is the only solution we
ft have any other choice but to fight,'

1

ai-Sadr said. “The day that we can make
.... enemy understand that this (military)

ition will be defeated, naturally, then the
• will be ended."

.
Tte president said the armed forces had
j the advance of Iraqi troops three months
and more than 40 percent of Iranian ter-

ry occupied by Iraq bad been recaptured.
.'-ie war is going in our favor and we are

. y weakening the enemy," he said, adding:
' lope we win push back the Iraqi forces

. ipletely."

lani-Sadr, who has been leading the Ira-

i side in discussions with the peace mis-
is, said he had put questions to them to

'
ify some vague points.
'an has previously said it wants a simul-

' »us ceasefire and withdrawal of Iraqi

• ps from territory occupied since the war
- ted Sept 22. It also wants an independent

mai to determine who started the war
resolution of disputed navigation rights

te Shatt Al- Arab waterway which forms
two countries’ southern border,
aq claims sovereignty over the Shatt

Wb, and also seeks the return to Arab
ireignty of three Gulf islands occupied by
in 1971. Bani-Sadr said here was

emeat on the ceasefire and withdrawal

cts of both missions’ proposals, but there

; differences on how to achieve them.
' main issue outstanding, he said, was the

ition of the Shatt Al-Arab.
• raq doesn’t want any part of our land,"

aid. “ft just wants sovereignty over the

•t Al-Arab, maybe because. hey don’t

.
ider it land.”

i Koala Lumpur, the visiting Iraqi tylinis^

if Religious Affairs Sheikh Nouri Faisal

lir said Monday Iraq^ is still awaiting the

outcome of the QICpeace mission. Hetold a
press conference that Iraq had in principle

accepted the good offices of the mission and
appreciated its efforts.

Earlier, Habib Chatti, OIC secretary gen-
eral,flewto GuineaSundayto briefPresident
Ahamd Sekou Tourc on the outcome of last

week’s Islamic peace endeavors in Tehran
and Baghdad.
Sekou Toure is the head of the nine-

membergoodwill mission whicb earliermade
two attempts on OICs behalf to arrange a

ceasefire in the Iran-Iraq fighting. Chatti, a
Tunisian, accompanied Bangladesh Presi-

dent Ziaur Rahman in a visit to Iran and Iraq

last week with new peace proposals to end
the conflict

In Tehran, Iranian officials appear to have
launched a new drive againstformer imperial
army officers and Savak agents (the late

Shah's secret police) with the opening here of
five trials in the pak few days.

Three more “criminals” are due to face

ievolutionary courts here in the next few
weeks, according to the local press. The trial

of three former colonels opened here May 2.

One of the accused. Col. Djahanguir
Gbavirough, a former military tribunal pro-

secutor detained for 11 months, is charged

with prosecuting 11 armed opponents of the

former Shah regime, for whom he obtained

the death sentence. He is also charged with

heading execution squads for 23 more oppo-

nents.

Two other colonels, Arfa Edin Moshrefi

and Abolghassem Zinnti, are respectively

accused of ordering the execution of 34 and
14 “martyrs of tile Islamic revolution".

Another trial, which opened here May 6, is

that of Gen. Muhammad Vaziri Hamadam,
former head of Tehran’s military tribunals,

and for several years the Savak’s treasurer.

On die opening day of the trial, Gen.

Hamadani said he showed., leniency in his

former function and was criticized for this.

He swore he had always tried to serve “the

people’s interest," Kayhan newspaper
reported.

Another trial, that of retired Col. Nasser

Ghashaghi Sadeghi opened here May 16.

Iranian newspapers have also reported the

recent arrest of former Gen. Ezatollah

Sepandj, purported to be one of those

responsible for the “Black Friday Massacre"

of September 1978 when troops opened fire

ou demonstrators in Tehran killing more than

1,000 persons, according to revolutionary

authorities.

The new wave of trials— the first since the

beginning of the war against Iraq — also

coincides with reports that former Savak

agents are responsible for recent bomb
attacks here and in the provinces in which

several persons were killed or injured.

briefs
EST BERLIN, (R) — About 2,000

tish leftists demonstrated in West Berlin

lay against moves to deport two of their

toymen to Turkey. The two were
Jted last month after street clashes here

'een supporters and opponents of Tur-

> right-wing military government.

AMBURG, (AP) — Guido Brunner, a

er commissioner of the European
LOmic Community and unsuccessful can-

e for mayor of West Berlin, is reportedly

>e to become ambassador to Israel. The
lane-Der Spiegel reported Sunday that

1

mer is expected to succeed Klaus

etz in the post. According Pf*

.

d, . former West Berlin mayor Dietrich

be had been interested in the post.

PEKING, (AP) — Chinese Premier Zhao

Ziyang will depart June 1 for an offidri visit to

Pakistan, Nepal and Bangladesh, the foreign

ministry aaid Monday. . The ministry did not

sayhowlongZhao would stayin each country

or when he would return to Peking. Vice

Premier and Foreign Minister Huang Hna

leaves June 26 oh in official visit to Indra, Sri

Lanka and the Maldivs.

WASHINGTON, (R) — Defense Secret-

ary Caspar Weinbergersaid Sundayhe knew

ofno United Statesgovernment plan to over-

throw Libyan leader Muammar Qaddafi. But

the State Department dedined to comment

cm a report in The New York Dotty News that

the Reagan administration planned to enconr-

age some Arab slates like Egypt either to

invade or to sponsor a coup.

U.S., Iranian
arbitrators
begin work
THEHAGUE, May 18 (AP) — American

and Iranian arbitrators met face-to-face

Monday for the first time since the hostage
crisis to set up a tribunal to resolve billions of

dollars in financial claims between the two
countries.

Three arbitrators from each country shook
hands in the marble halls of the Peace Palace
just after 10:30 a.m. (0830GMT).Then they

took their sears in an elegant wood-paneled
room, facing each other across a table to
begin the dosed-door talks. The Jan. 19 set-

tlement in Algiers between the United States

and Iran called for a tribunal to be set up in

The Hague or another mutually acceptable
dty to make final rulings on daims by com-
panies and individuals resulting from the

crisis. Some 2,000 daims of broken contracts
and unpaid debts are outstanding, said to rep-
resent $4 billion.

The three Iranian arbitrators, whose names
had not previously been released, are Dr.
Magood Kashani, Dr. Shafi Shafiy and Dr.
Seiyyed Hossein Enayal. The agent of the
Iranian government who is to represent the

interests of Iran before the tribunal, is

Muhammad K. E. Hragh. The delegation
dedined further comment before the day’s

talks began.
* American agent Arthur Rovince, from the

U.S. State Department, was joined by arbit-

rators Hobard M. Hosowojmn , a New Yorfc\>

lawyer, George H. Aldrich, a former ambas-
sador, and Richard M. Mosk, ofLosAngeles.

It is understood that both sides want to

expand the tribunal to 30 members, with the

first nine serving as the core of the tribunal

and the others working on daims in smaller

panels of three arbitrators each, informed
sources have said the Iranians favor handling

the largest claims, above $250,000 in Lon-

Scholar-defector says

Russians kill several
Afghans in rural areas
ISLAMABAD, May 18 (AP) — An

Afghan scholar who defected to Pakistan
eight days ago said Sunday that fewer politi-

cal prisoners were now being executed by the
Soviet-backed regime in Afghanistan but
more were dying in rural bootings by troops.

“People are being arrested and larer relea sed
while before under (the late president
Hafizullah) Amin, they were shot," said the

scholar, a former engineering instructor at

Kabul University. He declined to be iden-

tified because his mother and brother
remained in the Afghan capital.

Amm was roppled at the start of the
December 1979 Soviet intervention and
replaced by fellow Marxist Babrak Karmal.
“Babrak has taken a softer line by releasing

people although arrests recently have
increased," the scholar says.
“We don’t have much loss oflife in Kabul,”

he said in an interview." But I believe more
persons are being killed now because there is

much bombing and shelling in the coun-
tryside by Afghan and Soviet troops. So in

effect, “it is worse than under Amin."
The scholar, who took degrees from the

American University of Beirut and the Uni-
versity of Gncmnati, Ohio, said that many
Afghan institutions simply have stopped
functioning due to apathy, defections and
political arrests.

“ We have lost 35 out of 70 professors and
instructors in our faculty in the past three

years " the 34-year-old former assistant pro-

fessor said. “Ibey either fled Afghanistan,

were jailed or went into hiding." The regime
has tried to replace the Iost staff by appoint-

ing unqualified but politically safe teachers,

he said but standards fell sharply and
authorities finally have decided to phase out
the engineering faculty. No freshmen were

admitted when the sdiool term began March
23, he added.

“We had a very small and effective

faculty," he said. American textbooks were

used and before die 1978 Marxist takeover,

the University of Wyoming provided guest

professors. Other faculties at Kabul Univer-

sity have been hurt as well.

"Somehow, I was hoping that conditions

would be getting better in Afghanistan," the

source went on. “Then a year ago 1 started

planning to get out because life had become

so dreadful there. The whole situation was

becoming intolerable. We lost our liberty.”

After sending his wife and two daughters

out of the country on passports he obtained

last year through bribery, be said he paid

about $430 to a jeep owner who smuggled

him and four others across the Pakistani bor-

der.

It was a package deal,he said, that included

transport, food, lodging and, after crossing

the border, a membership card for an Afghan
resistance group based in northwest Pakistan.

However, the driver got lost in Ghazni pro-

vince, eastern Afghanistan, and they were
captured by anti-government fighters who
suspected them of being agents of the

Soviet-backed regime in Kabul.

The freedom fighters were finally con-

vinced they were would-be defectors after

one of them, a retired official named Kabir
Sarjan produced his marriage certificate

which identified him as the nephew of the late

Afghan King Habibul lab. As a member of the

royal family, he would be viewed as an enemy
'by the Marxist regime. “That night scared the

hell out of us,’’ he added. “The fighters told

us a lot of Khalqis( ruling party members) are

getting into our ranks and if you are Khalqis,

we are going to kill you.”

Hussein holds
discussions

in Kuwait
KUWAIT, May 18 (Agencies) — King

Hussein of Jordan arrived in Kuwait Monday
on the third leg of a Gulf tour and exchanged
views of Arab issues with the leaders. He was
met on arrival by the ruler of Kuwait, Sheikh
Jaber al-Ahmad Al-Sabah.
The king, who began his trip in Iraq, had

talks with King Khalcd in Riyadh Sunday.
There was no official news whether the Jor-
danian monarch also met U.S. presidential

envoy Philip Habib during ttae past few days.

President Sheikh Zayed Ben Sultan Al
Nahyan will lead the UAE team to welcome
King Hussein on arrival in Abu Dhabi on a

one-day visit to^ihe UAE.
In Amman, informed sources said King

Hussein’s reported vjsit to Moscow on May
27 has been postponed. The visit was first

planned for October last year but postponed
by common agreement. Tbe subject came up
again in December but nothing came of the

plans.

The source said that the new postpone-
ment was at Amman’s request but gave no
reason for the decision.

Canadian premier

meets Benyahia
ALGIERS, May 18 (AFP) — Canadian

Premier Pierre Elliott Trudeau had a two-
hour meeting with Algerian Foreign Minister

Muhammad Benyahia devoted to problems
surrounding “north-south” dialogue, on the
second day of his visit to Algeria.

Canadian sources described the meeting as

“very good, constructive and frank."
Nevertheless, it appeared that some differ-

ences arose between the two sides on the
approach needed to relaunch the long-stalled
north-south talks.
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SCHMIDT’S PROBLEMS
Chancellor Helmut Schmidt of West Germany,

who is visiting Washington this week to confer with

President Reagan, is facing some difficulties at

home. Toward the end of last week he went so far as

to threaten resignation unless those SPD par-

liamentarians opposing his line on defense climbed
down.
For over a year now, Schmidt has been facing a

challenge from his left wing over his acceptance of
the new generation of American medium range
missiles which NATO decided to deploy in Europe
by 1983. In the chancellor’s view, Germany’s posi-
tion In Europe’s front line gives it little choice in the
matter.

Part of Germany’s problem over, the issue is

financial. The German Bundestag is in no mood to

spend on the missiles while its aging air force needs
urgent replacement. The country’s defense bills in

any case can only be comfortably met if Germany
exported more arms.

But here again, that same parliamentary group
which opposes the deployment of the new missiles

also opposes the sale of German submarines to
some Latin American countries and the advanced
German tanks to some Arab countries.

While it is difficult to know if Schmidt actually

plans to resign, there is a view that this seems
unlikely, as his political capital is far from
exhausted, and as he is known to be a political

battler of no mean order.

Menahem Begin: A brawler of world class
Six months ago Menahem Begin seemed a spent

force. Visitors found the Israeli prime minister list-

less, weary and inattentive. Even his political

enemies came away with a grudging sense of pity.

They forgot that for all his craving for respectabil-

ity, Begin remains a brawler of world class. If you

prick him. he not only bleeds, be stabs back.

In a radio interview recently, he said he felt

"much better than in all die past four years, because
now I am in a fight.” Begin might more accurately

have said several fights — and he is relishing every
one of them. He is fighting first of all for his own
political survival, and for that of the ultra-

nationalist Herat movement he has led all his adult

life. He is “defending” Israel's Christian allies in

Lebanon. And he is reminding the unforgiven
Germans of their historic debt to theJewish people.
Gossip writers have often suggested that Begin's

swift changes of mood owe much to the drugs pre-
scribed by his physicians. He has suffered three
heart attacks since his last election campaign in

1977. But the most effective stimulant is the pros-
pect of battle, especially one he suddenly sees he
can win.

Last year the opinion polls pointed not only to a
Labor victory, but to an absolute majority. By
January, when events forced the prime minister to
go for an early contest. Labor was still leading two-
to-one.

Since then the pendulum has swung steadily back
to the government.Two-weeks ago the parties were
level-pegging. Begin cannot claim all the credit for
this extraordinary recovery. His Finance Minister,
Yoram Arid or, has struck an acquisitive chord in

the electorate by selective tax cuts on cars, televi-

sion sets and other consumer durables. The Labor
leader, Shimon Peres, has made his contribution by
failing to present a convincing challenge.

Begin the scrapper. Begin the showman is

exploiting every opportunity of office, preaching to
the nation on radio and television, touring
development areas and West Bank settlements,

always asprime minister. never(perish the thought)
as. partisan campaigner.

At Ariel, a Jewish new town amid the Arab vil-

lages of the West Bank. Begin proclaimed to an

ecstatic crowd of 35.000: “I. Menahem, the son of

Ze'ev and Hasia Begin, do solemnly swear that un

long as I serve the nation as prime minister, we shall

not leave any part of Judea. Samaria, the Gaza Strip

and the Goian Heights.”
In his broadcasts’Beein stressed briefs commit-

ment to the Lebanese Christians and returned to

the attack against Helmut Schmidt, who had dared

to imply that Germany had a debt to the Palesti-

nians too. It is then logical to charge Begin with

provoking the Syrian missile crisis and the slanging

match with the German chancellor lor electoral

purposes.

Namibia’s ‘stooges’ ask South Africa for autonomy
By John De St Jorre

WINDHOEK, Namibia —
Top political, military and administrative officials

from Namibia flew to Pretoria recently to ask the

South African government to grant complete aut-

onomy to the Democratic Tumhalle Alliance

(DTA), Namibia's internal political grouping.

Under its leader. Dirk Mudge. the DTA wants to

assume full executive powetsfor governing the dis-

puted territory with the South African adminis-

trator general relegated to a titular position, rather

like a Commonwealth governor-general.

There has been no official reaction from Pretoria

but the South African government is believed to

favor the principle of greater autonomy because it

shares the DTA's apprehension about the group's

diminishing credibility within the territory.The tim-

ing of the DTA’s request was thought to be signific-

ant, as it came just before Pik Botha, the South
African foreign minister, left for Washington for

crucial talks on Namibia with the Reagan administ-

ration.

The joint position of Pretoria and tue DTA for

further progress on the Namibian issue is twofold.

Constitutional guarantees that include a bill of

rights, safeguards forproperty and a mechanism for
protecting a multi-party democracy must be incor-

porated in the U.N. plan before elections are held.

Second, the DTA wants to be directly consulted by
the Western group.
“We’re labeled as stooges of the South African

government,” said Dr. Ben Afrika, vice-president

of the DTA, “but indirect negotiations, through the

South Africans, perpetuate the stooge image.”

There are rumors in this dean, quaint town,

which retains some of its German colonial flavor,

that the DTA initiative is part ofa creeping internal

settlement. But both Pretoria and the DTA say they

still want an international solution and are awaiting

the Western powers’ amendments to the U.N. plan

for elections. It is difficult, however, to find a single

informed voice either here or in South Africa that

suggests there is going to be a swift resolution to the

problem. Some of the reasons have to do with local

politics: others are bound up with South Africa’s

perception of its interests in this vast, arid, unpeo-

pled land.

Ironically, the international standing of the

DTA-enchanced by its appearance at the Geneva
Conference last January and by hints from
Washington that it should play a bigger pail in

future negotiations— has grown while its domestic

prestige has waned.

“There has been considerable polarization here
in the last year — to the white right and die black
left,” said one observer. “The DTA has failed to

capture the middle ground.” Most people expect

that if a fair election were held tomorrow, SWAPO
would romp home. The war in the north has not
directly affected many people's lives down here but
it has choked off foreign investment, slowed down
local business and cast a pall of uncertainty over the
future.

There have been a number of internal change
under the new dispensation. Petty apartheid has, by
and large, disappeared. Statutory discrimination—
mixed marriages, sex across the color tine, racial

classification— has been removed. But anomalies

exist. Blades, for example, still cannot use the Win-
dhoek public library or municipal swimming pools.

The curious three-tier system of government —
central, ethnic and municipal — ensures that
schools, hospitals and many other services remain
segregated since they are “second tier'* respon-
sibilities. Opponents- of the DTA assert that the
ethnic layer of government is merely the old Ban-
tnstan system under a new guise.

The basic problem'for the DTA, which indudes
representatives from all Namibia's racial groups, is

that it haspromised and even legislated reforms but
has not implemented them. It’s Pretoria’s fault —
not giving us enough power, say some DTA mem-
bers. Ifs the whiteshere, blockingos a.t every move,
say others. Outside critics add their penny-worth:
They’re not trying, ail they care about is their big
houses, Mercedes cars and having plenty of spend-
ing money.

In ethnic elections last November, Dirk Mudge
lost badly to right-wingers in the second tier of
government. White politicians can — and do —
appeal over the DTA to Pretoria. White dvil ser-

vants who have a stranglehold on the administra-
tion can — and do — block unpalatable changes.
Mudge’s task of balancing white intransigence
against black aspirations is more difficult than ever.

A number of observers here feel that he will never
square the drde, no matter bow much time he is

given.

“Ifs tike Rhodesia when Ian Smith and Bishop
Muzorewa got together with their internal settle-
ment,” said one. “They finished up by pleasing
nobody.” Insome circles, theDTA leader is already
being called “Mudgerewa.” Tremors of Mugabe's

victory are still palpable in Windhoek. The “Zim-
babwe psychosis," it is called.

The impression one gets from here is that the

South. African government is in no hurry to risk

losing Namibia to SWAPO through U.N.-
supervised elections. And while it wants to streng-

then the DTA it is aware of the spoiling powers of

the local whites. Sixty-five per cent of the 1 1 0,000
whites here are Afrikaners, few of whom are of the

enlightened variety.

The rightward swing in Afrikanerdom during the
recent South African elections has not helped the

government to face down Namibian whites'

demands, assuming it wants to.

The key factor in South Africa's calculation to

hang on for the indefinite future is probably
Namibia’s strategic value. The country has an

immense northern border which, together with the

Caprivi Strip, enables Pretoria to keep a watchful
eye on several of its black neighbors. “ Why fight on
the Orange River — the Namibian-South African
border — when you can fight way up north on the

Cunene,” was how a diplomat put it.

The war is low intensity, probably unwinnable
but not a serious threat. At its present level it is

affordable in cash and blood. It is also, as a cold-

eyed military analyst suggested, “good on-the-job
training.”

The recent Western sanctions vetoes in the Sec-
urity Council have eased South African minds
about international pressures. The fact is that Pre-
toria feels it can bide its time. There are no serious
threats to its control of Namibia, so why should it

move? (ONS)

Saudi Arabian Press Review
The Kingdom's newspapers Monday led with

Saudi Arabia's declaration to stand firm by Syria

and Lebanon in the face of any aggression by Israel.

The official reaffirmation was contained in a Fore-

ign Ministry statement issued Sunday, condemning
Israel's repeated assaults on Lebanon.

Newspapers frontpaged the arrival of King Hus-
sein of Jordan in Riyadh Sunday for talks with the

Saudi Arabian leadership on the latest develop-

ments in the Arab situation. They also highlighted

King Khaletf 5 audience with U.S. Secretary of the

Treasury Donald Regan, and the King’s message to

Syrian President Hafez Assad, which was delivered

to the Syrian leader in Damascus Sunday by Sheikh

Abdul Aziz Al-Tuwaijri, Assistant Head of the

National Guard.
Newspapers gave page one prominence to the

signing of a new technical ccoperation agreement

between Saudi Arabia and die U.S. at the dosing of

the sixth session of the Saudi-U.S. joint commission

in Riyadh Sunday. AlJazirah and Okaz carried as a

front-page story a statement by Dutch Foreign

Minister Van Der Klaauw, in which he praised

Saudi Arabia’s “positive and constructive” stance

on the Middle East situation and the European

initiative.

In an editorial on Saudi Arabian Foreign Minis-

try’s statement voicing support for Syria and Leba-

nonAl Medina noted that the statement reflects die

Kingdom's practical stance which it had adopted

from the time the Zionists had begun to threaten

Lebanon, Syria and the Palestinian resistance. The

paper said that this political stance has been taken

to streamline the Kingdom’s efforts with other

Arab states to achieve a unique solidarity and to

support Syria in any possible encounter with die

Zionist enemy.
On the same subject ,AlNadwa observed that the

statement was an honest expression of Saudi Ara-

bian leadership's great concern about Syria and
Lebanon. The paper added that the statement

threw cold water an dubious circles which were

trying to tarnish Saudi Arabia’s role creating an

impression that the Kingdom ism favor of the with-

drawal of Syrian missiles from Bekaa. The paper

held the U.S. responsible for Israel's continuance in

its aggressive policy and for the deteriorating situa-

tion in the Middle East. It held that the Israeli

enemy would not have persisted in its vain glorious

attitude, had it not reoeived unlimited moral and

material support from rhe U.S. The paper further

asked the Israeli enemy to remember that Saudi

Arabia's support for Syria is only an extension to its

unrestricted support for the defense of Arab right

and common destiny.

AlBilad described the statement as “positive and

honorable”, which explains Saudi Arabia’s frank

policy of supporting the Arabs against the criminal

acts of the enemy. The paper added that the state-

ment has given an early response to Lebanon’s call,

and may provide a good start for other Arab states

Toward the adoption and declaration of similar

stances. It was convinced that only in this way will

Lebanon be able to overcome its crisis and realize

its lost peace and stability.

In an editorial, Okaz said “we stand resolutely by
our brothers in Syria and Lebanon, as we cannot
accept any more challenges from Israel, nor can we
capitulate to pressures and any form of threat”. It

added that the Kingdom's statement of support for

Syria and Lebanon . reaffirms its-preparedness to

face any odds and to strive to liquidate the differ-

ences which stand as a stumbling block in the way of

a powerful Arab front.The paper regretted that the
Israeli excesses are only escalating the already

explosive situation in the area, but reaffirmed that

the Arab resolve will not allow the Zionist enemy to

bring his new adventure to success.

At Riyadh said that Saudi Arabia's support for

Syria and Lebanon against Israeli assaults or inter-

national aspirations is, in fact,' a dear support for
the safeguarding of independence in any part of the
Arab world. The paper held the view that it is

absolutely necessary for the Arabs to play a joint

role, in view of the fact that Israel has already
crossed all limits of legitimacy and is continuously
planning to expand at the cost of the Arabs. It

added that Lebanon, though already a victim of war
tragedy, cannot be isolated strategically or militar-

ily from the Syrian stance which supports a united
Arab action.

In an editorial,A//ozz>afc conceded that the Arab
states are exerting individual and collective efforts

to help Lebanon and safeguard it against the Israeli

provocations. But, at the same time, it strongly felt

that Arab move, both diplomatic and militaiy, fall
short erf their expected role. The paper added that
the risk of war between Syrian and Israel is being
felrin Lebanon and every Lebanese is worried over
the war-like situation. Besides

> the Arab deterrent
force, the PLO forces, and the Lebanese array are

expecting a surprise military confrontation with.

Israel, but a positive and collective Arab stance «
nowhere in sight to put all political, economic antf
military weight in front ofLebanon, antfmbtbehind
>t, in confronting the Israeli challenge, said the •.

paper.
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Work spirit still strong in U.S.
By Harry Bernstein believe tbat they should be working harder The poll results generally indicate tba

than ever, a sen that the work ethic is still while Americans still have a strong wori

LOS ANGELES, (LAT) — Intense and
growing competition from foreign countries,

especially Japan, has prompted a belief that

the United States islosing economicbattles is
large part because American workers are not
as interested in work as they once were and
would like to quit if they could. But a Los
Angeles Times poll found that there is strong
evidence that the United States has not lost

its basic work ethic.

The poll showed that 70 per cent of those
interviewed said they would continue work-
ing even if they were able to get enough
money to live as comfortably as they like for

the rest of their lives without working. And
instead of believing that they are already
working us hard as they can, which would
indicate a reluctance to attempt more work,

most Americans appurentlv believe that they

are capable of more production.

Two thirds oi those polled agreed with the

statement thar American workers arc not

turning out as much work each day as they

should or could, and well over half said that

they could accomplish more on the job each

day if they tried.

Of individuals in families earning under
$1 0,000. 54 per cent hold that workers other

than themselves could work harder. The
same view is held by 65 per cenr of those

earning from Si 0.000 to 530,000 and 76 per
cent of those earning over $30,000 a year.

The. poll interviewed 1.681 adults nation-

wide by telephone. Poll Director I.A. Lewis
said the margin of error is 4 per cent in either

direction. Many Americans often contend
that their forefathers worked harder and
therefore had a stronger work ethic than

people today. Workers of earlier days did

struggle to get jobs because the alternate s

was often hunger and deprivation.

Today, unemployment benefits and other
forms uf he ip iur jubtevi wurkcra ea*- the

prcsSUk* tu l.lkc „uv jljLi that *v>.,hr*> uiung.

Y et the vast majority oi Americans say they
would work even if thev did not have to and

believe that they should be working harder
than ever, a sign that the work ethic is still

strong. The poll also shows tbat today’s
workers expect morefrom theirjobs than just
a paycheck.
In fact, having an“interesting job," israted

asthemostiraportantfactorin adzieveingjob
satisfaction. Next in importance is a sense of
accomplishment on thejob, followed by hav-
ing work tbat givessome prestige. Money was
ranked fourth by those responding to the poll

as a means of achieving job stisfaction.

Perhaps because there is less pressure
today to work just to survive, only 1 2 per cent
of those interviewed said that they regard
work as the most important thing in their

lives. Family life and other matters are given
much higher priorities. But generally. Life is

not as satisfying to most people as their jobs
are.

While 66 per cent of those interviewed said

that they were “very satisfied" with their

jobs, only41 percent said that they were very
satisfied with their lives in general. That does
not seem to mean that America is a nation of

malcontents.

Mien asked if they were “somewhat satis-

fied" with their lives, 45 per cent said yes.

Only 15 per cent said they were actually dis-

satisfied with their lives. Only about 7 per
cent said they were dissatisfied with their

jobs. Even the majority of those in low-
income brackets — family incomes of less

than $10,000 a year — said that they were
either very satisfied or somewhat satisfied

with their lives. Only 21 per cent said they
were dissatisfied.

The poll showed thar47 per cent of Ameri-
cans believe doing things on or off the job

that give them “personal satisfaction and
pleasure" is more important than “working
hard and doing what is expected" of them. In

other words, almost half of workers don't
want to be simply order-takers on the job.

Yet even in this era of what some call the"me
generatiuii," 56 percent uf all American*.say
that the must important thing in life is work-
ing hard and doing what is expected of them.

* Laetrile not effective for cancer’
WASHINGTON. 1 WP) — "Laetrile has

been tested. It is not effective." In these blunt

words, Dr. Charles G. Moertel of the Mayo
Clinic recently announced the wholly nega-
tive results of a $500,000, federally financed
study of the most controversial anti- cancer

drug in medical history. Of 156 patients, ail

with cancers that either had not responded or

were not likely to respond to other treat-

ments, 102 are now dead, just nine months
after the beginning of the study last July at

four medical centers.

AU the other 54 have seriously "progres-

sive cancer." which did not respond to laetrile

treatment. These results, Moertel said, are

"about the same" that would be expected if

the doctors had given the patients either a
' placebo— dummy pills with no effectiveness

— or "no treatment at all." The results,

Moertel said, are both "decisive" and "dis-

appointing," given the fact that so many
uncured patients have continued to seek out

laetrile as a last hope.
But "we hope," he added, that these

results will end "the exploitation ofdesperate
cancer patients" by some doctors and others
who still offer patients laetrile in the United
Stares and abroad. Moertel reported for the

IETHOD: One of methods ofcancer treatment is a megavoltage linear accelerator which
educes intense beams of high energy X-ray for the treatment of cancer conditions,

we, a patient undergoes the treatment.

four centers that made the study: The famed
Mayo, where he is director of cancer treat-

ment; Memorial Sloan- Kettering Cancer
Center in New York; the University of
California at Los Angeles; and the University

of Arizona in Tucson.
He made the report to the American Soci-

ety for Clinical Oncology, the country's

cancer specialists. Laetrile has been on the

scene as a medically unaccepted cancer drug

since the 1950s. Twenty-three legislatures

and the federal courts, have declared its use

legal. "Physicians who opposed laetrile,"

Moertel said, “were portrayed as entering

into an unholy -conspiracy with regulator

agencies and drug companies to deprive

cancer patients of beneficial treatement." To
solve what he called this "major and unresol-

ved public health problem ... involving tens of

thousands of cancer patients in direct treat-

ment” with laetrile, Moertel and others urged

die federally sponsored trial.

The trial, he said, was made the same kind

of laetrile or amygdalin, a derivative of
apricot pits, used by most laetrile doctors in

the United States and Mexico. Also, all the

patients were placed on the same “metabolic
program” used by most laetrile practitioners,

a combination of enzymes and vitamins and
advice to eat fresh fruits, vegetables and
whole grains and restrict use of animal pro-

ducts, salt, alcohol and refined sugar and
flour.

In all, 1 64 patients entered the study. Some
died of causes unrelated to cancer or left the

program. Of the 156 treated for up to eight

months, only five showed any improvement
at all for more than two months, then they,

too, began getting worse. Among 140 who
had any actual discomfort from their cancers

before the treatment started, only 26 claimed
that even their symptoms improved at any
time. And after another 10 weeks only a

fourth of these still said they felt any better.

Laetrile advocates have often claimed their

patients “feel berter’’ even when their can-

cers remain.
The patients received laetrile by injection

for 21 days then took laetrile pills three times

a day. Few had any serious ill effects. Bur
Moertel warned that some laetrile doctors

are doubling their usual laetrile dose and this

"could be lethal."

'asso’s 'secret’ paintings attract tourists
By Dennis Redmont

, Italy i AP) — One century after

bio Picasso is outdrawing some of

irist sites of this lagoon city with

ersial “secret’' paintings and
.eleased by his granddaughter,

jsh-bom artist never visited Venice
». But the arrival of his works on the

.anal, scaled in vans aboard two barges

.scorted by six launches packed by

tine-gun toting carabinieri police, has

.gered enough discussion to last another

0 years.
“ While the Venice exhibit does not intend

to rival the posthumous Picasso showsat New
York's Museum of Modern Art and in Paris,

which more than one million persons lined up
to see. we felt that the public had not seen all

there was to see," explained Giovanni

Carandente. an Italian art historian who
assembled the show. We wanted to show a

different artist from the one we used to know
and heard all the secrets of bis workshop,”

Until his death in 197? at age 92, Picasso

frequently scribbled on his works "ni faire

voir, ni faire vendre" {neither to see nor to

sell), confining many of them to the

storeroom of his castle in Mougins, France or

with relatives.

Hundreds of paintings, sketches, ceramics

ind sculptures accumulated dust for seven

'ears while Picasso’s descendants wrangled

wer the inheritance because the artist had

•ot left a formal testament. Carandente, with

te help of art dealer Jan VCrugier. convinced

Marina Ruiz, daughter of Picasso's late son
Paulo, to allow exhibit of some of the 1,000
works she had in her possession. Two-thirds
have never gone on view before.

After 86 days in Venice’s renovated
Palazzo Grassi. the exhibit will move in July
to Munich, Cologne, Frankfurt and Zurich
before returning to Picasso* s granddaughter.
Carandente has binged much of the "Picasso
1895-1971" show on a heretofore neglected
period in Picasso's career — his 1917-1918
trip to Italy with the famous Russian ballets,
during which he fell in love with Olga Kokh-
lova, the ballerina daugher of a Czarist gen-
eral- Picasso later mamed her and she gave
birth to his only son Paulo. -

Olga's portrait adorns the streets of Ven-
ice. peering out on to the canals in the fashion
of an Italian renaissance painting advertising
the exhibit. Italian painter Ren a to Guttuso, a
long-time friend of Picasso, recalls how the
artist was mesmerized by the renaissance
paintings of Raffaello at" the Vatican, and
deeply affected by a trip to the classical fres-
coes of the Reman dty of Pompeii, near
Naples.

Several paints show colors similar to
renaissance painter Fra Angelico. An
anonymous 15th-century painting hanging in

Palermo. Sicily, "the triumph of death" is

shown as the probable inspiration for the
world-famous "Guemicw", hanging in the
New York" museum of Modern Art which
commemorates a Spanish civil war bombing.
Thousands have trooped to Venice to see the

show since it opened two weeks ago. Hooding

through the gates at the' rate of 70 per minute,

or more than 20,000 a week, forming long

lines snaking around die palace. Tbat rate is

higher than visitors to the Belltower of St.

Marks' Square or the Doges’ Palace.

* Some art critics and visitors complain they

have been taken for ride. They say there are

no major known works in the show and they

find the many abstract portraits hard to

understand. The cost of entrance. S4, Is high

by local standards, they say.

"Missing are those works, which we have,

been and digested through books, and which

we can recognize and further appreciate,"

commented the Rome daily newspaper La
Repubbtica.

"People have heard the name of Picasso

one thousand times, know that he was great,

ready to struggle to understand, but they

leave the exhibit with the impression of being

too ignorant having been robbed,’* the paper

said. The official visitor's book reselects the

climate: “Picasso, you're lucky that the world

is full of donkeys", wrote one visitor.’* iVeare

robbed." said another. "If you don't under-

stand, stay home."
Sdie Valerio Riva, writing in the weekly

Europeo, urged visitors to ignore polemics

and charges that Carandente had scraped

Together second rate works from dusty

storerooms. "This is a fascinating autobiog-

raphy in drawings, with the sketchbooks pre-

paring Picasso's most famous works. You
must look at this exhibit of secret things

which Picasso never wanted to show as atrip

into the most intimate fantasy of an artist."

The poll results generally indicate tbat,

while Americans still have a strong work
ethic, the values they attach to their jobs are

changing. A growing number of industrial

and union leaders believe that new, more
cooperative managerial methods must be
used to tap the nation's continuing work ethic

since it no longer seems to be enough just to

give a few more dollars in pay.

Companies like General Motors, Ameri-
can Telephone and Telegraph and othergiant

corporations say they know workers want
bigger paychecks but that their jobs, too,

must be made more interesting if America's
productivity level is to increase. Other sets of

values involving work alsoseem to be chang-
ing in America, including the public's view of
women at work.

Almost half of ail women now work, and
the women's liberation movement is dearly
gaining ground. But 6 1 percent ofall Ameri-
cans believe “it is muda better for everyone
involved if the the man is the achiever outside

the home and the woman takes care of the

home and the family." Among low-income
families, 70 per cent say men should be the

outside achievers. About 61 percent of those

earning from 510.000 to530,000 a year hold

the same view, os do 52 per cent in families

earning above 530,000.

Among women, 59 per cent want men to

be the outside achiever, while 64 per cent of

the men surveyed said they should be the

family achievers. Respondents to the poll

were evenly split on the question of whetheru
“working mother can establish as warm and
secure a relationship with her children as a

mother who does not work."

Not surprisintgy, perhaps, 62 per cent of

women who work see no reason why working
mothers cannot have as good a relationship

with their children as non-working mothers.

Among non-working women, 57 per cent

believe work iiitcrierci with a inutiici'M elu-

tions with her children. Men were *plit evenly
on the question.
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LONG HAUL: Robert L. Rogers fives 1 H-mdles tram Onota Lake. He has a boat and an urge to fish, bat no ear to haul the boat. So he
rigged up a wheeled platform and polls the boat to the lake. Rogers didn’t say how the fishing was, bat said he “catches” strange

glances from passing motorists.

American cowboys desert ranches
Hy Marguerite Herman

CHEYENNE, Wyoming (AP) — It seems
"home on the randies is where fewer and
fewer men in Wyoming want to be, when they
can get better money for being in the mines or
on the oil rigs," The cowboy state has a shor-
tage of cowboys and other ranch hands.

Agriculture officials say that over the past

five years, the number of hired hands work-
ing Wyoming's 30.2 million acres (12.1 mil-
lion hectares) of range and pastures has
declined from 6,000 to 4,000.
Hie exodus has come primarily from

Wyoming’s mineral development. Many
hands, even those who grew up on ranches,
have traded the life of rite open range for the
mines or oil fields.

"Ifs just about as bad as it can get," says
Dean Prosser, president of the Wyoming
stockgrowers association. “Generally speak-
ing, a young, reasonably smart, strong young
man can go to the ail field and get a job.

Money is pretty attractive, and as ranchers,
you can’t blame them."
The state’s ranchers have tried to keep up

with the workload by investing in labor-
saving machinery and increasing the family
workforce. The number of family members
workingon the range increased from 9,000 in

1975 to 10,000 in 1980, according to the
rtyoraing crop and livestock reporting service.

Some ranchers also have turned to illegal

immigrants. The situation in iVyoming is

worse than elsewhere in the West, where
larger populations apparently have been able
to accommodate job openings- in both
agriculture and mineral industries. In Utah,
Sherm Harmer, executive director of the

Utah cattlemen’s association, says he has
people walking in and looking forjobs and he
cannot place them. Stockgrowers in Montana

similarly reports no shortage.
Texas ranchers are not having problems

finding hands, but Charles Rollins of the
Texas cattlcgrowcrs association says he is

suresomecowboyshavegone to the oilfields.

“You always have people willing to go to
better paying, easier jobs than being a cow-
boy," Rollins says. The shortage has been felt

across iVyoming, except in the drought-
stricken northeastern corner of the state

where ranch operations have been curtailed.

According to the iVyoming state employ-
ment service, beginning pay for a single hand
on a Wyoming ranch is$500 to $800 a month,
plus room and board. A foreman with same
experience might be worth $800 a month,
plus room and board. If the foreman has a
wife who can help out, the couple could get
$1,000 a month, with room, board and trans-
portation provided.

The average gross pay for a mineral miner
is $471 a week, while theaverage coal mining
salary is$521 a week. 03 field pay averages

,
$478 a week.

r. • It" is not just iVyoming hands who areleav-
ing the range for the state's energy fields, Jim
Bcrreth, 35, who raised on hisfamily's ranch
nearPierre, South Dakota, has spent the past
five years working at the Jacob’s ranch coal
mine south of Gillette.

Bcrreth runs a front-end loader at the
mine, earning $580 a week, “You're your
own boss" in ranch work, Bcrreth concedes,
buthe says he would return to it only"if there
was absolutely nothing else."

Sue Wallis, 23, who grew upon herfamily’s
spread at Bitter Creek in Northern Wyoming,
also is working at the Jacob's ranch mine.
"Ranch life is something you can fall In

love with," she said, but with a son to support -

she says she needs the $500 a week she earns
as a shovel oiler. The person taking a ranch

job also cun expect long. Hurd Injurs of out-

door work. Living accommodations, added
Dave Marshall of the state employment
office in Cheyenne, usually are not deluxe.

Notjust anyone will do either, Marshall says.

A ranch hand must command a wide range

of skills. He has to be able to help cows calve,

administer minor veterinary care and dofenc-
ing. It helps ifhe can run equipment such a s a

baler, do mechanical work such as welding,

and ride a horse. Ranchers con hire students

during the summer, but in the spring, when
ranch operations are busiest, experienced
hands are scarce, said Eddie Moore, a

rancher in central Wyoming’s converse
county whose two sons now run the family's

80,000-acre (32,000 hectare) spread.

Moore said ranchers generally needs one
man Sox every 1,000 head of cattle. For his

ranch, with a thousand head of cattle and
6,700 sheep, his sons and their wives employ
two othercouples and takeon an extra five or
six hired hands for seasonal work. Moore
said.
r

**Most of thegood handsare
1

hired byrepu-
tation," he said. “Some of the good bars in

.

towns usually know who’s out of work. It’s

.

just nobody is out of work, no good hands." ‘

- Prosser, die stockgrowers association pres- .*

ident, said some ranchers hire Mexican .

immigrants for work in feed lots and some
,

haying operations. Sometimes, ranchers go to
’

nearby oil rigs for seasonal help, says Lawr-
ence Cook, a rancher in Units County in

Southwestern Wyoming where new oil and
gas discoveries come almost monthly.

Moore said he understands why life on a <

ranch may not appeal to some. “ Most ranches

are a long way from town " he says. "They
have to be satisfied to stay in the country

’

every Saturday night, put in long hours and
like livestock."
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Contacts with dissidents

Dutch correspondent

told to leave China
PEKING, May 18 (.AP) — For the fiist

time in four years, the Peking government

has asked an accredited resident foreign

journalist— a Dutch correspondent with dis-

sident contacts — to leave China, saying he

and his Taipei resident wife “behaved inap-

propriately.'*

The Chinese Foreign Ministry indicated in

a statement over the weekend that the move

was not related to China's recent downgrad-

ing of relations with the Netherlands over the

sale of two submarines to Taipei- It said

another Dutch correspondent would be wel-

oome.

The journalist is Willem E.C. Van

Keraenade of ARC Handelsblad in the

Netherlands. He and his China-bom wife

Pheonix Chang moved to Peking last Sep-

tember despite complaints from the Foreign

Ministry. Van Kemenade, a Chinese speaker,

has visited China since 1975. He declined

comment Monday and referred all inquiries

to his office in the Netherlands. The Dutch

charge <f affairs in Peking also declined com-

ment, saying it would not benefit Sino-Dutcb

relations or the correspondent.

Van Keraenade has had extensive contacts

with Chinese dissidents. His wife, a journal-

ist, also has met with dissidents. Over the last

three years, many Peking-based correspon-

Pneumonia hits

Spanish cities
MADRID, May 18 ( AFP) — A 22-

month-old girl died in a hospital here

Monday of the “atypical pneumonia" that

is sweeping through Spain and has killed

eight other persons since its outbreak two
weeks ago. Dozens of new cases were

reported Monday here in the capital and
in provincial dries. A list compiled late

Sundayshowed that the number ofpeople
ow hospitalized with the disease exceeds
700.

Madrid has been the hardest hit by the

pneumonia. The outbreak has also been
particularly severe in the provincesof Val-

ladolid and Segovia.

A team of 50 Spanish and foreign doc-

tors was attempting to identify the bac-

teria or vims responsiblefor the epidemic,

which is hitting mainly children and teen-

agers. The pneumonia produces a raging

temperature, pains in the throat and
abdomen and severe headache, accom-
panied by sleepiness and red blotches on
the body.

dents have contacted dissidents and written

about them, without being reprimanded. The
action by the government, which could mean
expulsion, comes at a rime China is cracking

down on dissidents and telling Chinese to be

wary of foreigners, especially journalists.

In Rotterdam, a spokesman for Van
Kemenade's newspaper, said a representa-

tive of the daily had been invited to the office

of the Chinese charge d’affaires in The Hague

to discuss die matter Tuesday. Pending the

talks with Chinese diplomats, the newspaper

declined to comment on the case.

Van Kemenade's We was born on the

mainland but moved to the Republicof China

the time of the Communist victory in 1949
over the rival nationalists. Hie daughter of a

high- ranking military official, she has worked

as a writer and was employed in Taipei at the

United States Information Service (USIS).

On earlier visits to China in 1979 she and

her husband met frequently with dissident

members of China's democratic movement.

Londonportercharged
in $2.1m gem raid
LONDON. May 18 (AP) A 27-year-old

porter, Cornelius Culwick, has been charged

in the 1 million pounds ($2.1 million) gems
and cash robbery from the exclusive inn on

the Park Lane, Scotland Yard said.

In one of Britain's biggest jewel raids, a

man disguised as a woman in blonde wig and

mink coat, roughed up (he manageress of a

jewelry shop at the hotel on London's Park

Lane on May 9 and looted the safe while an

accomplice kept watch. Another man is still

being sought.

Mugabe,Japanese
study boosting ties
TOKYO, May 18 (AP) — Prime Minister

Robert Mugabe of Zimbabwe met with offi-

cials of the influential Federation of
Economic Organization Monday and discus-

sed ways of strengthening economic relations

between Japan and Zimbabwe. .

Mugabe, who arrived in Tokyo Sunday on
the second leg of a four-nation Asian tour,

later inspected a bulldozer manufacturing

plant of Komatsu Co. and a Mitsubishi,

automobile factory.

Mugabe is scheduled to meet with Prime
Minister Zenko Suzuki and newly-appointed

Foreign Minister Sunao Sonoda Foreign

Ministry officials said Mugabe and Suzuki
will discuss Japanese government loans to the

African nation.

Attitude to UNESCO plan

Media men resent press restraints
TALLOiRES, Eastern France, May 18

(AFP) — Some 60 media delegates, most of

diem from the industrialized world, Monday
adopted a 10-point declaration defining their

altitude to UNESCO”s plan for a“new world
order of information”.

The declaration rejects a number of con-
troversial proposals made at United Nations
Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organ-
ization meetings, such as drafting a code of
journalistic ethics, setting out special regula-
tions for the protection of journalists, or reg-

ulating access to the profession by national or
international organizations.

The delegates called for free journalistic

access to all sources of information, and the

abolition of “censorship and other fonns of
arbitrary control of information”. On the-

national level, any code of journalistic ethics

should be determined by the press itself, and
should not be mandatory as this could lead to

an official press control body, the statement
said.

The declaration came at the end of a semi-
nar of journalists from the American conti-

nent, Western Europe, Africa and Asia. The
meeting which was organized by Tufts Uni-
versity Edward R. Murrow Center, and the
World Committee for Free Press, both based
in- the United States.

Delegates also called for an immediate
end, within UNESCO and other inter-

governmental organizations, of “sterile

attemptsto regulatenewscontentandformu-
late rules for the press”. And they urged
UNESCO to concentrate on practical prob-
lems, such as reducing telecommunication
fees, and organizing training programsfor die
Third World.
“We believe that a free flowofinformation

and idea is essential for mutual understand-
ing and world peace. We consider restraints

on the movement of news and information to
be contrary to the interests of international

understanding,” tire declaration said. “We
support the universal human right to be fully

informed, which right requires tire free circu-

lation of news and opinion. We vigorously

oppose any interference with this fundamen-
tal right,” the delegates said.

Music composer dies
HOLLYWOOD, May 18 (AP) — Hugo

Friedbofer, pioneer motion picture orches-

trator composer who won an Oscar for The

Best Years ofOur Lives amd also scored such

classics as Joan ofArc and The Young Lions

,

has died at age 80, a hospital reported.

Friedhofer, who was born in San Francisco

in 1902, died early Sunday morning at 1 St.

Vincent’s Hospital. He bad been hospitalized

there since a fall at his Hollywood apartment.

A six-time Oscar nominee, Friedhofer was
known to his peers as a man of keen wit as

wefi as artistic ability.
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PINE-CONE COURTYARD: This huge pine-cone dating back to ancient Roman days can be seen in the Cortfle della

cone Courtyard) at the Vatican. The courtyard was reopened recently after 30 years. Michelangelo was among
architects who worked at this historic site.
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After smashing coup attempt

Thaiarmyto fight crime
BANGKOK, May 18 (R) — Thailand’s

tough army, which last month smashed an
attempted coup by dissident military officers,

is being asked to help deal with an increase in

crimes of violence. The latest call on the sol-

diers to play the role of policemen has come
from members of parliament, and their

appeal instantly won the support of Interior

Minister Prathuang Kiritibutr, who initiated

the army into fighting crime in Bangkok.
Members said they wanted troops to join

police in fighting against bandits who had
stepped up armed attacks on rail and road
travelers in southern Thailand. The legis-

lators' request was prompted by a daring hol-

dup of an express train in Surat Thani pro-

vince by five anned men on April 29 in which

three persons, including a policeman, were
killed.

; The interior minister first persuaded the

army to lend troops for an anti-crime drive in

the Thai capital after police reported that

cases of murder, bomb explosions and other

crimes had risen by 11 per cent in the after-

math of the 55-hour army putsch.

Among the more spectacular criminal

activities police reported were a bomb blast

at the home of Deputy Prime Minister

Praraam Adireksan and a burglary at the

home of U.S. Ambassador Morton
Abramowitz. The hand grenade, thrown by
two motorcyde riders, damaged Praraam'

s

garden. The burglar fled with the ambas-
sador’s wallet after his wife screamed for

help. The criminals have not been caught.

Officialssaid the reasonforincreased crim-
inal activities in the city was that the failed

coup temporarily depleted the police force of
senior officers and left die national police

command in disarray.

Sixteen police majorgenerals, colonels and
captains suspected of complicity in the coup
were arrested and many more were sus-

pended from active duty. The national police

chief, Gen. Montchai Pangkongchuen, was
also removed from his post.

A pre-dawn raid on criminal haunts in the

city by 4,000 policemen and 150 soldiers

yielded about 100 illegal guns and 100 large

knives and more than 100 suspects were
arrested. Officials said army-police action

against criminals in the city would continue
indefinitely.

But the government was shocked by the

April 29 attack on the express train in south-

ern Thailand in which a police officer on
guard duty, a passenger and a restaurant car

waiter were killed. Authorities were con-

cerned because the attack on the train was the

climax of several armed holdups of buses and
private cars in southern Thailand in which

passengers were robbed and killed.

The interior minister said he would ask LL
Gen, Juan Wannarat, commander of the
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fourth army responsible for the security of
southern Thailand, to reinforce the police

with his troops.

Fourth army deputy commander Maj.
Gen. Udora Ditthasiri said in response that
the troops in southern Thailand were ready to
join the police in crime suppression. But
police authorities said the ultimate responsi-
bility for fighting crime must rein with them,
though the force was unable to discharge it

fully at present for lade of manpower.
The assistant police director-general,

Charas Pengcharown, said the police,
diverted to other tasks, could not concentrate
on crime suppression. Lt. Gen. Charas said

the police department planned to beefup the

existing 130,000-strongforce by 15,900 men
in the financial year beginning next October.

Moscow sees

U.S . support

to S. Africa
MOSCOW, May 18 (AFP)— The United

States has decided to support Pretoria

directly, Pravda charged Monday in a com-
mentary on last week’s visit to Washington by
South African Foreign Minister“Pik” Botha.

The Soviet Communist Party newspaper

said during Botha’s visit the two countries

examined problems associated with the

strengthening of military ties. The talks

focused on “the creation ofa new aggressive

politico-military bloc” where the United
States and South Africa would play leading

roles, it said.

Most serious challenge

Philippines

bomb blast
MANILA, May ISfAP)— Twospeoatore

were killed and 56 others were wounded
when a grenade thrown by an unidentified

man exploded on the roof of a cockfighting

arena in the southern Philippines, police said

Monday.
Police said die explosion — the second

major bombing incident in the troubled
southern region of Mindanao in four weeks
— occurred 1:50 p.m. local time Sunday on
the outskirts of Cotabato dty. 896 kras

southeast of Manila.
The bomb-thrower escaped, but police

said four suspects were picked up later for
questioning. A 12-year-old boy and a man
were killed in the explosion. Among the

wounded were 14 soldiers, some of whom
were betting in cockfights in the
amphitheater-like arena packed at the time
with about 3,000 people, police investigators

said. .

Eighteen persons died and 160 wounded
last April 1 9 in an Easter Sunday terrorist

grenade attack on a Catholic church in Davao
dty, 120 kms east of Cotabato. The military

blamed the Moro National Liberation Front
(MNLF) for the Davao incident but the
MNLF, which is fighting for Muslim self-rule

in thesouthem islands, denied responsibility.

Sgt- Jose Banares, investigation chiefof the

Cotabato police station, said the grenade,

apparently thrown from outside the arena,
landed on the galvanized iron roof and
bounced once before exploded in the air.

Cyclonic storms kill 9
DACCA, May 18 ( AFP) — Nine persons

were killed and 120 others injured in cyclonic

storms which bit the northeastern Banglad-
esh districts of Sylhet and Camilla in. the last

two days, press reports said Monday. T

month a severe cyclonic storm lashed the

southeastern coastal district of Noakhali kil-

ling about 70 persons.

Meanwhile, an earthquake measuring 4.5
on tiie 12-point MercaUi Scale shook central

Yugoslavia Monday, Tanjug news agency
announced. Its epicentre was270 kms west of
Belgrade near Banja Luka. -

Colombia wipes out leftist terrorist group
BOGOTA, May 18 (R)—The Colombian

government believes it has almost eliminated
the country’s leading left-wing guerrilla

g^oup in what it says is a significant victory in

its struggle against more than 20 years of
terrorism.

A number of guerrilla bands, aggrieved at
what they see as the government’s failure to
redistribute wealth in one of the continent’s

poorest countries, have' staged anti-

government attacks, including murders,
bombings and kidnappings, since the late

1950s. The best known of these groups is the
M-19 which achieved worldwide publicity

when it held 58 personshostage, inducting 12
ambassadors, for two mouths- at the Domini-
can Embassy in Bogota last year.

The government says the M-19 has now
been “virtually wiped out” in a successful

offensive against its major strongholds in

southern Colombia over the lasttwo months.
The offensive was part ofa two-pronged gov-
ernment effort to rid the country ofguerrilla

activity. The other part — the offer of an
amnesty to guerrillas willing tolaydown arms
— has largely been ignored. President Julio

Torbay Ayala told reporters recently that

“the amnesty has not worked.”
The M-19, which groups leftists of all

shades from moderate Socialists to Trots-

kyites, was once described by thegovernment
as the most serious challenge t to Colombia's

democratic institution.

In the current military offensive, the gov-
ernment says it has killed almost 100 guerril-

las and captured hundreds, including several

of the movement’s leaders. Among those kil-

led was Carmenza Cardona, betterknown as
La Chiqui, a petite, dark-haired 24-year-old
who negotiated the hostages’ release during

Indian leaders

stress need for

family planning
NEW DELHI, May 18 (AP)— More than

80 Indian leaders have signed a strongly

worded document calling for a “humane,
democratic and volantary yet vigorous prog-

ram offamily planning” in the world’s second
largest country.

The document, prepared by die Family
Planning Foundation here, is the latest

assault oa what is being called India's most
serious problem, and follows the shockwaves

set off by a recently completed census that

pot India’s population at about 684 million

people— 12 million more than were thought
to exist.

“Every single political party In the country
other than the Cbnunnnists— which shows,
incidentally, how ignorant or inconsiderate

theyare about the real economicproblems—
have signed this document,” foundation
chairman J.R.D. Tata said.

Thefive-paragraph declaration, tide “for a

better future,” also was signed by doctors,

lawyers, industrialists, journalists, artists and
other leaden representaring all areas of
Indian society. Tata said the signatureson the

declaration showed “a concensus of the whole
country of opinion on this subject of the

threat, implications and consequences ofour
excessive papulation growth.”

“As concerned citizens we urge that, like

national security, the small family norm and'

family welfare based on the satisfaction of
basic human needs must be part ofa minimal
national concensus, above partisan polities,'

1

the statement says.

Colombian-President JuBo Turbay Ayala

the Dominican Embassy siege.

Military sources say they expect to capture

the M-19 chief, 43-year-old lawyer Jaime
Bateman, soon.Heand a small guerrillaband
surrounded by infantry troops in the south-

eastern..-jangle, they say. The military offen-

sive, using air force support, was launched
after the M-19 announced a “total war” on
government forces.

A captured guerrilla leader, Carlos
Toledo, said the movement had made a mis-
take in throwing the bulk of its small guerrilla

force, numbering not more than a few
hundred men, into the battle. But Rafael
Arteaga, a sociologist who founded the
movement a decade ago, told reporters
recently “tire M-19 cannot die because it is

tiie expression of a whole people struggling
for change.”
Only eight guerrillas have laid down their

arms since foe goverment’s offer of an

amnesty in March to those ready to join

democratic opposition groups. The offer

stands until July but foe guerrillas say it is too

limited because it excludes those being tried

oralready sentenced for serious crimes. They
have demanded a full pardon.
Colombia isoneofonly fourparliamentary

democracies in South • America but it 'has

rarely been free of political violence in the

last 30 years. An estimated 400,000 people

died in a ten-year rivfl war, knowd as "La
Violenda" (foe violence), between the two
traditional political parties, the Liberals and
Conservatives. It ended in 1958 when the two
agreed to alternate in power.

Sectoral apathy over this system, which
hasfailed to belter the lot of tiie poor signific-

antly in a country where millions scrape for a
living and 35 percent are illiterate, has led

left-wingers to turn to violence and guerrilla

groups to proliferate.

The casualties inflicted on the M-19
appear to have prompted other guerrilla

groups to keep a relatively low profile, Iimit-

jng_the .scope of their operations. The pro-

Moscow “Revolutionary Armed Forces of
Colombia” (FARC) recently took over a

small village and left after killing three per-

sons who refused to join them, a military

statement said.

In foe early 1960s, the FARC had estab-

lished so-called independent republics in the

Caribbean provinces, but foe army inflicted

severedamage on the group and the survivors
fled to the Amazon jungle south of Bogota.
The People’s Liberation Array (EPL), which
is pro-Peking, briefly occupied the offices of
the daily newspaper El Espectador in Medel-
lin, Colombia’s second largest city.

The M-19- itself burst into a school and
urged children aged 10 to 15 to “join the

forces of liberation”- as well as sending a

death threat to foe U.S. ambassador in Col-
ombia. A military chief called the actions

“pathetic publicity stunts from a dymg
extremist organization.”

WHO meets in Geneva today

Code to control sale of baby food
GENEVA, May 18 (R) — The World

Health Organization (WHO) is expected to
approve an international code to control
marketing of milk powder for infants this
week after years of controversy over bottle-
feeding.

The 156-state assembly is due to start
debate Tuesdayoa the proposed non-binding
code which recommends a complete ban on
consumer advertising of breast mflk substi-

Under tiie code, baby pictures would
vamHfcfrora containers and labels of infant
formula food, and tiie controls would also
cover feeding bottles and teats.

The code, drawn up after talks with major
baby food companies and critics of thdr sales
promotion in developing countries, is aimed
atputting foe feeding bottle back on the shelf
asa complement to mothers’ milkratherthan
a fashionable substitute for breast-feeding.

The codenotes that impropermarketing of
breast milk substitutes “can contribute" to
improper feeding practises leading to infant
malnutritionand death— a majorproblemin
the Third Worid. The International Red
Cross disclosedlast February that it had for-
bidden feeding bottles for infants in its food
aid operations.

In a reporton its first intemational seminar
cm emergency aid, the Red Cross said that
using bottles in Third Worid countrieswhere
the population were notaware of the need for

hygienic conditions “was dangerous for

babies because of the proliferation of bac-
teria which may cause fatal infections”

The major infant food companies, who
have evolved their own code of ethics since
1975 as members of the International Coun-
cil of Infant Food Industries (IQH), com-
plain they have been victims of “a deliberate
campaign of misinformation” and say die
WHO code is unworkable and unrealistic in

several provisions.TheIFICl companies con-
trolling 85 percent of the infantformula mar-
ket in developing conntries, have called for

national rather than international codes.

The United States and Switzerland —
home of some of the major companies *—

have both said they could notlegally accept a
binding code and the U.S. has objected to a
blanket ban on advertising. But Switzerland
said last week it would approve a voluntary
code, and representatives of both lobby
groups said they expected the assembly to

approve tile code as a recommendation to

governments with a review of progress in to

years.

The aides, 48 groupsfromthree countries

working together in the National Baby Food
ActionNetwork(IBfiAN) ,

saythecodeisnot
tough enough on the companies. They have .

accused firms of over 1,000 violations cfan
agreement cm marketing drawn up in 1969
folks with tiie WHO and the united Nations
Children’s Fund fUNIGEFV
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Vew London council turns left

fijabnews International PAGE 9

H Royal wedding boycott planned
1a . AMr\AW Uou ID f A T3\ T 1 . , .. *•

da

LONDON, May 18 (AP) — London,
nder itsnew socialist Labor Party administ-
jtion, has lost no time in turning left— and
s latest move is to boycott thesummer wed-
ing in the caphaTs St. PauTs Cathedral of

rince Charles and Lady Diana Spencer.

In the 10 days since the Greater London
* A .

< Dundl swung Labor, Europe’s biggest local

oveminent authority has elected an anti’

'•^'X icnarcbist, left-wing leader, and announced

-U.

>y.

kill):

; lans from transportation fare cuts and creat-

< !g 10,000 new jo,bs to axing a Royal Opera
[ouse grant

i **No one elected us logo to weddings. They
. ; !X ecaed us to try and get the buses running on
• *.> me,” Ken Livingstone, 35, a formerhospital

r’~" i £fanidan and new 1 eader of the 92-member
’

i", lC declared Sunday.

The announcement by Livingstone — who
X'jon after election urged the British monar-
r
'"iy be scrapped and replaced by an elected

gnrehead president — means that the GLC
: !f

,;

-:*fl turn down the four tickets to St. PauTs it

X-as due to get.

. 4 : Boddnghara Palace will send out a coveted

_
x ,000-odd invitations at the end of the month

the wedding of the 32-year-old heir to the
:jjHA throne. The list, still secret, is

* Xtpected to indude national leaders, royalty

- iv\ id other dignitones from around the world.
jX. Said Livingstone in a radio interview: “The
X ea of getting dressed up in some funny suit

;

;

:>id queueing around for hours and then

?-irely seeing anything strikes, me as some
. . of self-inflicted torture.”

X A Buckingham Palace spokesman «a»»di

7 >'fsup to them. If they dorf t wan t the tickets,

. '..'X ere are plenty of takers.”

-'r The ruling Conservative Party was ousted
:ini control of the GLC by a narrow nine-

at margin in four-yearly local government
jctions May 7.

Labors sweeping gains, including control
'• :? all the major cities in England and Wales,

>e0 confrontation between the radically
~ posed policies of Prime Minister Margaret
; - latcfaer’s cost-cutting Conservative gov-

:
' iment and high-spending Labor-run local

thorides.

The Tories reacted to the results by
' reatening legislation to curb councils'

;
iwer to raise local taxes.

• . Although they won’t be at the wedding,
ibor's GLC leaders decided they will still

. - ~
.
nd a 250-pound ($517) wedding gift, a

inring, promised by the council's previous

ury leaders.

After his election, Livingstone, who
scribes himself as a “radical,” said the

Marchjr was “nonsense.”

1||] Taking a tough line with the Royal Opera

f wise, which now won't get the 500,000-

nnd ($1.03 million) balance of a Tory-
; Dmised grant, GLC arts committee^ cfaair-
7 m Tony Banks said more money would be
fen “to ethnic arts, to pop music, to variety

• ’• sater.”
’

“We won’t use expenditure on the arts to

ovide the icing on die cake,” said Banks. “I
‘ int to see the arts integrated into socialist

• ..hey"TheGLChas not yet said how it will

• .nd its spending plans, but officials warned
ratepayers to exped a “shock” next autumn.

> . Other moves by the new GLC include

. _ reposals to create 10,000 new jobs by

„ jcreased public expenditure, a 25 percent
-

. it in London's high bus and subway fares in

eautumn, and the appointment of the sole

- jack councilman to head die police commit-
;:e.

Blacks and Asians in London's inner city

.

eas such as Brixton — which last month

Diana ’smarriage]

nirrors novel

Hot, says author
NEW YORK, May 18 (AP) — Lady

-
- liana

1

s forthcoming royal marriage “ mir-

3rs my plot lines,” says romantic novelist

-- .arbara Cardand, who just happens to be

:’ie step-grandmother of Prince Charles'

anoee.
• Miss Cartland, whose daughter, Raine,

. ; Lady Diana’s stepmother, is the author

f 307 books that have sold 197 million

opies.

.. “Di is chaste and chased, just like one of

iy characters” the 79-year-old author

.M People magazine. “It (the royal wed-
' ing) mirrors my plot lines where a virgi-

al heroine, like Di, falls passionately in

ive with a man of nobility and rakish, if

:
ot raffish, characteristics, like Charles.”

nd

'oviet defector

0 return home
MADRID, May 18 (K) — A Soviet defec-

.stopped by Spanish police as Soviet
ibassy staff escorted him to a Moscow-
ind airliner last week, Monday decided to

ura home, a spokesman for the United
tions High Commission for Refugees
.NHCR) said.

/ladihir Butkin, a 40-year-old naval
rineer who asked for political asylum last

sk in the'Canary Islands port of Las Pal-

s, was taken to the UNHCR office Mon-
' by Spanish policemen. The spokesman
1 be signed a form stating that he decided
his own free will to return to the Soviet

ion. He would not comment on the

sons which made the defector change his

id.

iutkin was taken to Madrid last week

.
ile his request for asylum was being

died. Police were alerted when he went
sing from his hotel and spotted him last

• unlay as he was about to board an Aerof-

airliner with several Soviet embassy staff,

ice sources saidhe had spent the previous

ht at the Soviet Embassy.

llndians electrocuted
fEW DELHI, May 18 (AP) — Ten eleo-

ians were reported killed Sunday when
' ycame in contact with a high-tension wire

. Je working on a new line in eastern India,

United News of India said. The deaths

urred id the village of Kiddotama in

ssa srate, 300 kras southwest of Calcutta.

erupted in the worst racially related violencem British history— complain of harassment

fore!?

6 laiBeIy WhitC metr°Politan police

The new GLC also wants to take control
from the government of Scotland Yard, the

-^?
on P?Uoe headquarters, a move which

will be resisted by the force and the Conser-
vatives.

John Stokes, a Tory member of Parliamentwho lives in London, called die decision not

to attend the royal wedding “rather small
minded...typical of the mean new type of
socialists we are getting into power in the
GLC.”

Livingstone, a GLC member for eight
years who narrowly defeated a more moder-
ate Laborite for the top job, denies charges
by outraged Tory right-wingers that die Brit-
ish capital has fallen into the hands of“ Marx-
ists." “The (Labor) center holds the balance
erf power he said.

(WfapfcW)
CONGRATULATIONS: U.S. President Ronald Reagan (right) hugs and congratulates

Pat O’Brien after O’Brien received Us honorary doctorate in law at the University of

Notre Dame at South Bend, Indiana, Sunday. Reagan also received a degree and played

in the film Knute Rockne with OBrien which was filmed on the university’s campus.

Against Vietnamese

Khmer Rouge steps up fight
BANGKOK, May 18 (Agencies) — The

Cambodian Khmer Rouge regime Monday
announced it was stepping up its fight against

the Vietnamese in Cambodia while the
Hanoi-backed Phnom Penh government
lashed out at China for “hostile acts” in the

three Indochinese countries.

In a statement put out Monday by Khmer
Rouge radio, monitored here, leng . Sary,

foreign minister of the ousted Cambodian
government, announced that the fight of

“resistance forces” against Hanoi's 200,000
soldiers in Cambodia would be stepped up
“until Vietnamese troops defeated*'.

General estimates put the number of

troops fighting for the Khmer Rouge regime,

overthrown by Vietnamese troops in Janu-

ary 1979, at some 30,000.

On Saturday the Khmer Rouge announced
they had killed or wounded 75,000 Vietnam-
ese soldiers during the last dry season from
October to this May — a figure Western
observers here found to be grossly exagger-

ated.

In his statement, Sary reaffirmed that his

government was currently trying to find a way
of “regrouping all the resistance movements
within a United Front to fight against the

Vietnamese enemy”.
The Khmer Rouge have been trying unsuc-

cessfully for nearly two years to set up a single

anti-Vietnamese front. Former Cambodian
bead of state Prince Norodom Sihanouk has

also been trying for the last few months to

achieve this objective.

The newspaper Kampuchea, mouthpiece of

the pro-Vietnamese Phnom Penh govern-

ment Monday attacked plans to set up a united

front. It said such plans were a Chinese initia-

tive aimed at “grouping together Cambodain
traitors such as (khraer Rouge leader) Pol

Pot, Son Sann and Sihanouk”. •

In a commentary released by the official

Cambodian SPK news agency Kampuchea

also attacked the“open supply ofweapons to

the Khmer reactionaries via Thailand” . They
were a “gross interference in Cambodian
internal affairs”, it continued.

The paper accused China of “intensifying

its arraed provocations on the northern bor-

ders of Vietnam”, adding that Peking “is

sending back to Laos thousands of Laotian

reactionaries to carry out sabotage opera-

tions”.

Meanwhile, Pen Sovann, a shadowy vete-

ran of revolution with solid pro-Vietnamese
credentials, is expected to emerge as Cam-
bodia's strongman when the Phnom Penh
regime unveils a new government set-up and
a Communist Party over the next few months.
Cambodain government officials say Pen

Sovann,45, who took up arms atthe age of 14
to fight the French colonialists, holds the key

to power as head of Cambodia’s still-secret

Communist Party. He is also widely believed

to be the most likely candidate for the presi-

dency of the state council, a new position

which carries with it the command of the

armed forces.

This triple role in the party, the military

and state machinery would place Pen Sovann
way above a modey leadership group which

owes its position and power to Vietnamese
forces which toppled the regime of Premier
Pol Pot in early 1979.

This group includes pro-Hanoi Communist
like Pen Sovann, Pol Potfollowers like Presi-

dent Heng Samrin who defected not long
before the Vietnamese invasion, and, at the
lower levels, those who served in the Un-
backed government of President Lon Nol
which fell to Pol Pot’s army in 1975.

The few non- Communists who have met
Pen Sovann say he appears uncomfortable in

dealing with foreigners but exhibits consider-

ably more intelligence and grasp of issues

than Heng Samrin who has been generally

described as • “very unimpressive.”

U.S.blockade ofCubanotruled out
NEW YORK, May l8(R) — Secretary of

State Alexander Haig has been quoted as

saying that the United States has not ruled

out a blockade ofCuba to stop its gumunning

to Latin American revolutionaries.

Time magazine said Haig told a private

briefing of Republican congressmen Last

week that Cuba had resumed” massive*' arms

shipments to Latin American trouble spots.

“We've got to stop this,” the magazine

quoted him as saying, adding that he told the

congressmen a blockade “is something that

can’t be dismissed.”

The Reagan administration has accused

Cuba and the leftistgovernment in Nicaragua

of running arms to liberation forces in £1

Salvador and elsewhere. Time said Haig

hinted that any U.S. move would be taken

soon, while Reagan is riding high in popular-

ity polls.

Meanwhile, Tass charged Sunday that

Haig “is continuing a series of instigatory,

militaristic statements in the Cold War

spirit.”

On Friday, Haig met with Soviet Ambas-

sador Anatoly Dobynin to discuss limiting

medium range nuclear missiles in Europe.

The Kremlin has condemned a 1979

NATO decision to station 572 perching II

and cruise missiles in Europe by 1983, a

move the Western alliance says is necessary

to counter Soviet SS-20 missiles already

deployed in European Russia.

Haig, in a speech Saturday at Hfflsdal'e Col-

lege, said, “if we are seriously interested in a

world where there can be peaceful change,

where nations can settle disputes short of

war, then we must act to restrain the Soviet

Union and its sunogates.”

8 Japan climbers die
PEKING, May 18 (AFP) — Eight Japan-

ese climbers were killed by avalanches on the

7,556-meter high Mount Gongga in the
Eidiuan province of China May 10,diploma-
tic sources said here Monday. The climbers,

all members of the Hokkaido Mountaineer-
ing Club, were about 100 meters from the
summit when they were bit by two
avalanches.

Only one body,thatof32-year-old Shigeru
Sasaki has been recovered, but a search is

underway for die others, although there was
not the slightest hope of finding any of them
alive, eight days after the accident, the

sources said.

After a year of Helens' eruption

Biologists seeparallel oflife’s evolution
SEATTLE, Washington, State. May 18

(R) —A year after the explosive eruption
of Mount Si. Helens, flower plants are spr-
outing through the volcanic ash covering its

north slope. Tourists are slowly returning,
snapping away with their cameras at the
devastation around the mountain.
And single-cell forms of life are growing

in nearby mud-choked lakes through a pro-
cess which biologists say may parallel the
evolution of life on earth.

But for the inhabitants of the thinly-

populated southwest comer of Washington
state, the eruption early Sunday, May 18,
1980, is still a night mare. At least 61 per-
sons were killed, ISO homes destroyed and
hundreds more damaged when the eruption
blasted away a giantslab of die north side of

the 9,670-foot mountain.

Burning ash and molten rock shot 1 9kms
into the air and trees over an area of 380
square kms were left mangled on the
ground like matchsticks. Boiling andflowed
down the mountainside and millions of
deer, birds and fish were killed by the sear-
ing heat, estimated by exports to have

reached 260 degrees Centigrade dose to

the volcano.

Mount St. Helens is still active, occasion-

ally hurling rock and ash into the sky in a

grim reminder of its main eruption. “1 wake

up in middle of the night shaking as I

rememberhow terrified I was then,” a resi-

dent of the nearby town of Vancouver

Washington, said. “I can’t get that day out

of my mind.”
Nine-year-old Kathleen Anderson said:

“Even the noise of a truck going by makes

me nervous. It is as though the volcano was

going up again.”

Rains long ago washed away the thick

mud that covered the small towns in the foot

of the mountain. But some experts believe

the dangerin what was once one of the most

quiet pans of the United States may not yet

be over.

The eruption, which was followed by a

series of less powerful explosions, caused

avalanches and landslides which formed

dams on the Toutle River which runs

through the area. The expens believe the

spring melting of snow and ice on nearby

mouniaintops could cause flooding.

“Army engineers are working hard to

ease the pressure on these temporary
dams,” Benbena,who heads the local police

emergency service division, said.

“If these dams give way there could be a

flood down the Toutle River that could take
more lives”, he added. Hundreds of scien-

tists, geologists and others observe the

seismic and volcanic activity of Mount St.

Helens 24 hours a day.

A television camera of die U.S. govern-
ment’s geological survey teamstands on the

spot where 83-year-old Harry Truman,
who is remembered for his vow that be
would never leave his home an the moun-
tainside, died in the eruption. The camera
points at the mountain.

Spirit Lake, which once ran by the side of

Harry’s home, is clogged with mud, ashes
and hundreds of trees. Biologists and
geologists believe it could take a thousand
years for the area to return to iis old seif.

“We are seeing, in essence, the creation

of new life” Bill Sediger, a wildlife biologist,

said.

Basic values need protection

Carter defends rights issue
NEWYORK, May 18 (AP) — Jimmy Car-

ter has defended his administration’s

emphasis on human rights and said the

Reagan administration’s policy of “so-called

hard-headed realism” means “accommoda-
tions with evils practised in countries which
might be our allies.”

The fonner president, joining in the celeb-

ration of die 10th anniversary of a New York
organization, said Sunday his administration

had been criticized “as having been naive and
excessively idealistic.”

“It is important to avoid exaggerated and
excessive swings in matters of human rights,"

Carter said. “But 1 am convinced that there is

as broad and pervasive conviction in this

country that freedom and die -dignity of
human beings are fundamental values of the

United States which are worthy of protec-

tion,” he said to loud applause.

Carter defended his record on national

defense, noting that he had put through
“Targe increases in our defense budget follow-

ing several years of decline.”

But,he said,“further arming ourcountry is

not a substitute for mutually advantageous

and properly balanced treatiesofarms limita-

tions, such as SALT II.

“ We have a justifiable concern with Rus-

sain expansions, but this should not lead us to

close the door to further negotiations,” he
said. It is not realism but self-defeating cynic-

ism to rule out any discussions which might

ultimately control nudear weapons and
enhance dielong-rangeprospectsforpeace.”

Former President Jimmy Carter

Carter, in his second public speech since he
left the WhiteHouse in January, said that the
present times of“turmoir madehimfeel that

the world had “gone mad.”
“ War threatens again in a pan of the world

very dose to our hearts,’ he said. “ Children in

my home state are being murdered and no
one knows why.A good and loving man who
sought to foster peace and brotherhood lies

wounded by an assassin’s bullet. In Northern
Ireland men are starving themselves and
others are killing strangers simply because of
a difference in religious faith.”

5 go on trial

in Yugoslavia
BELGRADE. May 18 l AFP) — Five

Yugoslavs of Albanian origin went on trial in

Skopje, Macedonia, Monday on charges of

setting up an illegal organization to “work
toward the secession of pans of Yugoslavia

inhabited by Albanians.” the Yugoslav Tan-
jug news agency reported here.

The five men, four workers and a teacher,

are accused of undermining Yugoslavia's

“integrity and constitutional order” by
recruiting Yugoslav Albanians to die under-

ground “National Labor Party’’ between
June 1979 and January 1981, when they

-were arrested, Tunjug said.

Yugoslav leaders recently charged that a

clandestine Albanian party was responsible

for bloody dashes in the southern autonom-
ous Kosovo region, near Macedonia.

Meanwhile, 34 workers have been sacked

in Kosovo for their part in demonstrations by
ethnic Albanians last month,,Vovosti news-

paper reported here Monday. The report said

that 17 had been dismissed in the town of
Vudtran and 17 others in other localities.

In Pristinia, capital of the autonomous reg-

ion, some ten radio journalists have been
expelled from the Communist Party and face

the sack. Navosd added that in Vudtran 10
secondary pupils had been expelled from
school, while at least 30 persons bad been
dismissed from the party.

WeDesigned
the Questionnaire

SoyoucanDesign your

A Toyota Forklift Truck-; Custom built just

for you. That's not an empty promise, this

questionnaire has been designed to help

you find the right forklift truck for your
type of business.

The Toyota Forklift range is so complete

and comprehensive that you'll find one
already custom built for you.

All you need to do is tell us your
requirements.

Fill in the questionnaire, and mail it to us

today.

1

2
3

4

5

What is the maximum weight to be

lifted? Kilos.

What height of lift is required?

Cm.

Will the truck be working indoors,

outdoors or both?

Have you a preference of motive

power, i.e. O ElectricOL.P. Gas

Diesel.

Will you be handling any items

which may require the use of

special attachments?

TAKE UP THIS UNIQUE OFFER
AND GET A GOOD DISCOUNT ON YOUR FORKLIFT.

Name

Company

Address

i

Company Position

4BDUL MTIFJ4MEEL CO. LTD.

Branches in;JEDDAH DAMMAM RIYADH
Telephone: 6895264 8326920 4715234

an-2 I P.O.Box: 248 116 620
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Britain claims

Argentina hunting oil

in disputed waters
LONDON, May 18 (R) — Britain has

claimed that'Argentina was trying to prospect

for oil in dispured waters near the British-

administered Falkland Islands and is urging

International oil companies S3 boycott the

project.

The latest flare-up in the 150-ycar-old dis-

pute over the south Atlantic islands involves

an Argentine invitation for tenders to drill in

their potentially oil-rich waters. The warning

to international oil companies came in an

advertisement placed by the Foreign Office

in newspapers and the trade press over the

past week.

It pointed out that as no agreed boundary

existed between the islands and the Argen-
tine mainland, neither side had the right to

prospect in the disputed waters. The foreign

office said an L-sbaped block for which the

Argentine state-oil company YPF had
invited tenders strayed across a median line

dividing the 300 miles of sea between the

Falkland* and Argentina.

The Buenos Aires government lays daim
to the sparsely populated islands as well as to

a 200-mile economic zone surrounding them.

The Argentine bid for tenders first went
out more than a year ago and was restated in

advertisements in the international press last

October. Britain lodged a protect with

Buenos Aires, but this was rejected. At a

meeting in New York last February Argen-

tina rejected British moves to freeze the dis-

pute to allow a build-up of confidence bet-

ween the Argentinians and the 1,700

ardently pro-British islanders.

The freeze would have allowed the two

sides to spend a number of years pursuing

joint economic development British officials

noted at the time that the sovereignty issue

was holding up potentially lucrative joint

exploitation of oil and fishing resources.

Internationa] oil companies have been
involved in offshore drilling in Argentina and
have undertaken British-sponsored- seismic

surveys in Falkland waters. But the British

authorities are allowing no drilling in the dis-

puted zone until a settlement is reached. The
foreign office advertisement indirectly

threatened legal action against any oil com-
pany that took up the Argentine tender.

France vows to defend franc
PARIS, May 18 (R) — A close aide to

newly-elected President Francois Mitterrand

has pledged that the new French government
would firmly defend the franc and keep it

within the European Monetary System

(EMS).
Lionel Jospin, who succeeded Mitterrand

early this year as leader of the Socialist Party,

said in a radio interview Sunday night: “1

want to say very clearly that we intend to

defend the franc. We want a franc which

keeps its value and we have the means to

pursue this policy." Speaking alter a week in

which the franc dropped to the lowest level

permitted in the EMS, Jospin said “We have

sizeable reserves which have practically not

been touched — we have used only about 10

percent— and we will use these means, and a

certain number of existing technical meas-

ures, to ensure the solidity of the franc, in

particular to ensure that the French currency
remains in the EMS."
Commenting on the run on the franc which

followed Mitterrand's election victory Jospin'

said he believed the present difficulties were
due to the surprise in international financial

circles at an election result they bad not fore-

seen.

"It is essentially the attitude of financial

circles and of international speculators which
has caused the present fall of the franc,” he
said.

The franc tell Monday to 2.40V3 to the
mark, its regulation floor against West Ger-
man currency in the EMS, from a previous
rate of 2.3761 and has remained there ever
since. Some financial experts have said the
Bank of France was forced to commit bet-

ween $2 and $3 billion of its reserves to hold
the currency steady.

Grain ban hurt U.S. more —Bush
BONN, May 18 (R) — U.S. Vico-

President George Bush has said that the
former Carter administration’s embargo on
grain sales to the Soviet Union had hurt the
United States more than it hurt Moscow.

In an interview cm West German televi-

sion, Bush said Sunday President Reagan's

deicsion last month to lift the embargo was
not a sign of weakness toward the Soviet

Union. "It could lead to confusion," he said,

"but all the evidence suggests that the

embargo hurt the U.S. and its allies more
than it hurt the Soviets.” The Carter

the Soviet military intervention in Afghanis-

tan.

Bush said nobody could accuse Reagan of

being soft on the Soviet Union but a boycott

of one economic sector was ineffectual.

Asked about Washington’s relations with its

European allies, he said: “ We're prettymuch
in accord with our allies now about what
should be done toward the Soviet Union."
"We understand their (the Europeans')

wish for talks and negotiations,” Bush said.

The interview was broadcast three days
before Chancellor Helmut Schmidt travels to

SAUDI ARABIAN GOVERNMENT TENDERS

Authority Description Tender
No..

Price

SR
Closing

Date

Municipality of
Al-Mndina

Renovation of the main entrance of
the municipality building

— 500 7.6.81

Supply of vehicles and equipment — 100 7.6.81

Islamic University

of AI- Madina
Project of presidency building 9 4000 30.5.81

Ministry, of PTT.
Saudi Telephone

Supply of pressure equipment 360330 300 8.6.81

Supply of insulated telephone

cables of different types

360170 15000 15.6.81

Construction of building for

subscribers In Buraida
130190 1000 21.7.81

JEDDAH ISLAMIC PORT
SHIPS MOVEMENTS YUPTO 0700 HOURS ON

18TH MAY 1981/14TH RAJAB 1401

Barth Name of Vessel Agent Type of Cargo

1A. Merzario Persia A.E.T. Contrs/Trls.

3. Deborah 1 Star General

4. Alsssiri A.A. Bagged Barley

5. Golden Jeddah El Hawi Gen/P’wb/Pipes/Stl.

7. Sklerion Bamaodah Bagged Barley

11J12. Erika BoltBn Alireza Vehicles

13. Maracana 1 O.C.E. IronmmbfTiles/Gen.

15. Roman Reefer O.C.E. Reefer

16. Saint Louis Rezayat Containers

18. Zeus 1 Rolaco Bulk Cement

20. Saudi Prince Oni Gen/Cem/Steel

24. Kenya S.N.L Loading Export Con.

25. Lina Flsser A.E.T. General

26. Strathesk A.E.T. ContrsTGen.

29.' San Stefano Star Reefer

31. Lord Byron O.C.E. Loading Gen/Timb/
Vehicles

38. Jean Dark Fayez Iron Pipes

39 ; Lagos Venture

Rima 'G'

Alireza Vehicles

40. Elhewi Softwood

41. Made Fayez Durrs

43.
" Eugenie S. Embiricos

2. (RECENT ARRIVALS:

Alpha Bagged Barley

Strath errol A.E.T. General

Lagos Venture Alireza Vehicles

St Louis Rezayat Containers

Rima *G' Elhawi Softwood
Erika Bolten Alireza Vehicles

Link Harmony Alsaada Bagged Barley

Ka&a Maru Alireza Containers

Char Kang Abdullah Load Emty Contra.

Anemos M.TA Containers

Data of

Arrival

15.5.81

15.5.81

13.5331

16-5.81

16.5311

17.5.81
15.5331

12.5331

17.5.81

16-5331

14.5.81

17.5.81

17.5.81

17.5311

14.5.81

13-5311

11.5331

17.5331

17.5331

1R5.81
16-5331

17.5331

17.5.81

18.5331

2. VESSELS EXPECTED TO ARRIVE WITHIN THE NEXT 24 HOURS;

Balder Gent Alsaada Telephone Poles

Navi Star Alatas Rice

AI Wendah O.C.E- Oranges

Meltem Universal Star Oranges

Edward Rutledge Kanoo Tanks Compound/Gen.

Marjan Attar 3 Trucks^Excavators

18.5331

KING ABDUL AZIZ PORT DAMMAM
SHIPS MOVEMENTS UPTO 0700 HOURS OF

14.7.1401/18.5.1981 CHANGES PAST 24 HOURS;
2.

4.

9;

13.

16.

17.

18.

30.

33.

34.

35.

36-

37.

38.

Sunny Trader

Disvilezza

Anne Sobye
Turgut Guneri

Ming Autumn
Fumurra
Amalthea
Caps Leeuwin

Sea Explorer

Sohanlal

Fuplng

Psara Flag

Arabian Lulueh

New EceHenc(D.B.

Salta

AET
Kanoo
O.C.E.

U.EP.
Orri

Gulf

Oni
Orri

Alssada
Orri

Alsabah
Barber
Globa

Bagged Cement
Steel Products
General

Cement/Gen.
General
Rice

Frozen Chickens
Bulk Dauxita
General
General
General
Cement Silo Vessel
Cement Silo Vessel
Bulk Cement

10-5331

15.5-81

13-5.81

13.5331

13.5311

15.5.81

17.5331

14.3331

17.5L81

13.5331

13.5331

4.1.78

27.10.77

17.5331

FRESH BREATH FOR DIVERS: This diva* is wearing a new gas recirculation system
that can reclaim over 90 pa .cent of the hefinm gas in a normal saturation dive. Hie
SystemIsundergoing evaluationtrialsatBritain’s Admirality MarineTechnologyEstabl-
ishment.

Weekly freights

U.S. grain rates slump
LONDON, May 18 (AFP) — While U.S.

grain rates touched two-year lows to Europe,
those to Japan showed some sign of recovery
on the freight market last week.

Reports that the Soviet Union was again
favoring the Argentine grain -market, with
Sovfracht finalizing a deal to ship one million
tons feedgrain out of the river plate', plus
news that Australia had resumed coal ship-

ments to Japan and that a British Columbian
raining company had signed a ten-year supply
contract with Taipei to ship out 3.5 million

tons of coking coal, were all viewed as con-
structive factors.

Nevertheless, the extension of the U.S.
coal-miners' dispute into its seventh week
meant that surplus bulk-carriers were still

available, as were “combination" vessels for

lifting oil or bulk cargo.

Grain business out of die U.S. Gulf was a
tittle more active than in recent weeks, with

Japanese charterers showing a lively interest,

paying 50 cents more when chartering a

27,000 tonner at $26. But U.S. grain to

Europe was fixed in a 55,000 tonner at$13 a
ton,down$2.50on previousfixing two weeks
earlier, and the lowest since 1979.
Othergrain centers werequietbycompari-

son, with tittle reported out of the Great
Lakes. On the U.S. Pacific coast, rates to
Japan dropped to their lowest since July last

when a 52,000 tonner accepted $15.50 a ton,

down 25 cents on fixtures in April.

Older "Panamax" vessels for going
through the Panama Caned up to 70/80,000
tons were available for transpacific round
voyages at lunder $9,000 a day, although the
more modern -ships were able to obtain

$10,200 or $10,300 a day.

Chinese inquiry continued, with fixtures

reported out of Portugal and South America.
South American operators were also busy,

with fixtures done on behalf of Brazilian,

Colombian, Peruvian and Venezuelan prin-

cipals. South African charterers were
involved in booking tonnage out Japan.

UAE okays
$7b budget
ABU DHABI, May 18 (R) - The United

Arab Emirates (UAE) Monday approved a

record budget of26.2 billion dirhams ($7 bil-

lion), a 64 percent increase on last year, the

official Emirates news agency Warn reported.

The 1981 budget details were not released,
but the seven-state federation derives the

bulk of its income from oil exports mainly by
the states of Abu Dhabi an Dubai.

Last year’s budget totaled 16 billion

dirhams ($4.3 billion). Warn said die budget

allocated 2.5 billion dirhams ($676 million)

for current and new development projects.

The budget will be presented to the Federal

National Council (parliament) for approval.

Turkey's inflation
rate dips sharply

i. May IB (K) Turkey's

European Grain provided varied business

to Morocco, Italy and die Middle East. The
Indian government was notably absent from
the fertilizer trades. But in coal, a 50,000 ton

combination vessel agreed $21 .50 a ton outof
Hampton Roads to Japan (equal to the pre-

vious week’s 12 month lovg. In addition

there was more inquiry reported to lift coal

cargoes on a time-charter basis, with a

reports of a 57,000 tonner fixed on the same
route at $12,450 a day.

ANKARA, May 18 (K) — Turkey's
annual inflation rate dropped last month to

34.0 percent, the lowest for three years,

encouraging government economic planners,

according to official statistics released Mon-
day.

Inflation has steadily dropped since die

introduction in January last yearof a package
of austerity measures aimed at curbing

money supply and controlmg prices. The
April monthlyfigures showed tfaatpricesrosc

0.8 percent, the same as in March. Govern-
ment planners are hoping to bold inflation

down to below 40 percent this year. Last
year, it ran at 100 percent. The wholesale

jprioe index, which takes the year 1963 as 100,
was 3,230.8 points compared to March's
3,256.6.

NOTICE
/ BIHEX //

THE INTERNATIONAL. CO. FOR BUILDING
MATERIALS LTD. (BINEX) ANNOUNCES THAT

ITS EMPLOYEE MR. ALAN GREEN, BRITISH NATIONAL
HOLDING PASSPORT NO. 612058 A LEFT

SAUDI ARABIA WITH AN EXIT RE-ENTRY VISA AND
HAS NOT RETURNED TO HIS PLACE OF EMPLOYMENT.

ACCORDINGLY THE INTERNATIONAL CO. FOR
BUILDING MATERIALS LTD. ACCEPTS NO

RESPONSIBILITY FOR HIS ACTION FROM TODAY'S
DATE AND WARNS ALL ESTABLISHMENTS OR

INDIVIDUALS AGAINST SPONSORING OR EMPLOYING
HIM AS THIS WILL CONTRAVENE GOVERNMENT

REGULATIONS.

The International Co. tor Building Materials Ltd.

P.O.BOX: 8776 - JEDDAH. SAUDI ARABIA
Telephones : 6672264 - 6675063 - Telex : 402393 BINEX SJ
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Riyal-dollar parity adjusted
By J.H. Hammond

JEDDAH. May 18 — The Saudi Arabian

Monetary Agency (SAMA) has, for the

second time within four days, Monday
devalued the riyai against the dollar, taking

the new parity level to 3.3800 from 3.3700,

which was only announced last Thursday. In

a circular to the Kingdom— based commer-

ical banks, the monetary agency announced

its new devaluation move and most local

bankers said that such a move was in the

offing given the dollar's strengthening

against all other currencies. The commer-
cial bank's selling price to customers is now
put at 3.3842.

Locally, the reaction of the money mar-

kets was to bring down the rates on rival

inter-bank deposits. This is in contrast to

last Thursday's devaluation move which

hardly had an impact on the then rising local

deposit rates. Bahrain based OBLTs — off-

shore banking units — were quoting one-

month deposit rates at 18 ‘A — 18 ’A per-

cent, but after the devaluation announce-
ment, rates eased to 16 Vz — 17 percent at

one stage, before dosing slightly higher at

17 — 17 V« percent. The firming trend
toward the dose of business was primarily

due to the dollar's continuing strengthening

against the European currencies. Similarly,

long-term riyai deposit rates eased from
opening levels of 16 'A — 16 V* to 15 Vz —
16 ’A percent. Most dealing activities were
still concentrated in the short tenors, but
this time local bankers were reporting

one-week JIBOR rates at 16 —17 percent
against dealing levels of 19— 21 percent for

the same tenor Sunday. On the local

exchanges, the riyai spot price rose from

.3.3805 - 15 to 3.3810 — 20 after some
moderate demand for the dollar both from
within the Kingdom and out of Bahrain

The dollar continued bolding its ground
against most majorcurrencies on European
exchange markets Monday, With dollar
deposits still firm (three month deposit was
quoted at 18 'a — 19 percent) the dollar

was still attractive compared to the prob-
lem— beset French and German curren-
cies. The British pound was troubled bv
uncertainties about whether the MLR —
the minimum lending rate — would be cut
further from the present 12 percent level.

On the London exchanges, dealers were
quoting the pound at 2.0960 — a rise over
early trading levels of 2.0940 and certainly

an improvement over Friday dosings of
around 2.08 levels. The mark continued to

be weak' at 2.2930 and German central
bank intervention kept it below the 2.30
level. The French franc bad some moderate
French central bank intervention and it was
quoted at 5.5170 after opening at 5.4930
levels. Within European financial circles

the talk of realigning the EMS — the Euro-
pean Monetary System — is gathering pace
for the Germans are under pressure to sup-
port the weak franc how that the mark is on
top of the EMS band. The yen recovered

some ground to dose at levels of 220.00
levels Friday.’

Monday's dosing gold prices (in U.S.
dollars per troy ounce)
London 480.75
Paris 533.74
Frankfort 483.01
Zorich 481.50
Hong Kong 470.12
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U.K. to fix EEC budget problem
BRUSSELS, May 18 (AP) — Settling the

European Economic Community’s budget-
ary problem will be Britain's cop priority

when it becomes president of the EEC in

July, British ForeignSecretary Lord Carring-

ton said Monday.
Carrington made thepledge during a meet-

ing with members of the EEC commission to

discuss plans for the British presidency, offi-

cials in the private meeting said. Britain will

take over from the Netherlands under an
EEC system that rotates the preidency of
ministerial meetings every six months.

Officials said Canington and the commis-
sion listed reform of the community's budget
to prevent some countries from overpaying

and to stop overspending In agriculture, as

the major goal for the end of 1981.
Carrington urged the commission to be

*timely
1
in carrying outa mandate tocome up

with budgetary’ solutions as soon as possible.

He also told commission President Gaston

Thorn and his colleagues that he hoped the

EEC s steel crisis would be eased before Bri-

tain took over.

The EEC commission is currently trying to

work out a system of voluntary production

quotas with the 15 major steel producers, to

stop the glutting of scarce steel markets and

permit a reorganization of tile industry to

make it competitive with Japanese and

American producers.

London Commodities
Closing Prices

May 18

Gold 9 P« ounce) 476.50

Silver cash (pence per ounce) 521.50

3 months 536.75

Copper cash 838 .25
3 months 862.25
Tin cash 6110,00
3 months 6222.50

Lead cash 337.50

3 months 347,50

Zinc cash 410.00

3 months 419.75
Aluminium cadi 630.00

3 months 649.00

Nickel cash 3017.50

3 months 3050.00
Sugar August 177.15

October 17920
Coffee May 997.00

July 1004.50
Cocoa May 888.00
July . ,

902.00
NMk Men hi poods pa* metric tee.

The above prices areprovided by Sandi Research A
Investment Ltd P.O. Bax 6474, Teh 6653908, Jed-
dah

Foreign Exchange Rates
Quoted at S40 P.M. Mmtey

Bahraini Dinar
Belgian Franc (1,000)
rnwndtaw Dollar

Dentcfae Mark (1!

Dutch Guilder (

1

Egyptian Pound
Emirstea Dirham (100)
Ficnch Franc (100)
Greek Drachma (1.000)

Indian Rupee (100)
Iranian Riyai (100)
lrad Dinar
Italian Lin _

Japanese Yen (1,

Jordanian Dinar
Kuwaiti Dinar
Lebanese Lira(lOO)
Moroccan Dirham (10(0
Pakistani Rupee (100)
Philippines Peso (100)
Pound Sterling

Qatari Riyai (100)
Singapore Dollar (100) —
Spaniifa Peseta (1,000)
Swiss Franc (100)
Syrian Lira (100)
Toridah Lira (1,000)
U.S. Dollar

Yemeni Riyai (100)

SAMA Cnh IhnAr
8.70 8.9850

90.00 100.00 _
2.80 3-20. —

1*7.00 147.73 I47.J0

13200 — 13X83
_ 4.20 4.01

92,00 9X20
61.00 61.30 600

. 66.00 61-50
— — 40X3

^

,

8.00
' __

30M 30.20 29JO
1 5.30 — 1540

10.20 1016_ 12.23 1X19
80.73 79.90

6649 66Jf
— 34.10
—

•

43.70

7.00 7.13 7.11

9300 93,00
_ . — 158X5

, 38JO 37X0
_ 165.60 165X5
— 51.50 53.10

<«• —
3J8 3.3890 3X828

74.00 7X63

Gold kg.

X0 Total bar
Ounce

SsIBag Pries

52,700.00

6.150.00
1.660.00

ihrrtee Prtas

3240&M
6.1JKU»f
1,640.00

Crab and Tranter ratal are jup|4brt by A)h$i
Ognpajr tor Carrot? Kachan <°*4 Ceunwm,
Gabsl St. « Sharafta, Mdafe Tab. M209SZ, 6DSMS
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VACANCY
SAUDI BULK TRANSPORT LTD. HAS IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS IN AL-KHOBAR FOR FULLY QUALIFIED
PERSONNEL FOR THE POST OF

^5

CUE

TELEPHONE OPERATOR
THE CANDIDATE MUST HAVE GOOD COMMAND OF
ENGLISH LANGUAGE WiTH AT LEAST TWO YEARS
EXPERIENCE IN THIS FIELD. THE SELECTED
CANDIDATES SHOULD HAVE VALID TRANSFERABLE
AQAMA.

INTERESTED CANDIDATES SHOULD APPLY IN
WRITING TO

PERSONNEL MANAGER
SAUDI BULK TRANSPORT LTD.
P. 0. BOX 2194, AL-KHOBAR

JEL NO. 8645351 - 8648302 - 8640665 - 8649774 - 8640461
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Freezing oil prices

, Algeria says

Economy, PACE M

. _
<%.

BEIRUT, May 18 (AP) — Algeria's oD
minister has said it was “unrealistic

1 ’ to con-

sider freezing or reducing erode oil prices at

this month's meeting of die Organization of

Petroleum Exporting Countries, accordingto

an English-language weekly.

"Algeria’sposition is that itis unrealistic to

> postdate a freezing, let alone a reduction, of

the purchase price of a bane! of oil, “ Minister

1 Belkacem Nabi was quoted by the newsletter

Amb Report and Mono as saying Sunday.

certain number of economic factors.'

He added, that Algeria had rejected prop-
osals for OPEC ’s long-term strategy due to
be discussed in Geneva. He said that if the
Geneva meeting failed to produce an agree-
ment on price levels, it would be difficult to
discuss the long-term strategy.
The minister said Algeria favored organ-

ization of prices, but said such a system
should not be introduced abruptly.*'we feel it
is much more reasonable to leave behind a
policy of basing prices on the world situation

-U

The oil minister of Qatar Sheikh

Aziz Bin Khalifa AJ-Thani bad earlier pre-

dicted that OPEC members would vote for a

price freeze at die forthcoming meeting of

OPEC in Geneva.

Sheikh Ahmad Zaki Yamani recently said

Saudi Arabia, thelargest oil exporting nation

in the Middle East, had deliberately created a

glut on world markets in order to stabilize

prices. Yamani expressed doubts fhat'mem-

bers would agree on a unifiedj>rice in the
Geneva meeting.

Nabi said he did not believe prices of crude

were too high, but added fixing a unified price

level ‘*is nothing more than the result of a

Economic integration

Soviet bloc to do stock-taking

and move to an organized evolution of prices,
but only after a period of transition,” he said.

“We do not think it either reasonable or
efficacious to move from one day to the next
from a system under which prices are fixed
every six months to a hard-and-fast mechani-
cal system.”

Algeria has known oil preserves of 6 billion

barrels. The north African country
announced last year it would raise the price of
its cijide oil from $37 per barrel to $40. The
base price of $36 a barrel was decided in

December in Bali.

J*
BUDAPEST, May 18 (R) — Soviet bloc

^ leaders are considering a special summit
meeting to review what labor unrest in

Poland, the oil crisis and their own awkward

.III trading system have done to their 10-year

drive for economic integration.

Tbe meeting, to be attended by political

-' leaders rather than of just economic experts,-

face the central question of why the Com-
-‘rr-vmunist trade body Comecon seems in many

" way less united now-than when it launched its

. integration program in 1971.

:--X Discussing the summit, which would be an

: .^‘extraordinary meeting outside thecyde regti-

: -,-7-lar Comecon sessions, Hungarian economic
- ..sources said 00 X1816 had yet been set, but it

could take place later this year.

East European economists have been pres-

sing Moscow for some time for a sweeping

review of the whole integration program
€ KH5 which they see as dearly favorable to the
Kr Soviet Union, but a drag on their own

'adevelopment.
** The disruption the Polish labor crisis has

brought to Comecon trade — falling coal

•
. ’reserves increased demand for food, growing

- v trade inbalances — has added even more
‘ urgency to the call for reform, they said.
“ But in February, at the Soviet Communist
•Party congress in Moscow, that Soviet Presi-

- -dent Leonid Brezhnevpublidy hinted that he
felt a sperfhl Comecon summit should be
held. The call was quickly picked up by East

- -German leader Erich Honecker and
Czechoslovak President Gustav Husak.

Soviet interest appears to focus on tighten-

ing Comecon integration by stepping up
industrial cooperation schemes and possibly

even founding some sort of Communist mul-

tinational firms to carry out large production

ventures.

Some East European commentaries have

echoed his idea, and the organization's joint

investment projects which heavily favor he
Soviet Union, Western economic analysts

said.

Hungarian suggestions for price reforms
and a convertible currency within Comecon
have found support among Polish and
Czechoslovak officials and even Bulgaria —
normally the Kremlin's closest ally — has
begun criticising the way Moscow pushes the-

East Europeans to help finance massive
Soviet energy projects.

The problems the Polish crisis has caused
for Communist trade illustrate one of Com-
econ’s central problems. Having no convert-

ible currencies to pay for their imports, the

Comecon states must balance their trade

every year. If one member imports more than

planned from its neighbor in one year, it must
repay that with increased exports the follow-

ing year in balancing the bilateral bills.

Since last August, Poland— the bloc’s coal

producer has cut its coal exports to the Soviet

Union almost completely and to eastern

Europe about two- thirds, according to West-

ern estimates. Because of the labor unrest,

Warsaw has also cut exports of other goods
like sulphur and copper, while expanding its

imports of food. Warsaw has no way of

dramatically boosting its exports to pay off

the purchases so its Comecon allies must
accept trade imbalances that may take years

to correct

Polish trade with Comecon slumped into a
deficit of$900 million last year after register-

ing a $330 million surplus in 1979, with the

Soviet Union bearing the largest burden of

this balance.

Moscow pressed the East Europeans to

accept larger surpluses in trade.with Poland,

but most responded with small increases and
then cut back their exports there, the sources

said.
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Passport Lost
A Pakistan Passport No. AG 122499 in the name

fcM-- of Mr. Khalid Saeed issued at Multan has been

lost. Finder please deliver it to Pakistan Embassy,
Jeddah.

ATTENTION PAKISTANIS
AVAILABLE ON INSTALLMENT:

• ONE AND TWO KANAL PLOTS IN WESTWOOD SCHEME AT
LAHORE. PRICE Rs 90,000/KANAL.

• THREE BEDROOM HOUSES BUILT ON 140 SQ. YDS. IN MODEL
COLONY NEAR KARACHI AIRPORT. PRICE Rs 2.95 LACS INCLU-

DING 1 LAC HBFC LOAN.

FOR DETAILS AND BOOKING, PLEASE CONTACT, MR. CHAUDHRI,

P.O. BOX 1650, RIYADH. TEL.: 402-7557.
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CLEAN! FRESH! QUICK!
Nova-Park Laundry/Dry Cleaning Service

Here's the smart way to look your very best.

Bring your cleaning to the Information Desk at

the Nova-Park Hotel around 9 am and it's ready

for you by 6 pm! Fresh, clean, and immaculate.

You'll be delighted!

Service available 24 hours a day

Hotel Alhamra
Nova-Park Jeddah

Palestine Road. P.O. Box 7375 Jeddah, Saudi Arabia.

Tel: 6602000. Telex: 400749 HOTANP SJ.
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Record wheat crop

U.S. grain exports soar
WASHINGTON, May 18 (AP) — What

do West Germany. Cyprus, Egypt, India, the

Soviet Union, Canada. Trinidad, Nigeria.

Brazil and China have in common with the

American wheat farmer?

They and 75 other countries are buying his

grain in record quantities this year, an

amount equal to nearly two-thinls of the

record 1980 harvest. According to the latest

U.S. Agriculture Department estimates, the

total urs. exports of wheat during the crop 's

marketing year which will end less than two
weeks from now on May 31 will be nearly

1.53 billion bushels. Last year's harvest was

about 2.37 billion bushels.

Moreover, say the department's analysts,

the 1 98 1 wheat crop probably will be anoth er

record, perhaps about 2.7 billion bushels.

And exports also will edge still higher in

IPS 1-82.

The total value of all U.S. Agricultural

exports inthe 1 980-81 fiscal year which runs
through Sept. 30— it differs by four months
from the wheat marketing year— is currently

forecast at $47 billion up from $40.5 billion

dollars in 1979-80.
Wheat exports, including Hour, made up

nearly $6.6 billion of last year’s total value,
exceeded only by corn at S7.S4 billion.

More countries huy U.S. wheat than any
other commodity, partly because it is almost
universally thought of as basically a food
grain. Com is food in many euunlnes. hul is

basically a livestock and poultry leed inttre-

Uient in the richer, industrialized nations.
According to some latest weekly report on

exports and shipments issued by the Agricul-
ture Department, 8? countries have received
or will get U.S. wheat during the current
marketing year.

In terms of total volume, com is by far the
largest U.S. crop export, with shipments
forecast at 2.55 billion bushels.

When wheal exports are mentioned or for

that matter any grain expons, attention is

paid to the purdiascs list. Demand for grain
has grown in many other countries of Asia,

Eastern Europe, the U K. and Latin
American states. During this year. U.S.
wheat sales to foreign buyers totaled 1 .38 bil-

lion bushels. China i>the leading U.S. wheat
buyer with 510.6 million tons.

Regionally. 327 countries in the western
hemisphere collectively are the biggest wheat
customers, accounting for bushels. Ship-
ments ranged from 4.6 million bushels for

Brazil to less than >u.d0u bushels reported
for the Virgin Islands.

IMF talks

Third World may assail U.S.

Population boom

Poor statesfacegrimfuture
WASHINGTON, May 18 (AP) — The

world’s less developed countries are running
a race against disaster as soaring population
puts increased pressure on food supplies,

according to a Washington- based research

group.
Demographer Cagl Haub of the Population

Reference Bureau noted that with an average
per capita gross national product of only$560

,

developing countries are barely capable of
supporting their people. By the end of the
century these countries will have to cope with

1.5 billion more people, 45 percent more
than today.

Haub’s comments came as the bureau, a

nonprofit research group studying popula-

tion problems, issued its annual world popu-
lation data sheet, a widely used chart compil-
ing, information cm 169 countries. “Today
there are half a billion people in the world
who suffer from malnutrition,'' Haub said.

“The unfortunate tiling is that if the
number of those slanting should grow by yet
another 100 million, tbe actual day-to-day
increase would be almost Imperceptible,"

Haub added.
The data sheet adds a new statistic this

year, showing the number of people per
square kilometer of agricultural land. The
figures point out that some nations are well

past the point where they can be self-

sustaining in agriculture. The United States,

which exports large volumes offood, has 53
people per square kilometer of agricultural

land. Bangladesh has954 per square kilome-

India to get 2.5m tons

of oil from Russia
NEW DELHI, May 18 (AFP) — The

Soviet Union will this year supply India

with 2.5 million tons of crude oil, 13 million

tons of kerosene and 950,000 tons of diesel

fuel under a contract signed recently in Mos-
cow, it was announced here Monday.

This contract worth 11,000 million rupees

($375 million) is the largest on record bet-

ween tbe two countries under the Indo-
Soviet bilateral trade plan, said the state-

owned Indian Oil Corporation which signed

the contract with Soviet oil organization.

WARE HOUSES
for RENT
INSULATED
DUST PROOF
RAIN PROOF

Tel: 6693423/6 Jeddah

SUB -CONTRACT
PROBLEMS ?
• GYPSUM BOARD
• METAL STUD PARTITIONS
• BUILT UP ROOFING

WITH HOT ASPHALT

SUPPLIED AND INSTALLED
•EXPAT SUPERVISION

UNIVERSAL OF SAUDI ARABIA
P.O. BOX 8044 RIYADH
TEL.: 478-2260

Put of Saudi Development Group.

attention

KOREAN COMPANIES

FOR KOREAN TYRES & TUBES
AT PRICES LOWER THAN

YOUR DIRECT IMPORT PRICES.

PLEASE CONTACT:

SAUDI TYRE CO.
P.O. Box: 7125, Jedddi

Tel: Jeddah 660-0952 - 660-3947

Telex: 400516 TYRECO SJ.

Tel: Dammam: 832-4537

Tel: Riyadh: 4483756.

ter. Because of variables of weather, farm
equipment available and fertilizer there is no
exact number where a country passes the
point where it can support itself, Haub said.

The new data sheet predicts the world
population wilt increased by 75 million next
year, with 68 million of these in the less

developed nations. While more developed
countries, especially in Europe, have nearly
controlled population growth, increases con-
tinue in Africa. Family planning efforts have
decreased growth rates in some countries,
however, such as China, Mexico. Thailand,
Cuba, Indonesia, Singapore and Sri Lanka.
China remains by far the world's most

populous country, according to the sheet,

with an estimated 985 million people. Second
is India with 688.6 million followed by the
Soviet Union. 268 million. United States,

229.8 million and Indonesia 130 million.

Rounding out the top ten are Brazil, 121 .4

million, Japan, 117.8 million, Bangladesh,
92.8 million, Pakistan, 88.9 million and
Nigeria, 79.7 million.

LIBREVILLE, May 18 (.AFP) — The
United States could find itself in the firing

line over its new foreign aid policy here this

week at a series of meetings sponsored by the

International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the

World Bank.
Delegates from the world’s developing

countries, meeting as the ‘Group of 24',

Monday begin three days of talks, which will

end with a ministerial session Wednesday.
Representatives of main industrialized

nations, the ‘Group of 10,' meanwhile, gather

here Wednesday to prepare for meetings of
the IMF interim committee and the IMF-
World Bunk joint development committee
Thursday and Friday.

At these meetings, the IMF and the World
Bank will once again concentrate on the ills of

the world economy and the plight of the

world* s poor nations. Earlier this month, 1 \1F
director Jacques La Roisiere described pros-

pects for die world economy as “sombre".

Growth rates in the industrialized world

remain slow, unemployment has bit record

highs and inflation has only just started to

peak out.

Stagflation (stagnation and inflation), the

name coined for this phenomenon, can

largely be traced bade to the most recent

increases in the price of oil, but it has dealt a
double blow to the developing countries.

On the one hand, their exports have been
hit a drop in demand in the industrialized

countries, while their oil bill has jumped.
This, according to the IMF, could increase

the Third World balance of payment*, defidt

this year by $15 billion to $70 billion, and the

figure could reach SI (Hi billion 1982.

"Third World countries have responded by

taking out further loans. IMF figures put the

total Third World debt at $490 million at the

end of 1979. and this amount has continued

to rise since then. The IMF. which provides

aid to countries with balance of payments

problems, and the World Bank, which pro-

vides development aid, have taken steps to

increase their resources to meet problems

created by the flow of cash to the dex eloping

countries.

But the attitude of U.S. President Ronald
Reagan and his new administration have not

made this task easy. With the aid needs of
developing nations reaching what expens
describe as alarming proportions, Reagan's
Republican administration has announced
that it plans to cut the U.S. aid budget and
concentrate more on bilateral rather than

multilateral aid.

At the same time. Reagan's anti-inflation

policies have pushed interest rates up to
levels that have created major problems for

Third World countries seeking loans on the

international money markets. Representa-

tives of the developing countries will have
this very much in mind when they meet here

over the next three days.

Houston is a Saudi Research

& Marketing Town
There's hardly an industry in Houston that isn't directly or

indirectly involved in the Arab Middle East. And that's

why Houston is a Saudi Research & Marketing town.

Vie offer a full range of Arabic marketing services,

including Arabic translation and typesetting, original

Arabic calligraphy, graphic design 'and print and audio

visual production.

Vital sets us apart from other communications companies

is our ability to function in two markets at the same time.

Our bilingual, biculturaj communications team consists of

Saudi and American media specialists who understand and

appreciate the Saudi Arabian taste, lifestyle, culture

and religion.

Whether you need Arabic. English brochures, identity programs,

advertisements, proposals, cultural orientation programs,

motion films, slide shows, total marketing plans or finished

presentations, we deliver.

• Arabic Translation 4 Typesetting • Original Arabic Calligraphy

• Graphic Design • Print A Audio-Visual Production

• Cultural Orientation & Training
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Waits, Wortse sparkle

Cleveland Indians impress
NEW YORK, May 1 8 (AP) — The Cleve-

land Indians continued to roil with some of

the hottest pitching in baseball, sweeping a

Sunday doubleheader from the Toronto Blue

Jays, 1-0 and 2-1 in 10 innings.

-Rick Waits and Sid Monge scattered nine

hits and Miguel Dilone drove home the

game's only run with a fifth-inning single.as

the Indians edged the Blue Jays in the

opener.

Waits struck out two and walked two and

gave up all of Toronto's hits in eight innings

before Monge came in to pitch the ninth and

record his first save of the season.

Waits survived several scoring threats as

the Blue Jays stranded 13 runners.

The Indians completed their sweep in the

nightcap as Bert Blyleven went all die way
with a seven-hitter and Jorge Orta lined a

bases -loaded single with none out in the 10th

inning. The Indians^ who beat the Blue Jays

3-0 last Friday night on Len Barker’s perfect

if

game, now have won 17 of their last 23

games.

Elsewhere in the American League, Brian

Downing's RBI double keyed a three- run

first inning and California right-hander Ken
Fonsch pitched a five-hitter as the Angels

defeated detrott 7-1.

Floyed Bannister and two relievers com-
bined for a seven-hit shutout as Seattle

blanked New York 1-0. Eddie Murray col-

lected three hits and Jim Palmer scattered

seven hits to lead Baltimore to a 6-3 victory

over Minnesota. Ted Simmons lined a two-
run triple to spark a five-run Milwaukee sixth

inning, leading the Brewers to a 6-2 victory'

over Oakland.
Ross Bauragarten hurled a four-hitter and

Wayne Nordhagen and Mike Squires sup-

plied the batting punch to lead the Chicago
White Sox to a 9-0 victory over Texas. RBI
singles by U.L. Washington and Willie

Aikens in the ninth capped a Kansas City

- - - -- :
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Wiflie Aikens (JX. Washington

Baseball Standings
EAST

Naflasai Lope
EAST

W L per. CB
Cleveland IB 9 Jb67 —
'Baltimore IV II .633 <n W L per. GB
New York 19 14 .576 2 St. Louis 19 9 .679

MEnimkcc 17 15 .531 3*6 PMadcJphfa 21 13 .618 i

Boston 16 16 .500 4 W Montreal 18 15 545 3 *
Detroit 16 17 .485 5 Pittsburgh 12 16 429 7
Toronto n 24 .314 11 Ne* York 8 22 -267 12
. Oiiragfi 5 23 .167 15

WEST
WEST

Oakland 25 12 .676 —
Texas IS 14 .563 4 Vs Las Angeles 26 9 .743 _
Qilcagg 17 . 14 -548 5 Ondrmatl 20 14 -583 3*£
California 19 18 .514 6 Atlanta 16 16 .529 7 V,

-Minnesota 11 22 J33 12 San Prandsoo 19 19 .500 8 Vi
Seattle II 22 -333 12 Houston 18 18 .500 8 16
Kansas Oty 9 18 J33 11 Sun Diego 14 ii J89 12

comeback that carried the Royals to a 5-4

victory over file Boston Red Sox.

In die National League, Ron Cey crashed

his fifth home run in six games to support the

pitching of Jerry Reuss, and Los Angeles
completed a three-game sweep of the New
York \leis 6-1. Houston used the three-hit

pitching of Bob Knepper and seven walks in

the first three innings to forge a 6-1 win over

Chicago.

Ken Griffey drove in two runs with an

inside-the-park homer and Ray Knight

added a solo homer, leading Cincinnati to a

4-3 victory over Pittsburgh and extending the

Red's winning streak to six games.

Ken Oberkfeirstwo-run single highlighted

a four-run first inning, and St. Louis rode that

early cushion to a 4-3 victory over Atlanta.

Mike Schmidt belted a solo home run and
Nino Espinosa recorded his first victory in

nearly a month as the Philadelphia Phillies

defeated San Diego 6-3. Jack dark's bases-

loaded single in die 1 2th cracked a 4-4 tie and
lifted San Francisco to a 5-4 victory over
Montreal.

Rasputin wins

Sao Paulo
Grand Prix
SAO PAULO, Brazil, May 18 (AP) —

Chile's Rasputin II surprised the experts here

Sunday and won the 58th running of the Sao
Paulo Grand Prix by four lengths.

Two Brazilian horses, Leao do Norte and
Clackson, were second and third, respec-

tively, and Dolphin, from Chile, was fourth.

Uruguay’s Combat II was 13th in the field of

20.

With his eyes full of tears immediately after

the race, Rasputin's trainer. Paulo Medina,
said: “I am very happy. This is the most
important i_ce Rasputin has won, and it is

even better winning outside the country."

Chileans, waving their national flag and
chanting, mobbed the horse and his jockey,

Sergio Velasquez, on the way to the paddock.
The dark brown, 3-year-old Rasputin won

the 2,400-meter race on heavy, wet turf in an
intermittent drizzle. His time was 2 minptes,

27.8 seconds, .8 seconds slower than the

Grand Prix record set by Tagliamento in

1 967. His first-place prize was the equivalent

of $35,000.
The experts had picked Brazil's Dark

Brown to win the race, and even the Chileans

admitted that if he had a good day, Dark
Brown was unbeatable. But the hoise, repu-

ted to be one of the top horses in South
America, has been ill and finished fifth.

Rasputin started well and halfway through

the race was fourth. Velasquez moved him up
and took over the lead coining into the

stretch.

4 f

THIS WEEK'S COVER STORY

Oil is the backbone of the Kingdom’s

economy and an incessant drive for

more oil explorations is one of the

main targets of the planners. Scott

Pendleton talked to officials on the

Kingdom's oil exploration policy and

potentials. Page 20.

ISLAMIZATION:

Pakistan was promised a sizableshare

of the proposed $5 billion Islamic

plan. The fund, repons Shahid

Orakuai, will be used to further

Islamization of the country's

economy as well as strengthen the

Kingdom-Pakistan relations. Page 29

YANBU:

The new industrial city at die RedSea
is experiencing fervid activity,

especially with July approaching
when Petroline will be operational.

.
NigelHarvey went there to report on
the changing face of the city, page 13.

Read Saudi Business in its new format and cover

ndyou'llfr^it -r .\?u are reading a prsstigisusa-^t.rine published in London, Pans or New York.

Don't forget you have an appointment with Saudi Business every Saturday.

AVAILABLE IN ALL BOOKSTORES, KIOSKS AND NEWSPAPER STANDS.

VICTORY PATH: Argentina’s Carlos Reutemann, driving a Saudia- Williams on his way to victory in the Belgian Grand Prix

Sunday. Italian mechanic Giovanni Amedeo, who was accidentally hit by Reutemann’s car on Friday died in hospital In Louvain

Sunday night white British mechanic Dave Luckett, who had both his legs broken in a crash Sunday, is said to he in a satisfactory

condition.

Greg Norman, Zoeller claim golftitles
FORT vVORTH, Texas, May 18 (AP) —

Fuzzy Zoeller played his last two rounds in

68-70 and scored his first victory since the

1979 Masters, a four-stroke triumph in the

double-round windup of the Colonial
National Invitation GolfTournament Sunday.
The easy-going Zoeller had sole control of

th„ top spot fo» jo \ji the jo holes played on
this warm, windy day and claimed the third,

title of his career with a 274 total, six shots

under paron the tough Colonial County Gub
course that stretches 7,190 yards along the

banks of the Trinity river.

Hie victory was worth $54,000 from the

total purse of$300,000 and turned Zoeller’

s

season from a struggle to a success.

Zoeller. 29,' started the long day’s play —
necessitated when rain interrupted Friday’s

round — with a one-stroke lead and some
concern over whether his chronically ailing

back would stand up under the strain of 36
holes. It worked.

Hale Irwin, a two-time U.S. Open champ-
ion. and Tom Kite went to the I8th hole in a
tie for the No. 2 spot, and Irwin claimed that

position and the $26,400 prize when the
usually-stead Kite drove into trouble and
bogeyed the hole.

Kite, with rounds of 71 and 70, dropped
back in toa tie at 279 with Curtis Strange and
Scott Simpson. Strange played the last 36 in

67-72 and Simpson matched par with a pair

of 70's.

Frank Cbnner was at par 280 after finish-

ing rounds of 68-70. Floyd, a two-time win-

ner earlier this season, h. d rounds of 77-70
and finished at 287. Bruw Lietzke, the 1980
Colonial champion and winner of last week's
Byron Nelson Gassic, and Tom «Vaison both

failed to make the cut for the final two
rounds. Lee Trevino shot 71-74 and was far

back in the pack at 289.

Meanwhile, Greg Norman of Australia

won the Martini International Golf Tourna-
ment by one stroke Sunday.
Heavy overnight rain followed by heavy

squalls after daybreak held up die final round
for two hours on the fourth day. There was
66,000 pounds ($136,620) prize money to

shoot for on the par-72 Survey Course,

Southwest of London.
Norman took die first prize of 11,000

pounds ($22,770) with a 71-72-72-72 score

for a total 287. Langer was second and
Australia's Noel Ratcliffe, the overnight

leader with a one-stroke lead, finished third.

Ratdiffe’s compatriot. Rodger Davis, shared

fourth place with Britain's Tommy Horton.

The win was Norman’s third Martini vic-

tory in five years. He was the only player to

finish under par over the saturated course,
the rain forcing him to spend nearly six hours

Fine all-round show by Imran Khan

Chris Tavare enables

Kent crush Yorkshire
LONDON, May 18 (AP) — Chris Tavare

hit up a great 97 to help Kent to a crushing

win over Yorkshire in die John Player

League at Huddersfield Sunday.
Rain around the country hurt the game

badly. Kent were restricted to 33 overs by the

weather but still knocked up 223 for six,

Tavare hammering four sixes and fours in his

53-minute innings before being bowled. He
shared in a second wicket stand of 109 with

Mark Benson who got 49.

For only 22 runs, test spinner Derek

Underwood took four of theseven Yorkshire

wickets that fell for a total of 79 in 21 overs

when rain ended play.

Barbados bowler Joel Garner carried

Somerset to victory against Nottinghamshire
at Trent Bridge. The paeeman took three
wickets for 18 und Ian Botham got two more
as Notts. Made 107 for five in 27 overs. Rain
left Somerset to make 96 in 24 overs, which
they did for the loss of only two wickets.

Sussex all-rounderImran Khan of Pakistan

took three wickets as A/orcesteTshire made

French rugby final

ends in a brawl
TOULOUSE, France, May 18 (AFP) —

The French Rugby League- Championship
final was over after five minutes of play as

defending champions Villeneuve walked
angrily off the putch to protest violenoe

against their captain, knocked to the ground
by a Catalan player.

The walk-off was proceeded by a nasty

brawl between the two teams. Villeneuve

captain Didier Herme and Lock Joel

Roosebrouck emerged with slight injuries.

Shortly after the interrupted final, Rene
Mauries, president of the troubled French

Rugby League Federation, announced his

resignation.

Both teams tentatively agreed to an open
gates replay, with the date yet to be fixed. The
French national side,ten of whose player have

been picked from the two teams, are set -to

tour New Zealand and Australia in ten days.

Title-holders Villeneuve were leading 2-8

when captain Didier Heme was suddenly

struck to the ground by a Catalan player.

That touched off a violent brawl between

the two sides, and Villeneuve headed for the

locker rooms in protest. Despite urging from
federation officials, they refused to return to

die field.

Mauries in a lUephv-ne interview, said,

“given recent events and Sunday's incident I

feel 1 can no longer continue as president

For Saturday, the Federation's executive

committee were forced to reinstate two sus-

pended Catalan players under threats that

Catalan would boycott the final.

93 forseven in 15 oversat Worcester, then hit

34 not out in a match-winning third-wicker
partnership of 72 with Gehan Mendis of Sri
Lanka, who was 56 not out.

Zaheer Abbas of Pakistan und Orris Broad
put on 104 for the first wicket to send
Gloucestershire on the way to a five-run win
at Northampton. Zaheer hit 55 off 47 balls
and broad made 42 in their 41 -minute cen-
tury partnership.

Summarized scores:

At Worcester. Worcestershire 93-7. Sus-
sex 96-2. Sussex won by 8 wickets. At North-
ampton: Gloucestershire 113-4. Northam-
ptonshire 108-8. Gloucestershire won by 5
runs.

At (he Oval: Surrey 166 (Michael Selvey
4-36). Middlesex 1 10-5. Middlesex won by 5
wickets. At Bournemouth. Hampshire
1 12-2.Glaraordgan 91-7. Hampshire won by
21 runs.

At Edgbaston. Warwickshire Vs. Leices-
tershire. No play-rain. At Glasgow: Scotland
112-7. Lancashire 1 16-4. Lancashire won bv
6 wickets.

over the round.

His victory was almost a re-ran of his win

against Britain's European No. 1, Sandy

Lyle, in the final of the world match-play title

at vVentworth last October.

In Paramun. Sew Jersey. Khthv vVhilworth

overcame an eight-stroke defiat Sunday to

capture a sudden-death playoff with Alice

Ritzman in the $1 25,000 LPGA Coca Cola

Gassic and take a giant step toward becom-

ing the first female golfe to win SI million in

tour earnings.

'.V’hitworth, who will add SI 8,750 to her

958,368 in career earnings, shot a final round.

8-under par 64 to tie Ritzman at the end of

regulation play with a 54-hole total of 211.

Both parred the first hole of the playoff,

but vVhitworth birdied the second fo her 81st

Ladies Professional Golf Association victor}'.

Ritzman lost a chance for a birdie in the sec-

ond hole after her approach shot went wide

and out of a bunker.

vVhitworth, the all-time leading career

money winner, now needs just one more

tournament victory to tic the all-time record

of 82 set by Mickey bright. %Vhitworth lost

another sudden death plavoff to Sally Little

in the CPC A’omen's International at Hilton

Head, South Carolina on May 3. The triumph

was the first for vVhitworth, 41, since 1978.

Hort registers

second victory
AMSTERDAM, May 18 (AFP) -

Czechoslovak grandmaster Vlastimil Hon,
who beat world champion Anatoly Karpov erf

the Soviet Union Saturday won' his second
consecutive match in the IBM International

Chess Tournament here Sunday.
Hort defeated Jan Hein Dormer of the

Netherlands and shared the lead in the tour-

nament with Dutch grandmaster Jan Tira-

man, who defeated compatriot Hans Ree.
Britain's Anthony Miles drew his second

round match with Ljubomir Kavalek of the
United Slates while vasily Smyslov of tire

Soviet Union, playing with the black pieces,

defeated Lajos Portisch of Hungary.
Smyslov, Miles and Kavalek were second

while Karpov got back on the winning ways
with a victory over Ljubomir Ljubojevin of
Yugoslavia.

Second round results: Anatoly Karpov
(USSR) beat Ljuzomir Ljubokevic (Yugos-
lavia); Anthont Miles (Britain drew with

Ljubomir Kavalek (U.S.); Lev Polugayevski
(USSR) drew with Kirk Lxgeweg (Nether-
lands); Vasily Smyslov (USSR) beat Lajo
Portisch (Hungary); Jan Timman (Nether-
lands) beat Hans Ree (Netherlands); Vlas--

timil Hort (Czech) beat Jan Hein Danyer
(Netherlands).

Bears drop point to Magic
By Laurie Thomas

JEDDAH, May 18 — In the Saturday
Dpen League at the Jeddah Bowling Center,
top ranking Bears of Lapland increased its

lead last week despite dropping a surprise
point to bottom-placed Magic Z.

The Bears picked-up three points while
nearest rivals, Hopefuls, could onlv manage

points against another lowly-placed
team. Oddballs. Jeddah Panthers crashed
four places to number 6 spot after a 4-0
hammering frun Superball, the onlv max-
imum score mutch of Saturday's play.

Hie Philippine Embassy (No. 11 team)
moved into third place after Sundav night-
play in the Inter-Diplomatic league’ edging
U.S. Embassy (No. 5 team) into fourth place
However, the U.S. No. 8 team h still well in
the lead and looks certain tu take the trophv
The league finishes on May 31 und the follow-

ing evening, June 1 sees a presentation recep-
tion at the J.B.C.

Duniu edged further ahead in the Tuesday

open league and now holds u 22-2 aggregate,
with Playmore ( 16-8) and .Vildthings (15-9)

the nearest contenders. .Vildthings have
moved up three places over the last two
weeks, taking six out of a possible eight

points.

The Junior League has readied its final

week and will probably be won by Lebanese
youngster Fuad Stephan. J.B.C. manager
Naim Shallilo wilt be bolding an awards lun-

cheon on Thursday ( May 2 1 ) to round off the
four month league.

However, a new Junior League is planned
to start on May 28 and anyone interested or
needing information should contact Naim at

the J.B.C. The league isopen tochildren aged
between 7-

1 3 years, and J.B.C. has imported
spedul lightweight balLs for the youngsters.

Wanted
.

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY

u
119^ la2

?
Ua9e 311(1 Shorthand is an assetGood establishment and operation of filing system and Telex.

Experience: Three years iniiiirntiiti.

_ STAFF ASSISTANT (English/Arabic).
Experience: Three years minimum. Beginners refrain. .

Contact: Mr. M. Sinno. Tel. 6691437.
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McNamara topples
wabnews Sports
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HAMBURG, May 18 (AFP) — Peter
McNamara of Australia completed his win
overJimmy Connors of the United States in
the rain-hit final of the Weil Gennan Tennis
Championship here Monday.
McNamara, who was two sets up Sunday

when heavy rain caused the game to be post-
poned, eventually won 7-5, 6-1, 4-6, 6-1.

McNamara struggled at first to carry on
from his form of Sunday when he concen-
trated his.attack on Connors' weak forehand.
The rainy conditions unsettled the aggressive
American more than McNamara.
The Australian, ranked 20 in the world

after taking two monthsoff earlier this year to
re-fastrioo his game around an outsized rac-

ket is theffrst Australian since Tony Roche in

1969 to lift the West German title.

He has only lost once in his last 12 singles
matches — to Guillermo Vilas of Argentina
in the recent nations' Cup — and in the pro-
cess has beaten Ivan Lendl of Czechos-
lovakia, Yannick Noah of France, Harold
Solomon of the United States (twice) and
now. world No. 3 Connors.

For Connors it was the end of a 26 match-
winning streak and was a blow to his hopes of
a successful European daycourt season.

Hie American, whose previous daycourt
final this year, against Vilas in Monte Carlo
was held over indefinitely because of rain,

crown
willnowpreparefQTtfaeFrench Open champ-
ionships starting in two weeks time.
Two sets down when they resumed, Con-

nors pulled one set bade but went out in the
next. He fen short of his best Sunday bat
opened with more of his old power Monday
and dominated the net to take the third set
6-4.

But his service and forehand let him down
in die fourth, and McNamara, who knocked
out American holder Harold Solomon in the
semifinals, dinched the title on his third

match point.

Meanwhile, Argentina's GuillermoVilas is

both the defending champion and the top
seed at the 38th Italian Tennis Open which
begins in Rome Monday.

Vilas won last year with a brutal win over
France's Yannick Noah in the final, a sharp
contrast to the five-hour potboiler he lost to

American Vitas Geruiaitis in 1979’s final.

Bjorn Borg of Sweden and Americans
John McEnroe and Jimmy Connors, as well'

as American Gene Mayer, will not compete
here. Vilas would have been a top seed in any
case, due to his prowess on day, the surface
used here.

Geruiaitis is seeded fourth, with Czech
Ivan Lendl who vanquished Vilas last year
during Davis Cup competition in Buenos
Aires, the second seed and Argentine Joso
Luis-derc the third seed.

Brazilfaces sternest test

(Central Press PbotuT

ELEGANT: British favorite for this summer's Observer-Europe One Transatlantic double-handed Yacht Race is Chav Blyth’s and Rob
James T trimaran which sailed up the river Thames through Tower Bridge and was later named by Dr. David Owen, MP for Plymouth as
Brittany Ferries GB, Recently.

Prodigal

Paraguay
bows to

Ecuador
GUAYAQUIL, Ecuador, May 18 (AP)—

Ecuador recovered from a bad first period
and went on to defeat Paraguay 1-0 Sunday
in the opening game of the World Cup Soccer
Group Three qualifying round. The onlv goal
Was scored in the 48th minute by Klinger,

who replaced Figueroa at half-time.

Tenorio intercepted a flag-kick from
Nieves after Paraguay's defense let it go out
of bounds and passed to Klinger who shot
home.

Paraguay, dominated the first half but
failed to make the best of the numerous
chances that came their way.
Ecuador, who were on the defensive in the

first session changed their tactics in the sec-

ond session and went on the attack. Klinger's
substitution appeared to surprise the Para-
guayans and produced results before the

Paraguyans had time to recover.

The Paraguyans began with a basically
defensive strategy and left the attack to

Diane and Isasi, who often threatened the
rival defense, but failed to get the vital break.

Ecuador plays Chile, considered the favo-
rite in the series. May 24 while Paraguay host
Ecuador May 30.

STUTTGART, West Germany, May IS
(R) — Brazil buoyed by victories over Eng-
land and France, face the sternest test of their

European tour when they meet rejuvenated
West Germany Tuesday.
This suits Brazilian manager Tele Santana

who says he is worried his side will get over-
confident if they keep winning handsomely.
“If we now win in Germany too, my boys
might go mad and think they’re already world
champions again. A shot across the bows at

the right time would be fine by me,” Santana
said.

West Germany, surging off the disap-
pointment of the 1978 World Cup won the
European Championship last year and are
virtually sure of a place in next year’s World
Cup finals.

They were overwhelmed 4-1 by the
Brazilians in the Gold Cap tournament in
Montevideo, last April, their worst defeat
since 1958. But Brazil expect a tougher fight

Tuesday. “The Germans want to show they

are better than they were in Montevideo,”
team captain Socrates said.

Manager Santana said Brazil, who beat
England 1-0 last Tuesday, looked a bit c»«a»«l

when they brushed France aside 3-1 on Fri-

day with goals by Zico, Reinaldo and
Socrtftes.

“I hope the Germans will push my pLayera
to the full till the final whittle. I would like for

once to see my team under real pressure. If

our overall performance is good, a defeat

wouldn’t worry me," he said.

Defeat would however, be a rare experi-
ence for Brazil who have lost to the West
Germans only once in eight matches— 2-1 in

Stuttgart in 1968.

The demands of Spanish clubs on West
German exiles Uli Stielike and Bemd Schus-
ter force West Germany to fear the impres-
sive attacking side who beat Austria 2-0 in a
World Cop qualifier in Hamburg three weeks
ago.

sr .•

Clash mars Spurs 9 parade
LONDON, May 18 (AP) — Vast crowds

thronged North London streets in rain to see

soccer team Tottenham Hotspur parade with

the silver Football Association Cup which it

won at Wembley Stadium Thursday.

Police estimated 200,000 people turned

out along the route to Tottenham City Hall

for a reception by Mayor Eileen Garwood.
Fust aid for“crash injuries" wasgiven to 136"

people.” but most of them needed littlemore
than a' whiff of smelling salt ” police said.

Among the delighted Spurs players were
Argentinians Ricardo Villa, who scored two
of die goals that beat Manchester Gty and

Osvaldo Ardilles. The match was replayed

after the teams drew 1-1 in the first

encounter.

_
The day was marred by a clash between

gangs of black and white youths behind the

City Hall. Police said rocks and bottles were

thrown and nine persons were arrested. The
cause of the fighting was not known. Two
policemen were hurt, one by a bottle and the

other in the crash.

In Brussels: Anderlecht wan the Belgian

soccer championship with 57 points ofa poss-

ible 68 and will play in fixe European Cup
ext season. Final matches were played atthe
weekends

In Lusaka: — Power Dynamos of Zambia
beatPalmeiras ofMozambique 5-0 Sundayin
a second round African Football Cup Win-
ners’ Cup second leg match. The first-leg
ended 1-1.

In Buaos Aires: Boca Juniors, who lead
tibe Argentine Soccer Championship lost 1-0
to Tallers Sunday.

Other results: Velez Sarsfield 2 Indepen-
dente 1, Argentinos Juniors 1 NewelTs Old
Boys 1, Estudiantes 2 San Lorenzo 1, Fer-
rocarril Oeste 2 Sarmiento 2, Rosario Cen-
tral 2 Platense 1, Racing 4 Horacan 0, River
Plate 2 Institute 5.

Leading positions: Boca Juniors 28 points,

Ferrocarril Oeste 25. NewelTs 23. Racing 22,
Rosario 20, Velez Sarsfield 19.

In Ankara: — Trabzonspor won the Turk-
ish First Division soccer title when they beat
Beriktas 1-0 in Istanbul Sunday. It was Trab-
zonspor’ s fifth championship in the last seven
years. Their 39 points 29 games putthem five

points dear of nearest rivals Adanaspor.

mmm
Paolo Rossi

Ban on Paolo Rossi

extended by a month
TURIN, Italy, May 18 (R) — Star Striker

Paolo Rossi mayberuled out ofItaly’s soccer
World Cup plans because an extra month has
been added to the two-year ban he is serving
for his part in last year’s bribes scandal.

Rossi, now out until May 1982, will miss
the whole of next season and ibis doubtful if

he can be match fit when the finals begin in
June. Recenly transferred to Juveatus, he
had made a start on a return to the national
side.

The Italian League disciplinary commis-
sion slapped on the extra month last Friday
because Rossi had publicly derided the soccer
tribunal which banned him and 37 othersoc-
cer personalities, most of them players.

All werefound to have been involved in an
illegal briberyand betting ring, though a state

court later decided they had not broken the
law.

NO STREET FIGHT THIS: Bulgaria’s

xna^mm
Ufon Nedkov and WHH Mailer of Switzerland hi action during the (fatal boot in the 71 kg

in Hnngary Saturday.

In World Cm modifier

Australians to adopt fresh tactics
/ MELBOURNE, May 18 <R) — Acting

coach Les Scheinflug intends to adopt fresh

taptics in a bid to revive Australia’s challenge

in the Asia* Oceania qualifying Group One of

the World Soccer Cup.
Austrlia, who face Indonesia on Wednes-

day, lost 2-0 to New Zealand on Saturday, a

result which left them seven points behind
•New Zealand bat with three games in hand.

The Group winners will join Sandi Arabia,

Kuwait and China to find two qualifiers for

die finals in Spain.

Scheinflug took charge when coach Rudi
Gurendorf resigned Saturday. He aims to

blend individual with zonal marking instead

ofa rigid man-to-man style and use a creative

midfield rather than rely on the through ball.

Indonesia have lost their only match so far

in the Group. Most of their squad was in the

team which i drew 1-1 with Australia in a

friendly in Jakarta last December.

Meanwhile, Scotland soccer manager Jock

Stein continued to experiment when he made

seven changes for his team's British Champ-

ionship match against Northern Ireland at

Hampden Park Tuesday night.

Frank Gray, Ray Stewart, Wifliem Miller

and Asa Hartford are the only playera in the

team from the line-uphumbled 2-0by Whies

at Swansea Saturday.

Tommy Bums of Celtic wins-his first Scott-

ish cap, while St. Mirren goalkeeper Billy

Thomson Makzu his third international

appearance. All have been against Northern!

Ireland.
The match will mark Northern Ireland's

only appearance in this season’s British

Championship. England and Wales both
have declined to travel to trouble-tom Bel-

lem Ireland manager Billy Bingham
win only announce his team before the

match. Dunbee United striker Paul Sturrock

and Celtic defender Danny McGrain both

start the match for Scotland after being sub-

stitutes at Swansea.

In North American Soccer League

Ten-strong Sting surprise Cosmos
EAST RUTHERFORD.New Jeisey, May

18 (AP) — Karl- Heinz Granitza's free kick

goal, his second of the day, led die Chicago
Sting to a 3-2 overtime triumph Sunday that

snapped a seven-game North American Soc-

cer League victory string of the Cosmos.
The game-winning goal srunned the

42,385 at Giants Stadium as the 22-yarder hit

the underside of the cross bar and slipped

past goalkeeper Hubert Birkenmeier. The
kick was awarded after Cosmos defender
Wim Rijsbergen fouled Granitza at 99:23.
The goal was also surprising because

Chicago, which won its fourth straight game,
played most of the later stages of the march
with only 10 men after Ingo Peter wasshown
tile red card for violent conduct at 57:36.

Granitza scored on a similar kick at 18:18
into the contest to give the Sting a 1-0 lead.

At the 33:34 mark, Granitza fed a long pass

to forward Pato Margetic who beat Birken-

meier and put the Sting up 2-0.

The Cosmos made it 2-1 at 43:19 when
Francois Vanderblat scored following a pass

from Giorgio Chinaglia. The defending

NASL champions tied the score in die first

minute of the second 45-minute half on a
penalty kick by Chinaglia, his 15(h goal of the

season. The Sting is now 6-2and the Cosmos
are 8-2.

Jomo Souo shines

In another match, Jomo Sono set up Clyde
Best for die winning goal in the 76th minute
to lift the Toronto Blizzard to a 2-1 victory

over the Edmonton Drillers.

Sono, of South Africa, raced downfield
with the ball to within six feet of the baddine
before dumping a pass to Best, of Bermuda,
who beat Edmonton goalkeeperPerm Alaja,

ofFinland, with a low shot to die open sideof
the net.

Sono scored Toronto's first goal at 52:23,

offsetting a goal at 42:23 by Finn Kai Haas-

ldvi of the Drillera.

The Blizzard, who improved their won-loss

Dizemianiuk
clinches gold
DEBRECEN, Hungary, May 18 (R) —

Andrzez Dizemianiuk of Poland won the 60
kilogram category in the European Judo
Championships and his compatriot Wojc-
ziechi Reszko took the final open event Sun-
day night
Reszko beat Johan Wilehlm of die Nether-

lands 5-0, while Andrus Ozsvar erf Hungary
and Arthur Sdumabel of West Germany
shared the bronze medal.

Reigning open champion Robert Van de
Walle of Belgium, who won a bronze in the
light-heavyweight categroy two days ago,
could manage only fifth Sunday night
In the 60 kg category Dizemianiuk beat

Arpad Szabo of Romania 7-0, with Czechos-
lovakia’s Pavel Petrikov and Eric Maurel of

France taking the bronzes. Defending
champion Felice Mariani of Italy, going for

his fourth consecutive title, went out in the
quarter-final, losing 5-0 to Maurel.

In overall medal standings, the Soviet

Union was first with two gold, one silver and
one bronze medal, Poland was second with

two gold and one bronze and France third

with one gold, two silver and two bronze
medals.

BRIEFS’
SAN PAULO, Brazil, (AP) - Brian

Beeson, the reigning British champion, won
the British ffrwtnriian International Squash

Classic here Sunday. Beeson was undefeated

against national champions from 13 coun-

tries. In the finals he beat Leok Klippel of the

Netherlands, 3-0.

ENGLAND, (AFP) — Olympicchampion

Sebastian Coe of Britain burst back onto the'

outdoor athletic cricuit with a victory in the

800 meters at the Yorkshire Championships
here Sunday. Running the 800 meters out-

doors for die first time this season, Coe
posted an excellent 1 min 46.5 secs despite

rainy and cold weather.

ATLANTIC CITY, New Jersey, (R) —
Eddie Mustafa Muhammad, World Boxing

Association light heavyweight champion,

fought for the first time as a heavyweight

Sunday and lost on points over 10 rounds

against unbeaten Renaldo Snipes. Snipes,

who won a majority decision,hasnowhad 21
wins in an unblemished record since turning

pro in 1978.

record to 2-6, carried the play to the Drillers

throughout. The only concentrated offensive

effort by Edmonton, now 3-4. came in the

final five minutes, but was too late.

Dips prevail

Meanwhile, the Washington Diplomats -

beat die Dallas Tornado 1-0 in a shootout

victory. David Bradford of Great Britain and

Malcolm Waldron connected for the Dips in

the shootout after both teams completed reg-

ulation play and two overtimes without scor-

ing a goal.

Washington goalkeeper Jim Brown of

Scotland, returning to goal after missing a

game with an injured ankle, provided the

difference in the shootout, stopping four of

five Dallas attempts including a penalty kick

by Dallas’ Wolfgang Rausch or West Ger-

many.
The victorysnapped a two-game Washing-

ton losing streak and raised tee Dips record

to6-3: Dallas, 2-8, wasa loserfor the seventh

straight time. The shootout was tee Dips first

of the season. Dallas had won its only previ-

ous shootout, besting Toronto.

Easy victory

Marcellino De Oliveira, Bill Faria and

Dragan Simic each scored a goal and was

credited with an assist as tee Los Angeles

Aztecs broke out of their scoring slump with a

3- 1 victory over tee San Diego Sockers.

The Aztecs, who are now 4-4, had scored

only seven goals in their previous seven

games. The Sockers dropped to 5-4.

De Oliveira broke a scoreless tie at 33:49

with an assist from Simic, of Yugoslavia.

Faria made it 2-0 at 40:32 with assists from

de Oliveira and Chris Dangerfild of Great

Britain.

Kaz Deyna. of Poland, scored San Diego's

only goal at 47:08. Julie Veee of the U.S. was

credited with an assist on the play. Simic

completed the scoring with an assist from

Faria.

Best nets both

In San Jose, forward Gordon Rae scored

three goals to lead the Hibernian team from

Edinburgh, Scotland, to a 4-2 victory over

the San Jose Earthquakes in an exhibition

game.
Rae scored in tee seventh, 12th and 46

minutes of the contest, tee last time on a

penalty kick.

. It wasn’t until almost 50 minutes into tee

game that the Earthquakes scored. Midfiel-

der George Best, of NorthernIreland, scored -:

on a peaky kick. He added tee Quakes sec?-.

;

'

:

ond goal at 77:46. Gary Murray scored

Hibernian's last goal, at 58: 17, ^
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DENNIS the MENACE

SI

i*0 .

South dealer.

North-South vulnerable.

NORTH
+8 4 2

<?A J 107 4 3

0 J 6

54

WESTQ 10 9 7
UQ982
0 10 9 8 5

3

EASTK J
OK5
07432
J 10 7 € 2

SOUTHA 6 5 3

V6
OAKQA K Q 9 8

The bidding:

Sooth West North East
14 Pass IV Pass
2+ Pass 3U Pass
3 NT

Opening lead — ten of

diamonds.

Most players find
mathematical probabilities

very dull, but the fact is that

even a superficial knowledge
of the subject will reap teg
dividendsonmanydeals.

Assume you’re in three
notrump and West leads a dia-

mond. As soon as dummy
comes down you can count
eight top tricks, and you don’t

have to be an Einstein or a

Garozzo to realize that your

best chance for a ninth trick

lies in dubs.
If you play momma-poppa

style and start by cashing the

A-K-Q of dubs, you will make
Uie contract whenever the suit

is divided 3-3 (a 36 per cent

chancej or 4-2 (a 48 per cent

chance). In either case you
would play the nine of dubs
next to assure nine tricks.

On top of this 84 per cent

chance, there is also the

possibility that when you start

leading the suit the singleton

ten or jack will fall on the first

round (another 5 per cent). If

this occurs, you continue the

suit and in that way guarantee
the contract
But even this 89 per cent

chance for the contract can be
improved an additional 5 per
cent by cashing the ace of

chibs, playing a heart to the

ace, and returning a chib from
dummy, planning to finesse

the eight if East follows low.

This guards against East’s

bolding the J-10-x-x-x of dubs.
It is true that this safety

play makes a lot of sense even
if you know nothing whatever
about probabilities. But, even
so, it is perhaps better for the

sake of your peace of mind to

know at the start of the hand
that, with proper play, your
overall dance of success
comes to 94 per cent
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For Your Own Peace ofMind

FrancesDrake
FORTUESDAY,

WfcjrtUnitedaywm tomor-

row be? TO find out what file

store say, read the forecast

gfvea for yourbirthSigU-

ARXES
(Mar. 21 toApr. 19)

A relationship begins on a
happy note, but later a money
question could lead to hurt

feelings. Watch inappropriate

remarks.

TAURUS w/—rp
(Apr. 20toMay 2D) °TOF
Morning boors lead to pro-

ductivity, but afternoon slug-

gishness may impede ac-

complishment. Curb spend-
thrift tendencies.

GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)

Too much togetherness may
make you uncomfortable. You
can do your own tiring, yet still

be considerate of another’s

feelings.

CANCER a / a
(June 21 to July 22) “y#
After a productive monnog,

you may meet with some
delayed opposition. Someone
who hirlPiR their feelings may
be peevish.

(July 23 to Aug. 22)

Creative pursuits bring

rewards. Local visits have
romantic overtones. A
cooperative attitude is

necessary with sensitive

types.

VIRGO mu
(Aug. 23 toSept 22)

Shop for major appliances

now. Domestic interests take

by THOMAS JOSEPH

MAY19.2SU
precedence over otherW
tens. Accent correct behavior
with superiors.

LIBRA
(Sept. 23 toOcL 22) &&££
Y®c«®solidifyagreements

during the morning hours.
Later, your tact is tested bv
moody types. Don't over-«ari
to slights.

SCORPIO ^
(Oct 23 to Nov. 23) "vr#*
Rehind-the-sranes financial

moves bring results, a
suspicious attitude wifi

disturb dose relationships.

Curbgjravugarttendencies
,

SAGITTARIUS ^ *a
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)

You're popular now, anf
friends are ready to *****^
Group activities are favored,

bat dose ties need special cco-
sideration.

CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)

Keep recent career
developments confidential If

a higher-op nixes an invita-

tion, don’t press. Be protective

of health after dark.

AQUARIUS ^
(Jaa.20toFeb.18)
Friendly connections are

helpful now. Distant interests

are highlighted. Don't be too

strict with a family member.
Be fair.

PISCES v/Jv
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)

Keep long-range goals in

mind. Security interests

should predominate. A friend

has a loli-joy attitude, bin live

and let live.
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aaasa
Yesterday’

24 Lace about

25 Intimate

28 Ankle-

length robe

27 Deportment

29 Artist

Rivera

30 Eat into

b Answer

31 Perk up

32 Set

straight

35 Pitcher

57 One ri a

D.C.

hundred

(abbr.)

ACROSS Sin the least

1 Steed 4 Asneche

5 Disney pooch film role

10 Ceremony 5 Wiseacre

11 Film Samson 6 Southern

portrayer novel

13 Egg-shaped 7 The DA is one

14 Rudolph's (abbr.)

headpiece 8 Window
15 Duck section Yesterday’! Answer

17 Celtic deity 9 Primped 24 Lace about 31 Perk up

18 Wholly 12 Faux pas 25 Intimate 32 Set

19 Hovel 18 Am. Rev. 28 Ankle- straight

20 Daughter general length robe 35 Pitcher

of Cadmus 21 Distorted 27 Deportment 37 One of a

21 For what 22 Command 29 Artist D.C.

reason? 23 Mosque Rivera hundred

22 South . feature 30 Eat into (abbr.)

African

23 Mother (Fr.)

25 Deer
26 Diminutive

27 In the colter

28 Hill-maker

29 Late Duryea
30 Highest note

33 Statute

34 Meantime
36 Gone aloft

38 Sewed
39 Withdraw

40 Elysium

42 Purport

42 Wrest

DOWN
1 Bread-baking

giveaway

2 Opponent

DAILY CRYPTOQUOTE - Here’s how to work It:

AX7DLBAAI1
b LONGFELLOW

One letter simply stands for another. In this sample A h
used tor the three L's, X for the two O’s. etc. Single letter*,

apostrophes, the length and formation of the words are tD
hints. Each day the code letters are different.

THBTYH VH Y
<X^W >°l

J
0^^SBDH RPHU

H
i
li-1

MPHE PZDH
MPHW VH YDH

V

WBXHY GFSf

O B T E ZKMHS,
“QBYXVWJMP
Yesterday’s Cryptoquote: A SINGLE BREAKER MAY
RECEDE; BUT THE TIDE IS EVIDENTLY COMING
IN.—MACAULEY
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TUESDAY, MAY 19, 1981
diabnews Market Place

FOR SALE
ACCOMODATIONS UNITS. ALL STEEL & 20%

OFF DUE TO CANCELLED ORDER.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
TONY WILKINSON RIYADH 464-5190.

MTCD TV PURCHASE
1 — 5 Ton Fork Lift

- 1 2 to 20 Passenger truck or bus
Must be in good condition

Please call: 669-0596 Jeddah

JOB OPPORTUNITY
AN INTERNATIONAL COMPANY HAS IMMEDIATE

OPENINGS FOR:

COMPOUND MAINTENANCE AND FACILITIES
ENGINEER.

HEAVY EQUIPMENT DRIVERS.

FLUENCY IN ENGLISH IS A MUST.
SINGLE STATUS WITH TRANSFERABLE IQAMA.
SALARY COMMENSURATE WITH EXPERIENCE.

SEND COMPLETE RESUME TO BOX 4681, RIYADH.

REQUIRED
FACILITIES OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE EXPERTS

REQUIRED IMMEDIATELY

SUPERVISORY POSITIONS:

MUST HAVE HAD US. OR EUROPEAN EXPERIENCE.

1. WATER AND SEWAGE PLANT

2. BUILDING AUTOMATION SYSTEM

3. UTILITY PLANT (DIESEL)

4.

HVAC
5. ELEVATORS
6. ELECTRICAL (CONSTRUCTION)

7. ELECTRICAL (MAINTENANCE)

8. BUILDING AND STRUCTURES

9. CUSTODIAL

TECHNICIAN POSITIONS:

TECHNICAL TRAINING OR COMPARABLE EXPERIENCE ON US.

MANUFACTURED INSTALLED EQUIPMENT.

1. ELECTRICIANS

2. ELECTRICIAN’S HELPERS

3. WATER PLANT OPERATORS

4. SEWAGE PLANT OPERATORS

5. PLUMBERS
6. BUILDING AUTOMATION SYSTEM OPERATORS

7. WELDERS
8. CUSTODIANS
9. TOOL ROOM ATTENDANTS

10. KITCHEN HELPERS

TRANSFERABLE IQAMA REQUIRED

ENGLISH REQUIRED/ARABIC NOT ESSENTIAL

SEND RESUME TO:

PERSONNEL DIRECTOR

P.O.BOX 4745 RIYADH, SAUDI ARABIA

OR TELEPHONE:

RIYADH 465-5266 BETWEEN 1800 & 2000 HOURS

16 MAY TO 20 MAY

-• _t

CRANE HIRING?
WEIGHT UP TO 120 TON HEIGHT

UPTO 72M. WITH GERMAN DRIVER
Please Call. TEL .4761784 RIYADH-

TEL.6823440JEDDAH
OR WRITE TO

P.O.BOX.6262 RIYADH

1
ill

WJiSi

If you have a transferable Iqama, speak fluent English

and are an experienced construction worker or leadman then

.
please send your name and telephone number or address to:

P.O. Box 3546
Jeddah, Saudi Arabia

Please state briefly your current work experience

(FOR RENT)
4-Luxurious villas of2 stories with

basement and one has aswimming pool.

A) Very convenient place to live in with reasonable

pnce.

B) Located in a! oleya and adjacent to panda supermarket.

C) Come and join to visit these elegant type of villas

.

^For particulars call:
'

ABDUL or KEN

Tel:4890089 _ 478 0076

CAUTIONARY NOTICE
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT ITEL CONTAINER
INTERNATIONAL B.V. (“ITEL”), FORMERLY SSI

CONTAINER CORPORATION INTERNATIONAL B.V.

ARE LESSORS OF CONTAINERS PRESENTLY CARRIED
ON BOARD THE VESSELS “TAI LUNG” AND TAI
HSIUNG”.

CONSEQUENT UPON THE DEFAULT AND SUBSEQUENT
LIQUIDATION OF UNIVERSAL CONTAINER SERVICES
(HK) LIMITED, TRADING AS HONG KONG CONTAINER
LINE, ITEL ARE ENTITLED TO RECOVERY OF THE
SAID CONTAINERS AND WILL TAKE ACTION AGAINST
ANY PARTY THAT SEEKS TO INTERFERE WITH THEIR
RIGHT TO IMMEDIATE POSSESSION OF THE SAID

CONTAINERS.

ANY OWNER OF CARGO LADEN IN THE SAID CON-

TAINERS IS RECOMMENDED TO CONTACT MR.
EDWARD LEE, VICE-PRESIDENTHPACIFIC, ITEL
CONTAINER CORPORATION INTERNATIONAL, 1501-3,

SINCERE BUILDING 173, DES VOEUX ROAD, CENTRAL,
HONG KONG B.C.C., TELEPHONE NO. 5-410081/4,

TELEX NO. 75749 SSIRE HX WITH A VIEW TO PROTEC-
TING THEIR INTERESTS.

WE HAVE EVERYTHING FOR YOUNG CHILDREN AND TEENAGERS
AT SIXTEEN STREET. JEDDAH NEAR AMERICAN FURNITURE TEL 6658390

SUPERIOR QUALITYLSTEELM^
W FROM JAPAN & QATAR

DEFORMED BARS GR 60 PLAIN BARS^ ALL SIZES PROMPT DELIVERY^iALMOJEL STORES RIYADH
201958 MOJEL

TEL NOS. 4771157-4027838 4771146

ROYAL MARBLE
PRICE of one complete square meter marble, size 40x40x15cm: or

size 30x60x15 cm. Black or Beige Colour SR.72; White Perlato

Colour SR.76.

PRODUCT OF: Breton Saudi Arabia Marble Manufacturing Co.,

Jeddah industrial Estate, P.O. Box: 4306, Telephone: 6440627,
Telex: 401282.

Kdneho
FOR A BEAUTIFUL LIFE

KANEB0 VOILE
All those who know about printed voile

all over the world, insist on "KANEBO"
the best and famous voile.

Manufacturers:

m KANEBO LTD., OSAKA, JAPAN.

CAUTIONARY NOTICE
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT ICS, INC. (“ICS”),

FORMERLY INTERWAY CONTAINER SERVICE, INC,

FORMERLY INTEGRATED CONTAINER SERVICE, INC.

ARE THE OWNERS OF CONTAINERS PRESENTLY
CARRIED ON BOARD THE VESSELS ‘TAI LUNG AND
»TAI HSIUNG”

CONSEQUENT UPON THE DEFAULT AND SUBSEQUENT
LIQUIDATION OF UNIVERSAL CONTAINER SERVICES
(H.K.) LTD., TRADING AS HONG KONG CONTAINER
LINE, ICS ARE ENTITLED TO RECOVERY OF SAID

CONTAINERS AND WILL TAKE ACTION AGAINST ANY
PARTY THAT SEEKS TO INTERFERE WITH THEIR
RIGHT TO IMMEDIATE POSSESSION OF SAID CON-
TAINERS.

ANY OWNER OF CARGO LADEN IN SAID CONTAINER IS

RECOMMENDED TO CONTACT MR. BAPTISTA, TRANS-
AMERICA ICS (H.K.) LTD., 2004-2007 MELBOURNE
PLAZA 33, QUEENN’S ROAD, CENTRAL ,

HONGKONG,
TELEX NO. 74730, TELEPHONE NO: HONGKONG -

242066-9, WITH A VIEW TO PROTECTING THEIR

INTERESTS.

SALEN DRY CARGO
M.V. EFDIM JUNIOR

Voy:6/81
THE ABOVE VESSEL ARRIVED AT YEMBO PORT ON

17th May
ETD 18th May

Consignees are kindly

requested to contact our
Agent in YEMBO

KARANBAISH AHMED& SONS
Tel: 21017- 21027
P.0.Box:14 YEMBO

to take delivery of their cargo
For any further information please contact:

ALGEZIRAH SHIPPING AGENCIES
Jge. P.O. BOX 1703 Tel: 6428333-6428529-6428779-6443350^ Telex: 400013 GEZIRASJ

ABDULLAH ESTABLISHMENT

FOR TRADINGS INDUSTRY

AGENTS FOR

MESSINA LINE
Notice To Consignee!

M/v“JOLLY ARGENTO ” \foy no.136
Arrival 17-5-1981/ 13-7-1401

Departure 18-5-1981 / 14-7-1401

CONSIGNEES OR THEIR AUTHORISED REPRESEN-
TATIVES ARE KINDLY REQUESTED TO TIMELY
ARRANGE FOR THE DOCUMENTS NECESSARY FOR
CLEARING AND WITHDRAW THEIR DELIVERY
0RDERS(AGAINST SUBMISSION OF ORIGINAL
BILLS OF LADING. DULY ENDORSED. OR BANK
GUARANTEES) UPON VESSEL’S ARRIVAL,

For more information, please contart:

Jeddah P.O. Box 7778
Aljohara Bldg., Baghdadiya.

Tels: (64) 24879/26998-9.

Tlx: 401504 Fislna/400688 Johara

Cable:. FAISALNA. d

I
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America
‘carried’
N- arms
to Japan
Revelation
jolts Suzuki

w

TOKYO, May 18 (AFP) — The Japanese

government, already badly shaken by the

sudden resignation of Foreign Minister

Masayoshi Ito last week, Monday suffered

another knock over its relations with the

United States.

The new political storm was triggered by

reports filed by Japanese correspondents in

Washington quoting former U.S. ambassador

to'Japan Edwin Reischauer to the effect that

United States aircraft carriers and cruisers

have called at Japanese ports 'with nuclear

weapons, despite the Tokyo government's

non-nuclear policy.

Prime Minister Zenko Suzuki moved
swiftly, ordering bis new Foreign Minister

Sunao Sonoda to find out if Reischaueris

reported remarks were true.

Sonoda said that to the best of his know-

ledge Tokyo had not been informed in

advance ofplansfornuclear-armed vessels to

call at Japanese ports. Japanese government

consent is required under the security treaty

with the United States revised in 1960.

Reischauer, now a Harvard University

professor, was quoted as saying that Tokyo
and Washington had “a verbal understand-

ing" allowing nuclear-armed American war-

ships and aircraftto call atJapanese portsand
pass through Japanese territorial waters and
airspace.

Nobusuke Kishi, who was prime minister

when the pact was revised, Monday declined

to comment on the alleged verbal under-
standing but added that the introduction of
nuclear weapons meant unloading or storing

them on Japanese territory. But Aiichiro

Fujiyama, who negotiated the 1960 revision

of the treaty as foreign minister, said he did

not believe such an agreement existed.

Present U.S. Ambassador Mike Mans-
field also declined to comment on Reis-

chauer’s remark. Bringing nuclear weapons
into Japan bad always been a controversial

problem, he said. 'Meanwhile, Chief Cabinet

Secretary Khchi ivfayazawa made it dear that

Japan' s three-point non-nuclearpolicy of not
possessing, producing or allowing nudear
arms into Japan remains unchanged.

Opposition parties in parliament reflecting

strong public opposition to nudear weapons
since the atomic bombing of Hiroshima and
Nagaski are certain to press hard for a dear-

cut government view on Reischauer*

s

remarks, following hard on the inddent
which led to Saturday’s resignation of Ito.

The foreign minister and his deputy Masao
Takashima resigned after Suzuki criticized

the Foreign Ministry over its drafting of the

communique released after the summit meet-

ing with U.S. President Ronald Reagan
which described Tokyo- Washington rela-

tions as an "alliance". Opposition groups

charged that the word had military connota-

tions, which Suzuki denied.

Meanwhile government trade representa-

tive Saburo Okita also indicated his wish to

resign Monday, Foreign Ministry sources

said. He was reportedly persuaded by Sonoda
to reconsider or delay his decision in order

not to aggravate the situation.

However, there was no indication that

Suzuki" s power-base was under imminent
threat He still retains the support of key

groups within the faction-ridden Liberal

Democratic Party.

Suzuki faced strong press criticism Monday
for his handling of the communique issue.

The press charged that Suzuki was using

“double talk”, one for domestic consumption

and one for abroad. Critics also fear that the

‘'alliance’" issue will cause Japan to lose cre-

dibility in the United States.

BELFAST SCENES: Violence has spread in die British province of Northern Ireland following the deaths ofhunger strikers Bobby Sands and Francis Hughes in Belfast and
the government's dogged refusal to treat Jailed guerrillas as political prisoners. But the anger shown in the streets has sometimes been replaced by happier scenes, like the

schoolgirl (at leftj taDdng to a British -soldier on patrol in 'the Falls Road area of west Belfast. Thepicture on the rightshows a soldier looking for snipers against a background
of graffiti.

Chinese invasion unlikely

Viet border stays tense
PEKING, May 18 ( Agencies) — Hos-

tilities are escalating along the China-

Vietnam border with the two largest battles

since China invaded Vietnam in 1979, but

diploraaticsourcessaid Monday they thought

a second invasion highly unlikely.

China said its border forces killed several

VietnameseattackersSaturday, thesameday
China sent a protest note about a May 5
battle in which 100 Vietnamese reportedly

were killed.

It was the second protest note this year

prompted by border inddents.Thw two bat-

tles were the largest reported clashes since

China launched its four-week war in

February- March 1979 to teach Vietnam a

"lesson."

China always has reserved its right to teach

Vietnam a "second lesson.” The first lesson is

regarded as punishment for Vietnam's occu-
pation of Cambodia and for the overthrow of
the China-backed Pol Pot government

Western and Asian diplomats concurred

Monday that the chances of a second lesson

are remote at this time. They said no major

troop movements or preparations have been

noted along the 735-mile border.

For Hanoi, blame for the dashes which

have escalated from artillery duels to actions

involving infantry and even tanks, should fall

squarely on Peking s shoulders.

Some Vietnamese commentators in Hanoi

see the situation in Indochina and more par-

ticularly in Cambodia as one of the reasons

behind the Chinese decision to turn the heat

Blast hitsGermanfirm
MARKDORF, West Germany, May 18

(R) — A West German company which
exports nuclear-related equipment to Pakis-
tan was damaged by a bomb Sunday, and an
anonymous caller later linked the blast to a
similar attack in Switzerland.

Police said the explosion tore a hole in an
outside wall and shattered windows at the

Hans Waelischmiller Company in Markdorf,
southern Germany, which makes robot arms
used to handle radioactive material. No one
was injured.

The caller, who spoke accented German,
told Reuters in Bonn the attack was launched
by what he called the Organization for pre-

venting the Spread of Nudear Weapons to

South Asia. He said the group was also

responsible for a bomb attack in February
against the director of a Swiss firm, Cora
Engineering, which had sold a uranium
enrichment plant to Pakistan.

up on die border where incidents have
erupted almost daily for the last two years.

A commentary in the Vietnamese army
daily Quan Dot Nhan Dan linked the Chinese

attack to the “brilliant success of the legisla-

tive elections" in Cambodia May 1. The
attack had been sparked by the "foundering

of the(Khmer Rouge) Pol Pot clique and the

failure to set up an anti-Vietnamese front,"

the commentary said.

Meanwhile, Vietnam has offidally replied

to a Chinese protest note in which Peking

dairned to have killed 150 Vietnamese m
retaliation for repeated incursions into Chin-

ese territory.

A Foreign Ministry note, carried by the
Vietnam News Agency Monday, accused
Chinese forces of armed incursion into Viet-

namese territory, of “continuing armed pro-

vocation and encroachment along the com-
mon border with Laos" and oforganizing and
arming groups of Cambodians to oppose the

Phnom Penh regime.

Following student clashes

Nairobi University shut
NAIROBI, May 18 (AFP) — The

authorities here dosed Nairobi University

Monday following renewed demonstrations

and stone throwing in the streets of the capi-

tal in the morning.

The offidal Kenya News Agency, report-

ing the move, said that the authorities had
dedded to dose the university for an indefi-

nite period. The agency quoting a statement
from the university registrar, added that stu-

dents had to vacate the premises immedi-
ately.

The current wave of disturbances began
Friday when hundreds ofstudents took to the
streets and fought a running battle with

police. Several students and civilians were
injured in the dashes which lasted several

hours.

Late Saturday,onegroup ofstudents threw

stones at vehicles near the university dor-

mitories while others reportedly raided the

rooms of eight students opposed to the pro-

tests and set fire to their possessions.

The students were demonstrating in sup-
port of Kenyan doctors, who have been on
strike for more than one week for betterpay
and service allowances. The doctors'

demands follow a government decision last

year banning doctors In state hospitals from
private practice. The students were alsocom-
plaining about proposals for a nine-month
vacation and forced national youth service.

The university authorites responded to

Friday’s disturbances by expelling 18 stu-

dents. Monday’s protest demonstrations
were led by students threatening to boycott
classes if tire 18 were not reinstated. The
closure of the university is expected to affect

•exams, which are scheduled to take place in

about one month's time.

In March, the country's education
authorities dosed the University of Nairobi
and Kenyatta University college, a subsidiary

of the main campus, for more than one
month.

Britain said considering defense budget cuts
LONDON, May 18 (R) — Britain Monday

began its annual debate over defense cats

amid forecasts that the navy might lose half of

its frigates and destroyers while the Royal

Marines, a crack amphibious force, could be

disbanded.
Newspapers suggest that Prime Minister

Margaret Thatcher, dubbed "The Iron Lady
for her insistence on military preparedness

against the Soviet Union, might have

changed her priorities.

A defense Ministry spokesman, however,

said Britain was still committed to increasing

defense spending by 3 percent a year in real

terms — a pledge reaffirmed at the NATO
defense ministers’ meeting in Brussels last

week.
Defense Minister John Nott was consider-

ing options in a cost-cutting exercise but bad

taken no decisions so far, the spokesman said.

The naval correspondent of the conserva-

tive Daily Telegraph forecast that the navy’s

spending would be cut by eight billion sterling

($16.8 billion) over the next 10 years while

other newspapers said the aits would be only

one-tenth as hard.

The defease correspondent of The Times

said Nott was planning to cut one billion sterl-

ing (S2.2 billion) from defense spending over

the next 10 years, three-quarters of it from
the naval budget.

It was an open secret that the navy could

lose up to half its surface fleet of frigates and
destroyed, which today number between 50
and 60, he said. An option of halving the

57,000 British troops stationed in West
Germany had been rejected because of West
German reaction and Mrs. Thatcher’s hopes
of forming an Anglo-German axis in the

European Economic Community, the cor-

respondent added.

TheDaify Telegraph forecast that the Royal
Marines, founded in 1964, would be dis-

banded but informed sources described the
report as “a bluff in the chess game ofprotect-
ing individual services." The gpvenmenfs
junior navy minister, Keith Speed, said in a
weekend speech in his Kent constituency that

downgrading the navy would damage British

interests.

Conservative member of Parliament Pat-

rice Wall said of the reported hanging over
the navy: “If approved it would mark the end
of 400 years of British history during which,
since the defeat of the Spanish armada, the
Royal Navy has protected the shores of these
islands.”

Wall said that, in war, NATO would faoe
92 Soviet divisions in central Europe and
would need immediate reinforcements of one
million moo, mostly by sea. “The Royal Navy
provides 70 percent of the naval froces in the

eastern Atlantic and the English Channel,"
he argued. “How are these reinforcements to

be protected, as the Americans are already
short of anti-submarine warfare vessels?”

A similar controversy took place last year
when defense spending was cut by less than
half of what had been forecast Political

sources said Mrs. Thatcher was angry over
what die apparently saw as another case of
the defense establishment conducting its bat-
tle in public to win support before vital deci-
sions on the defense program taken,.

63.8 percent voters turn out in Italian referenda

For all your Building Materials,

Timber, Plywood etc;

CONTACT

ROME, May 18 (AP) — A high 63.8 per-
cent turnout satisfied all sides Monday in

Italy’s referenda on whether to keep the

nation's three-year-old liberal abortion law,

restrict . it, or liberalize it further.

Two hours before ballot booths dosed at 2
p.m., ( 1200 GMT), pollsters predicted a nar-

row victory for the pro-abortion lobby. But
they said a sympathy vote for wounded Pope
John Paul II could still tip the scale in favorof

the Right-to-Ufe Movement, which wants all

abortions banned except when the mother’s

life is at stake.

Until he was gunned down Wednesday in

SL Peter’s Square, the Pope had campaigned
strongly against the abortion law, Ignoring

charges that he was meddling in Italian poli-

tics.

First returns were expected Monday night

and early Tuesday. All parties had banked on
massive partidpation as the key to success in

die referenda and they were gratified at the

turnout.

A youth apparently prevented a middle-

aged man from exploding a hand grenade at a
polling station in Bari in southern Italy,

police said. Theyouth, who was notidentified

for security reasons, saw a man between 40

EL RADELTRADING
CO. LTD.

Polish deputy premier sees long struggle ahead

P.aBOX : 6272

Tel. 6366641-6366642
TELEX.401596 TIMBER SJ JEDDAH, S.A.

WARSAW, May 18 (AP) — Deputy Pre-

mier Mieczyslaw Rakowslti says it could take

until the end of this decade to reconstruct,

renewand improvePolish sodety.in the wake
of changes ushered in during the past 10
months, according to an interview published
Sudnay. “I assume the whole decade will be

devoted to reconstructions, to improving
those structures worth preserving and intro-

ducing new ones to replace those we consider

outdated," he told the Polish news agency
PAP.

Rakowslti, who became deputy premier
during a government shakeup in February, is

known as a liberal and is responsible for gov-

ernment relations with the independent trade
union Solidarity. “I believe that if we main-

tain the present political trend in the coungy,

which is generally called renewal, it will not,

take months or even a year for the important

changesto take place in our work," he noted.
He also noted that Hungary had cautioned it

would take ten years to “overhaul the mental-

ity of the industrial leadership.”
'

"One' often hears remarks that the gov-
ernment is inefficient, that it is doing nothing,
that it is being used constantly.” he said, “for
were it vigorous enough it would have
ushered in a reform and things would begin to
look up in Poland in a matter of a year and a
hall In ray view, that is simply impossible.”

Meanwhile, Stefan Cardinal Wyzynskiwn,

.

the primate of Poland, suffered cardiac -trou-

bles last Thursday, the day he was informed
of the assassination attempt against his co

an 50 years old trying to hide the grenade
behind his back.

When the man realized that the youth had
seen the grenade he left the polling station,

dropped the grenade by the side of the street,

and fled, the youth told police, who set up
roadblocks and distributed a •description of
die would be terrorist.

A 19-year-old vote-counter gave birth to a
baby girl in an elementary school used for
voting in BieDa in northern Italy. She went

*ufc> labor and gave birth before the ambul-
ance arrived.

Italians are voting on two abortion
referenda. One, supported by the Right-to-
Ufe Movement, would prohibit abortion
except when the woman’s health is in “seri-

ous danger." The other — proposed by the
small, left-wing Radical Party — wduld
expand the existing law to allow abortions
outside state dinics, permit women under 18
to obtain abortions without parental consent,
and allow abortion on demand after the first

90 days of pregnancy.

Voters are also considering three other
referenda. One would eliminate life impris-
onment and thus allow a maximum jail sen-
tence of28 years.A second would outlawthe
carrying of firearms outside the home even
with a license. The third would repeal a stiff

anti-terrorism law that allows police to hold
suspects for two days without a hearing, and-
arrest those that they suspencf are about to
commit a terrorist act.

Good Morrdm
D„ I3..J k • is_ OBy J&ad A2 Knazen

"O Sleep it is a gentle thing..” saw tbc
pci. Gentle to be sure, buta Iso overpower,
ing: "Sleep " says the Arab proverb, "is a

-

Sudan." Many a schoolboy bad to give up
the unequal struggle as the"teacher droned
on. and drifted off. Only to be rudely
shaken out of his dreams by the irate
teacher and the general amusement of the
classmates.

Such incidents are ah in a day’s work as
far as teachers and pnpik are ixmeerned.
A far more serious business is the snooze
of the great at inopportune times, with the
world press looking on and everyone Irv-

ing to determine whether it is an inten-

tional. “ diplomatic nap" (the parallel to a
"diplomatic illness") or that the chap is

just working too hard.

One of the most famous of such nap*
was Dr. Kissinger’s as be was watching a
Chinese ballet performance in Peking,'

which was immorqfeed in press photo-
graphs the world over. Immortalized also

were the looks of utter (fismay on the faces

of the Chinese hosts as they wondered
whether this was a deliberate imperialist

snub to a People's artform or they hate

really overdone the toasts in the banquet

just before the show.
Then there is the incident in Britain

back in 1977, when Defense Minister

Fred Mulley was escorting the queen to

the annual air show. The cameras were

there of course and so was the entire Brit-

ish air force going th rough its(very noisy)

paces. But no sooner Mr. Mulley tod

introduced the monarch to her seat than

.he made himself covn-brtable in his and

drifted peacefully into sleep.

But my favorite untimely sleep story

happened in the great tennis tournament
at Wimbledon. The year was 1964. and
the game was at its hottest. Suddenly^
everyone noticed that the umpire wasgo
longer making any calls. Then everyone

\

T *

realized that, perched on her high diair i 1
(the umpire happened to be a lady), in t I
balmy breezes of the English summer, the

.

lady had succumbed toa deep and heahb- L

fill slumber — soon to be shattered as L - ,

thousands of spectators howledand wbis- j I

tied in protest. * *

Translated from Ash/ng A1 Awsnr

Speaker asks q

Faelldin to

form cabinet
STOCKHOLM, May 18 (AFP) - Swed-

ish parliamentary .Speaker Ingemunc
Bengtsson Monday asked outgoing Print

"Minister Thorbjoera Faelldin to form s

minority government regrouping Genter and

Liberal parties.

Faelldin, a Centrist.'who had been govern-

ing with, the Conservatives and Liberals, res-

igned May 8 when the Conservatives walked

out of the coalition following disagreement

over tax reform. But they have since said the?

would not oppose Faefldin’s reno ruination as

premier, and parliament is expected to

endorse him Tuesday.
The opposition left-wing blochas 174 seats

in parliament, one short of a majority in the

349-seat house, and Faelldin is widely- tipped

to scrape through with Iris new government.

This will be the third government headed bj

Faelldin since the Conservative 1976 victory

ended 46 years of Social Democratic rale

here.

Quake shocks Peru
LIMA, Peru, May 18 (AP) — A strong,

offshore earthquake shook northern Pen1
'

vian coastal communities Monday without

causing damage or injuries, the civil defense

reported. The dvil defense office here snd

the epicenter of the quake was 250 kntf

northwest of Lima, which would put it off-

shore and south of Chimbote. It was the third

quaketn eight days along the Peruvian coast

Soong health worsens
PEKING, May IS (AFP) - The heal*®

Soong Ching-ling, widow of the

republican China Sun Yat-sen, continued®

worsen Monday. Soong, who is 90 yeais°»*

has been in critical condition since Thors®**
-
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